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Securities, suitable for
Savings Banks and Trust

Washington, Sept. 24.
The indications for Maine, New Hampshire
and Vermont are fair weather and nearly
stationary temperature.
The indications for New England are fair
weather, nearly stationary temperature(
variable winds, generally southerly.
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

Portland, Me., Sept. 23, 1886.
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Bankers ana uroKers
Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES
for Savings Banks and Trust
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Ealatr Mortgage Mecnriliee.
estate
1 am sending Fiiet Mortgage· oil real
cent,
tu eastern parties, netting tlieiu seven per
»rini-aninterest
the
with
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annum,
per
of
the
value
of
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uunlly. 1 loan only one-third
of both insecurity, and attend to all collections are
the
in
terest and principal. The mortgages
form of Bonds with interest coupons attached. and
with
parties
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THE SOURCE
OF HEALTH.

Make the blood pure and you drive sickness away.
In
Neglect to do so and you must suffer with disease.
the Summer heat, when your physical powers ore
exhausted and your mental faculties incapable of effort,
Vegetlne will give new life to the bloodless invalid and
worn body and
Impart -vigor and strength to the

and thus
mind. Take it while on your vacation
unable to
secure health and pleasure. But if you are
use
Vegetine, and
get a respite from labor, by all means
from Epidemics
you will greatly lessen the danger
of
and Fevers. Vegetine possesses In its combination
in which the
roots, barks, and herbs the very elements
of and
diseased blood is deficient. It removes the cause
time cures Blood Humors and Skin Diseases,
no
it
has
equal.
and as a tonic in Nervous Debility

ISOÙLES PILLS)

££

Cure Sick Headache, Constipation and Piles.
Are Purely Vegetable. Gentle yet thorough in operation. 25 cents; δ boxes, $1.00. By Druggists and by
Mail.
Geo. Pierce & Co., 30 Hanover St.r Boston.
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Tauntox. Ν. J., Sept. 23.—The fifth annual meeting of the Union Veteran Army
convened at the Bayard Post, room 24, East
Twenty-three
State street this morning.
states and 218,000 men were represented by
the
afternoon
This
about fifty delegates.
following officers were elected for the ensuB.
ManΒ.
ing year: Commander in Chief,
Lieutenant Commander,
First
chester;
J. P. Johnson Howard, Brooklyn, L. I. ;
Second Lieutenant Commander, 1). B. Long,
Kansas; Surgeon General, N. Monroe, of
Quartermaster General,
Massachusetts;
ilohn 11. Wilson, Iloboken, N. J. ; First As
sistant Surgeon General, A. 0. Robbins,
Providence, Κ. I. ; Judge Advocate General,
Ε. O. Chapman, Trenton, N. J. ; and Chaplain, J. L. Fisher, of Pennsylvania.

100,000

Clear

I'.
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Pounds of Halibut.

Gloucester, Mass., Sept. 23.—Schooner
Mist of the Iceland halibut fleet arrived today, bringing 100,000 pounds of fletched halibut.
Capt. Scott reports the weather this
When he left there,
season very stormy.
Aug. 25th, the rest of the fleet was ready to
sail for home. The fish on the coast is very
scarce, and the fleet did poorly.
A Congressional Nomination.
Mauiioka, Minn., Sept. 23.—O. P. Bullis
was nominated for Congress by the democratic and farmers alliance, of the second
Minnesota district, yesterday.
Yale's Freshman Class.
New Hives. Conn., Sept. 23.—The Freshman class entering Yale today numbers 277—
academics, 173; scientific», 104. This shows
an increase over last year's entering class of
81—academics, 36 ; scientifics, 12.

Killed by an Explosion.
Fbakcibco, Sept. 23.—One hundred
pounds of gun cotton and nitro glycerine exploded at the giant powder works today.
Two Chinamen were killed, and there was
slight damage to the property.
San

Both Legs Crushed.
New Bedfokd, Sept. 23—Dennis Connors,
an employe of the Philadelphia & Reading
Coal & Iron Company In this city, had both
legs crushed between the ankles and knees,
on the railroad at the company's wharf, this
morning.
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A. Weymouth, Clinton, ns. b. m. Daisy...
Time—2.51, 2.55y2, 2.52.
The three minute race was warmly contested at the start by a gray mare from Nor"

The
The

Skowhegan bay.
the first heat.

second heat went to the Norridgewock mare.
Then the Skowhegan man withdrew his
horse on account of dissatisfaction with the
xiv *vt

jlv/jl

:

§100.

THREE MINUTE CLASS—PURSE

Henry Sawyer, Norridgewock, lis. g. 2
m. Early Dawn
Ν. M. Cleveland. Skowhegan, ns. b. ni.
C.

1

Moslier,|Norridgewock,

lis.

Valuable

House.

noon.

g. g.

1
2

6 3
Harvest
Horn, Farmlngton, ns. b. g. Uno. 4 Ε
F. J. Watts, Norridgewock, ns. b. m.
3 4
Hattle Pearl
L. E. Judkins, Hartland, ns. e. s. Hart5 β
land.
Time—2.46 Vâ, 2.4(3 Vs, 2.451,4, 2.47.
In the first heat of the 2.37 class, there
A. D.

1

1

dr.
2
3

2
4

5

5

4

3

was

collision, by which a Lewiston horse, C.
W. Clark's bay gelding, Fred B. was run into by the gray horse, Jim Blaine, and startFred B. was driven by
ed into a runaway.
FredTiiton. His sulky was upset and Tilton was thrown out. Fred B. rushed around
the track like mad, bringing up in his stable.
He was cut about the legs and Tilton was
a

slightly hurt.

The bay Lewistonian was in poor condition for the next heat, yet started and came
in fourth. But the third heat, Fred B. did
Coming
work that made the crowd cheer.
down the last quarter, he spurted from fourth
position to second at as handsome a gait as
ever a horse trotted, and made the driver of
the leading horse wince.
Many horsemen
said that Fred B. would have won the race
but for the accident.
On account of darkness, the race was postponed at 5.50 p. m., till Thursday morning,
with two heats to the credit of Isabel and
The summary :
one credited to Jim Blaine.
2.37 CLASS—I'URiE 8100.
1
1 2
G. 1!. rainier, Dover, ns. b. m. Isabel
L. C. Judkins, Hartland, ns. g. g. Jim
13
3
Blaine
A. 1). Horn, Farmingtou, lis. g. in. Snow
2 3 4
Bird
C. W. Claik. Lewiston, ns. b. g. Fred Β—4 4 2
Time—2.48, 2.41%, 2.41.

Fred B. astonished them, Thursday morning by winning the first of the postponed
heats in the 2.37 race. In the second heat lie
Isabel won
broke badly and came in third.
the first money ; Jim Blaine second ; Fred B·
tiiird ; and Snow Bird fourth. A large crowd
witnessed the fine races Thursday afternoon-

:a NEW TREATY.
Plan

to

Settle the Fisheries

Dis-

ernment.
It is stated on good authority by one in
position to know, that three or four months
ago representatives of her majesty's government and United States Minister rhelps entered into personal communication, looking
towards the preparation of a new treaty,
which should have for its object the better
relations of Canada and the American republic. Since then until a month ago, the
work has been going on and the document
Before subwas satisfactorily drawn up.
mitting it to Washington, the English government decided to submit it to the Canadian authorities for examination and such suggestions as they thought proper to make as
to the conditions which were solicited.
Three weeks ago a copy of the document
was received here from the colonial secretary and was immediately followed by Sir
Charles Tupper, who said that he came to
The real
see about a permanent exposition.
object of his visit was to explain to Sir
certain
as
to
of
England
John the position
The fishery
conditions of the treaty, viz :
question and reciprocal trade relations, as
there are certain classes of goods on .which
it would be to the advantage of Canada to
have the duty increased or decreased, or
which would iniure Eastern interests at
uuuie.

On the very day that Sir Charles arrived a
long cabinet council was held and the matThe English view
ter generally discussed.
of the fishery matter not being acceptable,
since then repeated councils of the members
have been held and modifications will be
suggested to the home government.
It is said the fishery dispute is to be settled by rejecting the headland theory and
giving to Ameriean fishermen the free and
unrestricted use of Canadian waters, for
which great reduction is made in duty on
fish. The changes from the present treaty
The principle of
are many and important.
in
reciprocity has been carefully considered
framing the treaty, and it is thought it will
to the people of
prove eminently satisfactory
Canada and the United States.
that such a
stated
be
It can positively
treaty as the above has been outlined and
will be presented to the next session of the
next Congress for ratification.
Sir Charles returned from Halifax here today and will be presented at an important
meeting of the cabinet tomorrow, when the
suggestions to be sent to England will be
agreed upon and drawn up.
The desire was to keep this matter secret
until the treaty was presented.
London, Sept. 23.—Sir J.

Fergusson,

un-

der foreign secretary, announced in the
House or Commons this afternoon that personal communications were passing in Eondon between the representatives of her maand the United States
jesty's government
minister in the direction of the removal of
the friction between the fishing interests of
the United States and Canada arising out
of the defects of the present treaties.
ΛΙγ. Edward 'Γ. Gourley gave notice that at
the next session he would move that x com
mittee be appointed to ascertain how far the
fishery convention with the United States
could be amended or abolished.
Ottawa, Sept. 23.—Nothing is yet known
in official circles here regarding the new
treaty between England and tho United
Stotes described in depatches of Ottawa correspondents. A rumor has been afloat, however,that arrangements have been completed
for the joint commission to settle the fishery
question. The minister of justice in speaking of it said, "I have not heard of it and
is
that matters have not
my only regret
The question
reached the state described.
is still en statue quo,

DAKOTA REPUBLICANS.

Synopsis

of the

Platform

on

Which

They Stand.

Banoob, Sept. 23.—The St. John's Episcopal Parish of this city, ι have extended a
cal to Rev. John McGaw Foster, of Lowell,
Mass., and has been excepted.
A Poisoning Case at Augusta.
Al'GI'Sta, Sept. 2."!.—At the house of John

Yankton, yak., Sept. 23.—The platform
the territorial Republican convention declares unwavering support of the
principles of the Republican party, demands
on behalf of both Indians and citizens the
immediate reduction of all Indian reservations in the territory, denounces the failure
of the Democratic House to pass the Dawes
bill for giving to settlers a portion of the
Sioux reservation; characterizes Commissioner Sparks as grossly ignorant of the
character of the people of the Northwest,
and his statements that ninety per cent of
the public land entries are fraudulent as inspired by ignorance and malice ; denounces
President Cleveland's vetoes of pension bills
expresses sympathy with Ireland, and declares for the division and admission of
Central and North Dakota
South Dakota.

Grant

men

the Kenduskeag.
Bangor, Sept. 23.—Zebulon Yale, 45 years
οία, was found In Kenduskeag stream here
today at low tide. It is supposed he fell in
Drowned in

last night and was drowned]while intoxicated.
He was a laborer and had no home.
A Call Extended.

on J )ickman street today,
and a two year old child were

eating

soup.

senic.

The symptoms

four ladies

poisoned by

are

those of arout of
is not

By prompt treatment all are
danger. The origin of the poison

adopted by

the

tried to

the resolution, requiring
division and admission to be
a vote of the people, but the

save

question of

submitted to
resolutions passed

as

above.

ing.

and produce, and the largest attendance evBoth days were
had at this exhibition.
were
The
races
good. J. T.
pleasant.
B. ; J. H·
Nellie
entered
Grant, Ellsworth,
l>. J.
ICehoe, St. Stephen, Sandy Morris;
in the
Stockford, Frederieton, Joe Ilooker,
the
free for all race.
Sandy Morris won
Ilooker
Joe
2.40.
$100. Time, 2.43, 2.42,
took second money.
An Electric Shock.
a
Skowhegan, Sept. 23.—E. C. Russell,
station,
electric
the
at
man
young
employed
with a rod one of the parts of
er

by touching

the machine that was heavily charged, received a shock that deprived him of his

The Cause of Secretary Manning's
Severe Illness.
A Revival of Interest
Among Democrats
Regarding Certain Ap-

THE DOMINION.
A Steamer Ashore.

Colling wood, Ont., Sept. 23.—Steamer
Telegram, en route for Byng Inlet with passengers and freight, is ashore at the Forks
of Waubun and Ship Channel. A steamer
has been sent to her assistance.
The Moro Castle.
Port Hawkesbuby, N. S., Sept. 23.—
Schooner Moro Castle was stripped today,
and her sails were stored, as her owners did
not deposit the sum of S1G00 required by the
department. The crew will be forwarded by
the United States Consul General on the
steamer

Carroll, tomorrow,

to Boston.

The Narragansett Hotel Sold.
Providence, R. I., Sept. 23.—Narragansett Hotel, in this city, has been sold to Chas.
Fletcher, a prominent manufacturer of this
city, for $315,000. This hotel, which cost
over Si,000,000, has been re-leased for ten
years to I/. H. Humphreys, the present lessee.

He held that the liquor traffic
dramshops.
was the greatest curse of mankind, and
should be stamped out bv prohibition.
Dr. Francis Minot, of Boston, read a paper
of alcoholic beverages on the
on "the effect
health." He gave a medical view of the subject, saying he believed elderly persons could
use stimulants with beneficial results, but
they should never be taken as beverages.
The evening session was devoted to three
essays ; Rev. Joseph May of Philadelphia reading a paper on "The Inlluences of Home,"
lîev. Brook Ilerford of Boston on "The
Church," and Rev. Setli C. Beach of Dedham
Mass., on ·,Sunday Schools."

cla.ss'ma hTmatteb!}
FOREICN.
of the Insurrection in
Madrid Captured.

Leader

The

Cermar.y and Bulgaria Suspend Pro-

ceedings Against
rian

the

Bulga-

Conspirators.

to His

People

and

an

Address

Maine

Man

Dies

of

Cholera

at

Yokohama.

er

is stated in
anti-Mormons are much
disturbed over the assignment of Second
Lieutenant Richard W. Young, Fifth Artillery, to duty at Fort Douglass, near Salt
Lake City. Lieutenant Young is a grandson

Washington, Sept. 23.—It

his city that the

and his presence, it is
the supremacy of the gov-

Brigham Young,

of

claimed,

menaces

ernment of the Territory.
At the War Department the idea of such
an objection being raised about the assignment to duty of a second lieutenant is ridiculed. Lieutenant Young, who was for a
time acting Judge Advocate of the Department of the East, was, it is stated, recommended for duty with a light battery for instruction, as is necessary with all artillery
officers, and General Sheridan approved the
recommendation. It was not known that he
was a Mormon at the time. Nor was it remembered that he was related to Krigham
Young. He was simply regarded as Lieutenant Young of the army, whom it was
desirous to assign to duty with a light bat-

tery.
The Three Per Cent Bonds.

Inquiry was made at the Treasury Departregard to the published statement
that the national banks are being greatly
ment in

disturbed by the calling in of the 3 per cent
bonds, which form the principal basis of
their circulation. It was learned that several of these institutions have given notice of
withdrawal from the system, and that others
are trying to have their called bonds retained
as a baiis for circulation, preferring to fore-

altogether

the interest

go

rather than risk

buying 4 and 4J per cents at the present high
been held by the
premium. It lias always
Treasury Department that when the bonds
cease to bear interest they become unavailaThis ruling,
ble as a basis for circulation.
however, has lately been contested by somu
of the banks, and the question has been refered to the Attorney General for an opinion. Until this decision is rendered the department must adhere to its practice. In
many cases, however, the banks whose bonds

deferring

their replacements, expecting apparently a decision alIn the meanto
remain.
those
bonds
lowing
time the Comptroller of the Currency, Treasurer, and Register are so busily engaged with
replacements awl withdrawals that it is not
have been called are

tuuaiucicu

mai»

iiacij

uic

uc^ttiiuicuii

niu

be very exacting with the banks that have
failed to surrender their called bonds.
Places Not Yet Awarded totheFaithful.

The return of the President and a quorum
of the Cabinet revives the interest of Democratic aspirants in the customs and internal
Collectors
revenue appointments still open.
of customs, naval officers and surveyors
have been appointed at all the principal
ports, but most of the appraisers of customs
left over from the Republican regime are

holding
Republican collectors are still
sitting at the receipt of customs at the following places : Annapolis, Astoria, Bangor,
Barnstable, Bath, Belfast, Cherryston, Crisfield, Detroit, Dunkirk, Eastport, Edenton,
Eureka, Cal., Fort Benton, Grand Haven,
Jersey City, Machias, Marblehead, NanPortland, Ore., Port
tucket, Newport,
Townsend, Richmond, Rochester, St. AuSitka, Toledo, Tuckerton, Vicksurg, Waldoborough, Wilmington, Del. Republican surveyors of customs are yet
undisturbed at Burlington, Iowa, Galena,
Michigan City, Portsmouth, Ohio. Seven
Republican collectors of internal revenue
still remain open to removal, as follows :
James S. Wolfe, Colorado; Sam C. Thompson, Florida; Jno. H. Sellman, Baltimore;
Morris
Friedsam, 32d New York city;
Henry S. Pierce, Buffalo and Rochester district. Ν. Y. ; Jno. F. Cumler, Toledo, Ohio,
and S. W. Fisher, New Mexico.

§ustine,

A Death

Trap.

The workmen who have been engaged for
the last day or two in reconstructing the
plumbing of Secretaiy Manning's private
office, in which he passed the greater part of

his time while he was in active charge of the
Treasury, have discovered a pipe four inches
in diameter leading directly to the head of
the sewer, where all the most deadly gas
would accumulate, and unprotected by any
trap or other 3ontrivance for keeping out the
Secretary Folger passed
poisonous air.
most of his time in this same, room, and few
his
doubt that
untimely death was largely
attributable to this cause. Secretary Windom was so convinced of the unhealthiness
of the building that he had it inspected by
officers of the Board of Health, who made a
most unfavorable report, but no action was
t .d upon it.
The President at the Capital.

The President was not very busy today,
lie received a few callers, among them Air.
Porter, Assistant Secretary of State, accompanied by Kev. Henry W. White of London,
chaplain to the Queen ; Gen. Drum, Acting
Secretary of War; and Senator Kansoru.
The usual Thursday Cabinet meeting was
omitted, and instead the President drove out
to his country residence, taccompanied by
and Mrs. Folsom. The
Mrs. Cleveland
President will resume the routine of official
and social duties tomorrow morning. These
will include a reception to the general public
in the afternoon at 1 o'clock for the purpose
of allowing strangers in the city to pay their
respects. Official visitors will be received
during the forenoon.
Died of Cholera in

Japan.

the Pacific Mail Steamship Company. He had no family or relatives there,
was very reticent as to his life and family,
but declared to his employer there that he
had no relations arid no direct heirs. He
claimed that he was born at Gardiner, Me.,
and went to New York when about 12 years
of age, at about the time when a great fire
was there, and to have served in the United
States navy during the Mexican war.

employ of

The Silver Certificates.
The Treasury Department is using every
effort to secure a speedy distribution of the
new silver certificates, and to that end orders
were today issued for the force employed on
that work, at the bureau of engraving and
printing, to work extra hours at nignt until
a supply of small notes is secured sufficient
to meet the present heavy demand.

It is said that the one dollar certificates
will be ready for distribution by the first of
October, the twos about three weeks later,
and the fives about the middle of November.

The Letter Sheet In Demand.
For the first month the Post Office Department ordered one million of the double
postal card or combined letter sheet and
stamp, and additional orders from postmasters have been received for 798,000. It
«roc olmnt mnfi mnnt.h jiern that thfi card went
into use.
Minor Matters.
The Acting Secretary of the Treasury today appointed Thomas Fleming to be acting

keeper at Newport and Whipple Points, Vermont.
State

Con.

vention.
St. Paul, Minn., Sept. 23.—Balloting and

speech-making

at the

.Republican

State con-

vention proceeded so slowly last night after
the nomination of a lieutenant governor that
the work was not finished until after two
o'clock this morning. The following nominations have been made : For Secretary of
State, iHans Mattson, of Minneapolis ; auditor, Capt. W. W. Broden, present incumbent; treasurer, Col. Joseph Robbetty, of
New Ulm ; attorney general. Clapp of Fergus
Falls.

Wiggin's Prediction.
Galveston, Sept. 23.—Wiggin's prediction that Galveston and other cities will be
visited on the 29th by a disastrous earthquake, is causing a good peal of apprehension among the colored people, especially
the women, many of whom are firm believin

Wiggin.

Unitarian Conference.
Sahatoga, Sept. 23.—The opening session
of the Unitarian Conference this morning
The antiwas devoted to general remarks.
saloon and White Cross moves commenced.
Rev. Mr. Bean presented a memorial from
the Unitarian Educational Society of New

Hampshire

on

the

subject of denominational

schools. A resolution was offered requesting
Congress to obtain national statistics in regard to marriage and divorce, which was referred to a business committee. The following officees were elected : President, Samuel
F. Miller, of Washington; Vice Presidents,
John 1). Long, Hingham, Mass. ; George M.
McCrary, Kansas City ; Dorman B. Eaton,
New York; Daniel L. Sherry, Chicago; Horace Davis, San Francisco, and George E.
Adams, Chicago ; General Secretary, Russell
N. Bellows, New York ; Treasurer, William
Howel Read, Boston.
Carroll B. Wright, of Boston, read a paper
on the present actual condition of workingmen.

Judge Robert C. Pitman

"the

attitude

of the

a

read a paper on

church towerd the

Invitations have been sent out by the local
committee in charge of the firemen's muster,
to come off Sept. 30th, to every town in the
It is
State known to posses» a hand-tub,
uncertain how many will respond—probably
ten or a dozen.
The subject of a chapter house for the

Makbleiiead, Mass.. Sept. 23.—The rethis evening at Eastern Yacht Club
House to Gen. Paine, owner, and Edward
Burgess, designer, of the famous sloop yacht
Mayflower, the successful defender of America's cup, was an informal affair, but it was
a very enjoyable occasion, there being no
lack of enthusiasm, and the attendance being great as could be expected under the
circumstances. There were no speeches at
the banquet and no other demonstration beyond that at the club house. It had been intended to illuminate the shore to-night, but
a heavv down pour of rain rendered it impossible to carry out that part of the programme. Notwithstanding that during the
morning a heavy mist hung over the harbor,
it was decided that arrangements for the reception must be carried out as far as the
weather would permit, and at 11.45 o'clock
Commodore Ilovey, on board the Fortuna
gave orders to all yachts to array themselves
in holiday attire. The order was promptly
obeyed, and the display of bunting from the
flotilla presented a handsome picture despite the rain. From noon until 3 o'clock the
yachts lay at arithor, their pretty regalia
drooping in the pouring rain. In the mean
time all was activity at the club house which
Gen. Paine and
was beautifully decorated.
Mr. Butgess arrived at the club house early
in the afternoon, where they received congratulations of a large number of friends,
prominent among whom were Lieut, and
Mrs. Henn of the Galatea. At about half
past 0 o'clock, 200 guests sat down to the
banquet in the dining room of the club house
which was splendidly decorated. There was
no toast. The evening was spent informally,
the discussions being confined chiefly to
yachting matters. It Is intended to sail the
Galaand
race between the Mayflower
atea to-morrow if the weather conditions

ception

will permit. At a late hour to-night the
wind is from the north-east and rain still
falling. Should the weather be clear and
the wind off slior», the contest will surely
take place. Among the yachts in the harbor
are the Galatea, Mayflower, Gitana, Mohican, Fortuna, Fearless. Tioga, Ambassadress, Sluna' Princess, Priscilla, Lvda, Kitty, Intrepid, Adrienne and hundreds of
smaller craftMakblkheai>,_ Mass.—Later in the evemug
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Dublin, Sept. 23.—Most Reverend Bartholomew Woodlock, D. D., Roman Catholic
bishop of the diocese of Armagh and Clonmacnois, Ireland, has issued an address to
people and clergy of his diocese.
The Bishop laments the present spiritual

cided to carry out the plans previously arranged for illuminating the harbor and
shore. In a short time names from bon tires
were ascending on all the headlands of the
harbor, while cannon were booming from
Bay View and Gerry battery and Fort Sewelll, Then the yachts in the harbor began
the pyrotechnic display, such as has never
been seen before. The harbor was ablaze
with fire and hundreds of
people flocked
to various points of vantage from which the
be witnessed.
could
magnificent spectacle

The illumination was a glorious jrrand finale
to the reception in honor of the owner and

designer of

the victorious

Mayflower.

SOMETHINC ROTTEN IN

BOSTON

Charges and Scandals Concernine
Certain City Contracts.

Boston, Sept. 23.—The Record tonight in
special edition called attention to certain
charges and scandals that have been made
concerning various contracts and purchases
made by the city. It says serious irregularia

ties have existed, but that it has been difficult to secure evidence upon which to Dase a
Of late, however,
call for investigation.
more serious attention has been given to the
matter by persons interested in the welfare
of the city, and it is understood that facts of
The
a damaging nature have been secured.
matters concerning which inquiry has been
made are the Long Island purchase, the Water Meter contract and the granting of the
franchise of the Bay State Gas Company.
The Dunbar estate on Long Island was purceased for $157,000, and subsequent revelations made by the Advertiser snowed that of
this sum only $140,000 was paid to the owners
of the property. No explanation has been
The
made as to where the balance went.
Water Meter contract was made during
Simmon's regime when large numbers of
meters were purchased only to be discarded
late; as worthless. In connection with the
Bay State Gas Company's franchise, the Record intimates there are irregularities that
«"niil'l fullir orino]

fin

tho

TPiclior

Hill

case.

The Record further intimates that the recent split in the Democratic party and the
movement to organize the county Democracy
has much to do with bringing about these
revelations. The Common Council tonight
held a long debate upon an order to appoint
a special committee to investigate the Long
Island matter, and finally referred it to their
judiciary committee.
FIRE RECORD.
Oil Tanks at Lima, Ohio, IStruck
Lightning and Burnt·

olson's large tank, across the street from Caldron & Madison's well, was also struck and
2400 barrels of oil consumed. There is imminent danger of the fire spreading to other
wells ana endangering the entire city across
the river. The entire firepartment is out and
great excitement prevails.
Lima, O., Sept. 23—Noon.—The fire is still
raging, but it is in the power of the
fire department to check its progress. Mrs.
Henderson, standing in the doar of her home
near the first well struck, was struck by a
stray bolt and killed. The Hogle oil well
No. 2 was ignited, but further damage was
averted by tearing down the rig.
THE HARTFORD DEFALCATION.
Bartholomew Said to be in Montreal

Haktfohd, Sept. 23.—There are few new
developments concerning Geo. M. BartholoBartholomew has been
mew's defalcation.
How much paper
heard from in Montreal.
he used solely for his accommodation and

not for legitimate business of the corporaconnected
was
with which he
tions
it is impossible now to tell. There a re-those
who think the worthless paper will exceed
$500,000, ana that all the paper bearing his
name, good and bad, will be three times that
amount.

Mary Davis Held in $3,000,
Boston, Sept. 23.—The trial of Mary Davis,

the fourteen year old colored girl, for alleged
poisoning of Samuel Blanchard and wife,
Calvin A. Littlefield and Judge W. H. H.
Emmons and wife, at Wilmington three
week* a<ro. was held todav at Winchester, resuiting iu her being held in 83,000 for trial at
the October term of the supreme court. The
girl was a domestic in Bfanchard's iarnilv,
where the other victims were boarders, arid
the girl is alleged to have put "Rough on
Rats" into the tea in revenge for being reprimanded by Mrs. Blanchard. AU the persons,

excepting Mrs. Blanchard, have recovered,
but she is now ill, so ill as to be unable to
leave her house.

Banqueted.

Boston, Sept. 23.—Rochester Canton Patriarchs Militant, Grand Canton No. 1 of Albany and Grand Canton Buffalo of Buffalo,
Ν. Y., were today the guests of Palestine
A banEncampment, I. O. O. F. of Lynn.
quet was tendered the visitors in Odd Fellows' Hall tonight, when speeches were
made by Jacob Diecher, Grand Master of
Grand Lodge yf New York, Gen. Atkins of
Buffalo, James W. Robinson of Albany and
others. Tomorrow the guests will be taken
to Nahant where the day will be spent.
Bartholomew's Indebtedness.
Springfield, Mass., Sept. 23.—It is now
said that Bartholomew's indebtedness to the
Ilolyokc Water Power Company will amount
to 820,000. This amount is amply secured,

but even should this sum prove a total loss
the value of the stock would not be affected
and it would market for as much as at any
time in the past.
A Receiver Appointed.
Nr.w York, Sept. 23.—Deputy Attorney
General Hogan applied to Judge Andrews of
the SiiDreine Court today for an appointment
of receiver for the property of the Charter
Oak Insurance Company in this State for
the protection of the policy holders and
creditors in New York.
Judge Andrews
granted the motion, and appointed Gen.
Louis Fitzgerald, fixing liis bond at 850,000.

Fatal Explosion of a Boiler.
Wheeling, Va., Sept. 23.—The boiler in
the nail factory of Top mill collapsed yesterday, fatally scalding John Emery, engineer,

and

dangerously

wounding

and oppression of the poor. He
also speaks with pain of the prevalence and
of
secret
societies, so frequently congrowth
demned by the church, and expresses fear
for the peace and future of Ireland.
"God alone," the address declares, "can
scatter these clouds and quell this tempest.
Meanwhile we exhort our oppressed people
to be still patient, while using every lawful
means to protect themselves and their own,
and we warn their oppressors of the account
they must render to God."
The Bishop then conjures all to observe
the golden law of charity, but warns people
against the revolutionary principles of secret societies.
"If," he adds, "the day of
national freedom seems to approach, the
people's sins may cause its advent to be deferred. Every crime will be not only used
as an argument by Ireland's enemies for refusing to accord her Irights, but it will also
render the people unworthy of God's help."
The Freeman's Journal of Dublin, commenting on the Marquis of Salisbury's
St. Albans yesterday, says that it
speech atshow
the Irish ^farmers that under
should
the guise ef extending present proprietorship in Ireland is the project for driving the
tenants to purchase on landlords' terms.
The United Ireland says that the government's present attitude leaves no mistake
about a complete change from the policy of
examination and inquiry to the policy of
sheer barbarity.

sufferings

Bulgarian Question.
London, Sept. 23.—Austria has followed
the precedent of Germany and Russia relative to the suspension of proceedings against
the Bulgarian conspirators. Russia demands
the investigation be postponed until the
excited feelings in Bulgaria shall
present
nave calmed down.
Germany is awaiting
The

arrival of Gen. Kaulbars, whose presat Sofia is expected within a week.
The regents have signed a ukase, fixing
the elections of the Grand Assembly for Oct.
10th. The regents will arrange with Gen.
Kaulbars on his arrival when the Assembly
shall meet. The meeting will probably take
the

ence

nlnpo ehnrtlv

several

other employes, and badly damaging the factory.

correspondent of the
long despatch, claiming

The Berlin

London
that his
views are obtained from official circles and
reciting them at length, arrives at the fola

lowing conclusions :
It is plain, at least, that the situation in
the East has grown much more simple and
less alarming, and that above all things Germany must not now be accused of being an
obsequious and unconditional supporter of
Russia, which her unexplained action at
first led the

people to believe.
Spanish Insurgents.

Those

Madrid, Sept. 23.—Gen. Villacampa, leadof last Sunday's insurrection in Madrid,
He had been concealed
has been arrested.
in a mill neai Nabljas since Sunday night.
The fugitive rebel lieutenant was identified
er

and arrested as he was in the act of purchasing a railway ticket at Compozuelos. Seventy-three of the insurgents who have been
hunted down in different parts of Spain by
local troops, arrived as prisoners in Madrid
this morning.
News from the African Interior.

Zanzibar, Sept. 23.—The latest advice
from the interior of Africa says that l)r,
Junker, the explorer, was at Msalala, South
of Victoria, Vyanza and was about to start
for Zanibar. Emir Bey was still at Wadley and was in urgent need of ammunition
The King of Uganda had
and supplies.
foully murdered all the English and French
converts and the missionaries were In great
peril and implored assistance.

Lost and Fears Entertained for Others.

One Vessel

St. Johns, N. F., Sept. 23.—In the terrific
last a Newfoundnorthwest gale of
land fishing vessel capsized in Trepassey
Bay. Fortunately but one life was lost. The
most serious apprehensions are entertained
for the safety of the late fishing vessels of
The great Labrador
the Grand Bank fleet.
herring fishery is an absolute failure, and
will not realize 10 per cent on the average
voyage.

Tuesday

Halifax, Sept. 23.—The American fishing

schooner Henry Friend, from the Banks put
into Beaver Harbor, East Halifax, in distress today, having lost her foretopmast in
the recent gale. Temporary repairs were effected, and she proceeded to Deer Island.

B., Sept. 23.—The
Ossipee, from the North
Bay seining grounds, arrived here last night,
having lost her flying jibboom, split her foresail and lost her seine boat and a dory when
off Cape North yesterday.
Νοβτπ Sydney, C.

American schooner

MURDER IN MISSOURI.
A Whole

Family

Murdered
Blood.

Knights

in

Temolars' Encampment
At the Knights
Sept. 23

St. Louis, Mo.,

—

day the regrets of the Charleston (S. C.) Coinmandry No. 1, were read, and the attention
of the Committee on Finance was called to

the deplorable condition of their brethren in
that city. The report of the Committee on
Jurisprudence regarding certain amendments
was read and spread upon the minutes. The
amendment to strike out of the vow of office
the words "and code of statutes" was lost.
The proposition to change the qualifications
for membership in the order of Knighthood
The amendment to
was laid upon the table.
change the clause of the constitution emDow™

Λ

place of the next encampment
by substituting the city of Washington, D.C.,
in the month of December, was voted down
the time anil

by

a

large majority.

BThe grand parade postponed from Tuesday
took place to-day. The weather was clear and

for the event.
By 9 o'clock citizens
and visitors began to emerge from their restavailable
the
and
points of obsering places
vation along the line of march were soon ocof
spectators. The rank
cupied by a mass
and file comprised less Knights than would
iiave been found in line had the parade occurred when advertised, but nearly every
commandery announced to participate was

warm

represented.
The Grand Encampment

today elected
these officers : Most Eminent Grand Master,
York
of
New
Roome
city ; Eight
Charles
Eminent Grand Master, John P. Gober, of
Lebanon, Pa. ; Grand Generalissimo, Hugh
McCurdy, of Corinna, Mich. ; Grand Captain General, Warren LaRue Thomas, of
Louisville; Senior Warden, R. R. Lloyd, of
San Francisco; Junior Warden, H. R. Stoddard, of Texas; Grand Treasurer, H. M.
Recorder, W.
Lyons, of Connecticut ; Grand
An appropriation
B. Isaacs, of Wisconsin.
relief
of
the
the Charleston
of SliOOO for
Knights was made. Today's parade was in
18 divisions, and included over 100 commanderies and temples. Tonight there were illuminations. a trade display and various receptions to visiting Knights.
Items from Brunswick.
F. X. Whittier, a graduate of the class of

'85, and a member of the Bowdoin crew victorious at Lake Quinsigamond, has been appointed director of the new gymnasium, vice
Brown resigned. AVhittier is at present engaged in fitting himself for the position by a
course of study in Cambridge, Mass., under
the supervision of Prof. Sargent of Harvard

College.
Austin Cary, class of '87, has beeu appointed assistant in zoology.
E. R. Stearns of Saco has been elected juryman

for the

sophomore

lasting

over a period of seven years, which
had been from time to time made to put them
upon a better footing, determined the English
government, in the spring of 1834, to entrust
the Earl of Elgin, then Governor-General of
Canada, with a special mission to Washington, with instructions to negotiate a treaty
of commercial reciprocity between the two
countries. I was waiting in London in dally

BUXTON AND HOLLIS FAIR.
Second

Day—A Fine Day
Gathering.

Large

and a

The second day of the eleventh annual
«attle show and fair was a specimen of a
perfect autumn day and the grounds were
crowded at an early hour. The attendance

expectation of being sent to Constantinople
on diplomatic service in connection with the
expedition which was then leaving th·
shores of Eegland for the Crimea, when I
received an offer from Lord Elgin to join his

nearly double that .of Thurstday, and
We should have
were happy.
made special mention in our yesterday's rewas

the officers

mission

port of the fine stallion "Edmont," owned

likely to be of very short duration, I gladly
accepted it, not then anticipating that It

by F. A. Southwick, which weighs 1,000
pounds, with the following pedigree : Sire,
Redwood by Belmont by Alexander's Abdallah ; dam, Lizzie E, by Shakespeare by Ethan
Allen ; 2d dam by Palyer Logan by Henry
Clay ; 3d dam by Taggart's Abdallah. The
fair closes tomorrow with trotting in the
park.
The following are some of the largest ex-

tries.

IN THE HALL.

The exhibit in the hall was very fine, the
sides of the hall being thickly hung with
fancy articles and quilts. Of the latter there
The display of rag
were fifteen fine ones.
carpets and rugs was fine.
Mrs. Lucy N. Johuson exhibited part of a wedding dress nearly 100 years old.
Mrs. Jane W. Libby exhibited a black silk
shawl, bought in 1806, and a pair of stockings
bought in Paris the same year.
Mr*. G. L. Bradbury exhibited a very fine handpainted table cover.
Mrs. Lydla McUaniel exhibited a set of domesιιυ

ueiH

line silk quilt exhibited by Mrs. John PlKe of
Portland attracted mucli attention, and was well
worthy of the praise which was bestowed upon It.
Mrs. Luella Burnham displayed a curiosity iu
the shape of a Mikado tidy, and Mrs. Chas. McKenney a table cover.
A moss picture of the Bradbury homestead was
exhibited oy Mrs. Betsey Bradbury. It was very
Interesting, as was also the hand painting of Annie Owen.
Mrs. M, N. Osgood exhibited a book of Japanese
paintings which was Interesting, as was also the
table cover of Mr. D. L. Edgecomb.
The hand-knit hood of Mrs. M. N. Osgood is deserving of special praise, as Is also the bracket
stand and child's chamber set made by Willie
Towle.
Clias. H. Towle made a line display of watches
and jewelry.
This is only a small number of the articles
which we wish to mention, but lack of space forbids.

leen

OXEN.

Best matched pair oxen—Mark P. Emery, 1st.
Best pair working oxen—Oscar Deering, 1st.
CALVES.

Moses Burnham & Sen, 1st.
Yearlings-Moses Burnham & Son. 1st.
Two year olds- Elmer E. Abbott, 1st and 2d.
Three year old—Albion—Albion Fluent, 1st.
STALLIONS.

TRAINED STEERS.

Trained steers—Elmer E. Abbott, 1st; W. B.
Deering, 2nd.
Trained Calves—C. E. Warren, 1st.
Fat Cattle—William Sanborn, 1st; Herbert
Houston, 2nd.
COWS, HEIFERS AND CALVES.
Best herd cows—Ralph Kay, 1st.
Best cow—Seth Meserve, 1st ; Ralph Kay, 2nd.
Best three year old cow-Silas Eden. 1st; Ralph
year old cow-Silas Eden,

1st

1st.

FOWL.

BUTTER AND BREAD.

class.

The valve for which the managers of the
Pejepscot Water Company have been waiting

S-ycar-

DRAFT OXEN.

expression.
At last, after

First Class—Oscar F. Deerlng, 1st.
Second Class—Charles B. Houston, 1st; W. B.
Deering, 2d.
Third Class—C. E. Warren, 1st.
Sweepstakes—Divided between Oscar F. Deering and William Marean. Weight of load 9625

10.

The game Wednesday, between the West
Buxtons and the Grovevilles, resulted in faIt was
vor of the West Buxtons by 7 to li.
one of the best games that was ever played

had

Elgin

announced to

Mr.

made it impossible for him to doubt that the
necessary majority had been secured, and
nothing remained for us but to go into the
details of the tariff, the enumeration of the
articles of commerce, and so forth.
For the next three days I was ai busily engaged in work as I had Deen for the previous
ten at play ; but the matter had to be put
througn with a rush, as Lord Elgin was due
at the seat of his Government. And perhaps,
under the circumstances, we succeeded better se than had longer time been allowed the
other side for reflection. As It was, the worthy old Secretary of State was completely
taken by surprise. I will venture to quote
the description I wroie at the time of the
signing of the treaty, and ask the reader to
make allowance for the style of mock heroics, and attribute it to the exuberance of

in Buxton.

BASE BALL.

England League.

LADIES DAY TO DAY.

The Portland's will play the Boston Blues
this afternoon. Conway and O'Rouke vrill
be the battery for the Portland's, and Wetzel and Martin Snllivan for the Blues. Ladies will be admitted free.
Games Yesterday.
At Baltimore—Baltimores, 3; Cincinnati»,
3. Darkness.
Pittsbnrgs,
At Brooklyn—Brooklyn», 2 ;
8.
At Staten Island—Metropolitans 12; Louisville 3,
At Philadelphia—Athletics, 15; St. Louis,

youth.

"It was in the dead of night that four individuals might have been observed seated
in a spacious chamber lighted bv six wax
Their faces
candles and an argand lamp.
were exDressive of deep and earnert thought
not unmixed with suspicion. Theirfeelings,
however, to the acute observer, manifested
themselves in different ways ; but this \τ·»
natural, as two were in the bloom o' youth,
one in the sear and yellow leaf, one 'in th·

six.

Wash-

prime

At Philadelphia—Philadelphia 3; Washington 4. Base Hits—Philadelphia 6 ; Washington, 8. Errors—Philadelphia 1 ;Washing-

of middle age.

This

last it is whose

measured tones alone break the silence of
midnight, except when one or the other oi
the younger auditors, who are both porikg
intently over voluminous MSS., Interrupts
him to interpolate an 'and' or erase a 'the.'
They are, in fact, checking him as he reads ;
and the aged man listens, while he picks his
teeth with a pair of scissors, or cleans out the
wick of a candle with their points, which h·
afterwards wipes on his grey hair. He may
occasionally be observed to wink, eithet from
'conscious euteness or unconscious drowsiness.
Presently the clock strikes twelve,
and there is a doubt whether the date should
There is a moment
be to-day or yesterday
of solemn silence, when the reader, having
tiuished the document, lays it down, and
takes a pen which had been previously dipped in the ink by the most intelligent looking
of the young men, who appears to be his
•secretary,' and who keeps his eye warily
fixed upon the other young man, who occupies the same relation to the aged listener
with the scissors.
"There is something strangely mysterious
and suggestive in the scratching of that mid-

tons 8.
Base
At Detroit—Detroit 6; Chicago, 2.
Errors—DeHits—Detroit, Τ ; Chicago, 5.
troit, 3; Chicago, 5.
At St. Louis—St. Louis, 2; Kansas Cltvs,
Kansas Citys,
3. Base hits—St. Louis, 5 :
10. Errors—St. Louis, 5; Kansas Citys, 3.
THE STATE.
HANCOCK COUNTY.
One ol the leading contractors at Bar Harbor recently stated that about twenty-five
the
new cottages will be erected by visitors
were
coming winter. Last yeartoseventeen
will
erected
be
soon
those
built. Some of
be fine^rthan any yet constructed there. There
is a strong movement being made to secure
the construction of a road from Great Head
to Otter Cliffs. This would open up some
line territory for building purposes, and also
make the finest drive on the island.

night

COUNTY.

pen, for it may be

scratching

fortunes

Then the venerruin to toiling millions.
able statesman takes up the pen to append
His hand does not shake,
his signature.
though he is very old, and knows the abuse
or

The fifty-fifth annual exhibition of the
Kenuebec Agricultural Society will occur at
Iieadfield Corner on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday of next week.
It is the intention of the Augusta Water
Company to have their works in running
order at the end of the season, if October
proves an average favorable month, with
twelve miles of pipe in use. They will close
their night work on the filtering station
next Saturday night and begin work on the
pumping station Monday morning. The
company now have about six miles of pipe

that is in store for him from members of ConThat hand
gress and an enlightened press.
it is said, is not all unused to a revolver, and
it does not now waver, though the v»ord he
traces may be an involver of a revolver
again. He is now Secretary of State ; before
that he was a judge of the supreme court ;
before that, a general in the army ; before
that, governor of a state ; before that Secretary of War; before that, minister In Mexico ; before that, a member of the House of

underground.

Representatives:

SAGADAUOC COUNTY.
At Kichmond the piping for the street
mains has arrived. The excavations for the
foundation of the pumping station have

before that,

a

politician:

He ends, as
before that, a cabinet maker.
he began, with cabinet work : and he is not,
at his time of life, and with his varied experiences, afraid either of the wrath of his
countrymen or the wiles of an English lord.
So he gives us his blessing and the treaty
duly signed ; and I retire to dream of its contents, and to listen In my troubled sleep to
the peipetually recurring refrain of the three
impressive words with which the pregnant
document concludes—"Unmanufactured to-

been begun.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Howard McCarty, aged six years, was
last
drowned in the mill pond at W biting,
He
Monday, reports the Machias Union. and
was standing on the stone dam, fishing,
when
and
time,
the
fell in. He was alone at
found life was extinct

at
Lori

·

*

been receiving
Washington for about

we

Marcy thntiif the government were prepared to adhere to the promise to conclude a treaty of reciprocity with Canada, he would assure the President that
he Would find a majority of the Senate in it·
favor, including several prominent Democrats. Mr. Marcy could scarcely believe 111*
ears, and was so much taken back that I
somewhat doubted the desire to make the
treaty, which he so strongly expressed on
the occasion of Lord Elgin's first interview
with liini, when he also pronounced it hopeless. However, steps had beeu taken which

NOTES.

KENNEBEC

·

»

hospitalities

ten days,

A game of ball on Tuesday, between the
Comets of South Waterboro and the Grovevilles, resulted in favor of the Comets, 21 to

At Philadelphia—Philadelphia», 7;
ington. l.

..t

visit; while in his Secretary of State, we
found a genial and somewhat comical old
gentleman, whose popularity with his countrymen seemed chiefly to rest on the fact
that he had once charged the United States
government fifty cent» "for repairing hi»
breeches," when sent on a mission to inquire
into certain accounts in which great irregularities were reported to have taken place.
At the time of our visit Sir Philip Crampton was British minister at Washington, and
under his hospitable roof I remember meeting Lincoln, and being struck by his gaunt
figure, and his quaint and original mode of

Butter—Λ/rs. B. F. Partridge, 1st; Mrs. A. W.
Milliken. 2nd.
White bread—Mrs. S. S. Milliken, 1st; and also
1st on brown bread.

The New

4k»

our

White Leghorns—John Milliken, 1st. and also
1st on chicks ot the same breed.

pounds.

uaa

more insignificant than Air. Pierce, who was
occupying the White House at the time of

Wyandottes—Frank J. Leavitt, 1st., also prePolish, Brown Leghorn

miums on White Crested
and Plymouth Rocks.

on

,.4

~

SHEEP.

S. C. Hight, 1st ; Guy Meserve, 2d.
Uriah Hill, 4 year-old, 1st; also 1st
old.
Fred H. Smith, yearlingjcolt,|lst.

ointe, >uiu

not, and though thus roughly roused from hit
first sleep, expressed himself highly pleased
with our visit He was, moreover, evidently
a great character, and many were the anecdotes told about him in his own presence, all
bearing testimoay-to liis goodness of twart
·
·
»
·
and readiness of ,wit.
Of ajl Presidents, I suppose none were

and

Best year old cow—J. "W. Hazen, 1st.
Best calf—Silas Eden, 1st.
Best pair calves—C. E. Warren, 1st.

■Cottswold buck—William Waterhouse,

ui

if he could overcome this opposition he would
8nd difficulties on the part of the government. At last, after several days of uninterrupted festivity, I began to perceive
what we were driving at. T· make quite
sure I said one day to inv chief—
"I find all my most intimate friends are
Democratic Senators."
"So do I," he replied dryly; and Indeed
his popularity among them at the end of a
week had become unbounded ; and the best
evidence of it was that they ceased to feel
any restraint In his company, and often exhibited traits of Western manners unhampered by conventional trammels. Lerd Elgin's faculty of brilliant repartee and racy
anecdote especially delighted them ; and one
evening, after α grand dinner, he was persuaded to accompany a group of Senator»,
among whom I remember Senator Masonafterwards of Mason and Slldell notoriety—
and Senator Tombs figured, to the house of a
popular and very influential politician, there
to prolong the entertainment into the small
hours. Our host, at whose door we knocked
at midnight, was in bed ; but much thundering at it at length roused him, and he himself opened to us, appearing in nothing but
a very short night snirt.
"All right, boys," he said, at once divining
the object of our visit; "you go in and I'll go
down and get the drink ;" and without stopping to array himself more completely he
disappeared into the nether regions, shortly
returning with his arms filled with bottles of
champagne, on the top of which were two
huge lumps of ice. These he left with us to
deal with, while he retired to clothe the
nether portion of his person. He was a dear
old gentleman, somewhat of the Lincoln type,
and had the merit of being quite sober,

PREMIUMS.

2nd.
Best two

oecremry

informed by them that it was quite
hopeless to think that any such treaty as he
proposed could be carried through, with th«
opposition which existed to it on the part of
the Democrat*, who had a majority in the
Senate, without the ratification of which
body no treaty could b· concluded. His
lordship was further assured, however, that

VEGETABLES.

Kay,

aiiu me

been

There was a good display of vegetables, potatoes, squash and turnips taking the lead. The
following showed fine potatoes: Horatio Η ifcht.
George w. Langley, Luther W. Kimball and
James Knight.
One fine squash weighed 62^ pounds, exhibited
by John C, Tlbbetts.
have

it seemed

its value. * * * Lord Elgin had announcedhis object on his arrival to the Presl-

uiaimcia.

premiums

as

ing question which was to find its final solution seven years later In a bloody civil war.
It was the height of the season when we were
at Washington, and our arrival imparted a
new impetus to the festivities, and gave rise
to the taunt after the treaty was concluded,
by those who were opposed to it, that "it
had been floated through en champagne."
Without altogether admitting this, there can
be no de doubt that, in the hands of a skillful diplomatist, that beverage is not without

Λ

The following
awarded :

his secretary, and

would lead to other duties in Canada. Our
on leaving England, consisted only of
Lord Elgin; Mr. Ilincks, then Prime ilinl*ter
of
Canada, afterwards Sir Francis
Hincks ; Captain Hamilton, A. D. C., and
myself; but at New York we were joined by
the Hon. Col. Bruce, and one or two Canadians, whose advice and assistance in the
commercial questions to be treated were of
value.
We happened to arrive at Washington on a
day which, as it afterwards turned eut, was
pregnant with fate to the destinies of the
Republic, for upon the same night the celebrated Nebraska bill was carried in Congress,
the effect of which was to open an extensive
territory to slavery and to intensify the burn-

Garden vegetables—Lewis H. Burham, over 40
varieties ana two other entries.
Mrs. Martin V. Jose, 14 entries.
Apples, pears, aad grapes—John F. McKenney,
14 entries.
Apples—Ralph Kay, 15 entries.
Apples and Squash—Horace S. Martin, 12 en-

Moses Btirnham & Son, 32 varieties of apples.
Mrs. M. A. Osgood, fancy articles and vegetables, 17 entries.
Luther W. Kimball, vegetables, 6 entries.
James H. S. Stevens, canned fruits, G entries.

as

party,

hibits :

Teuiplars'grand encampment meeting yester-

*■

of

BROOD MARES AND COLTS.

Cold

Cuba, Mo., Sept. 23.—James l)avis' farm,
six miles east of here was the scene of a horThe farm is
rible butchery on Tuesday.
owned and occupied by Malcolm Logan and
his family, consisting of his wife, a son six
years old, a girl two years old, an infant two
months old and an adopted girl seven years
old. During the night all were murdered
Yesterday mornand the dwelling burned.
the body of Mr. Logan was found upon the
railroad a mile and a half from the house.
The body was badly mangled by a train, the
sealn and skull all shown. He was killed by
a sharp instrument, probably a hatchet. The
light of a burning house was first seen about
five o'clock in the morning by neighbors.
Some charred remains of the inmates were
Logan's murdiscovered during the day.
dered wife was found near the uoor and a
and
the supposihatchet was found near by
tion is that it is the same weapon which was
Logan
used to murder the whole family.
was seen at work in his field late on Tuesday
is
he
that
common
theory
evening and the
was enticed from home on pretense of needed assistance and -vas murdered for money
supposed to be in his house as it is known
he had lately received 81300 for some land.
There is as yet no clue to the murderer.
Great excitement prevails in the vicinity.
The

fraternity

Certain

Laurence Oliphant In Blackwood.
The uDsatisfaetory nature of the commercial relations existing between Canada and
the United States, and the futile attempts,

There were but two entries and the money was
divided between F. A. Southwick and W. C.
Webster.

A TERRIFIC CALE.

by

Cx.evelani), O., Sept. 23.—A special disfrom Lima, 0., says: "Caldron & Madpatch
ison's oil well No. 1 was struck by lightning
at 7 o'clock this morning, and the fire communicated to two 500 barrel tanks, which
burst, and the oil spread over the southern

Odd Fellows

and temporal wants of his people, and the

Times, in

secret

Used by

Τ reaty-

Bowdoin, which was broached a year or two
ago, has been revived, and it is probable that

the

part of the city, endangering property. Nich-

The State Department has received information from the Consul General at Kanaan
that Simeon Heath,
gawa, Japan,
American citizen, died at Yokohama of
cholera on the 30th ultimo. He was about <!3
years of age and had been a resident in
Japan some 16 years, most of the time in the

Minnesota Republican

Success-The Mayflowand Calatea to-day.

The Affair

Insight into the Methods
England to Negotiate a

An

the week.

Kappa Epsilon

CENTS.

THREE

RECIPROCITY WITH CANADA.

active measures will at once be taken in regard to the matter.

Clergy.

RECEPTION TO CEN. PAINE.
A

PRICE

for some three weeks lias at length been received. and water was let on this morning.
The entire system so far as completed is expected to be in working order by the end of

Delta

Bishop Woodlock Issues

pointments.

ers

ki.own.

Washington Society Fair.
Machias, Sept. 23.—The CentralWashington Society closed a two days fair this evenIt was the best exhibit of farm stock

President Cleveland to Resume His
'·'■*
Official Duties To-day.

on.

Ottawa, Ont., Sept. 2.3—It turns out that
the visit of Sir Charles Tupper, Canadian
high commissioner in London, to this country at present is for the purpose of settling
questions on which Canada disagrees with
England as to the terms of the new commercial treaty which is being prepared by the
the English
and
govUnited States

Races.

The summary
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Foggy
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W. Eichelberger,

ι*ι£,

by Early Dawn, owned by Honry Taylor,
Norridgewock ; time 2.45J. The 2.37 class
was won by Isabel, owned by G. R. Palmer
The 2.40 class was
of Dover; time, 2.40jf.
The free for all
won by Isabel ; time, 2.39J.
race was won by Plumed Knight, owned by

Clear

large crowd.
The four-year old class was first called.
There were four starters, but the little baystallion from Canaan won in three straight
heats, as by the following summary :
FOUR YEARS OLD—I'UBSE $50.
Joseph Jewell, Canaan, lis. b. s. Col.
1 1 1
Dyer
A. Hood, Skowheiran, us. b. g. O. Hood... 3 2 3
F. Mitchell, Canaan, ns. b.m.Belle Frank-

UCClSiUll,ir,a

SKOwuEGAN.'iSept. 23.—The Somerset
Agricultural Soeiety closed a sucThe
cessful three days show here today.
showing of stock was good, the crops were
good, and the manufactured articles were
light. The two year old race was won by
Central

iClear

Skowiirgan, Sept. 22.—Three good races
were trotted at the Somerset Fair, at Skowhegan, Wednesday afternoon, in the pres-

won

receipts.

attendance and

jCloudy

MAINE.

ridgewock and a
Skowhegan mare

Fair·

Belfast, Sept. 23.—The horse Isaac Adof Thomaston, worth 81500,
dropped
dead at tne Belfast Trotting Park this after-

Cloudy

Sergeant, Signal Corps,

Skowhegan

The Bristol

Damakiscotta, Sept. 23.—The seventeenth annual Bristol Fair, one of the best
town fairs in the State, closed a three days
session at their grounds at Bristol Mills today. The display of fruits and field crops
Unwas large. The stock exhibit was fine.
favorable weather somewhat diminished the

ams

Foggy
Clear
Clear

x6| NW

—1

Watebville, Sept. 23·—The North Kenebec Fair closed with the folio-wing races:
Sweepstakes, won by Jersy Lily, first;
The
Grant's Cushnoc, second ; time 2.42.
three year old race was Jwon by Oilman's
Gen. Hancock ; Alden's Lo«is Γ., second ;
time 3.03. The yearling race was won by C.
B. Oilman's stallion, Comrade ; C. II. Nelson's filly, Artist, second.

Death of

Clear

SE
S
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NW:

74

North Kennebec Fair.

Killed

Clear
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Clear
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Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
Clear
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79

Si. Vincent.. 29.68
i leadwood... 29.61

I.

PRIVATE WIRE TO NEW YORK
AND CHICAGO.

at

by a Train.
Belfast, Sept. 23.—An old mail named
Absolam Sikes, while attempting to cross
the railroad track at Waldo this evening
was run over by a down train and killed.

Mear
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x5! NW
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xl NE
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Washington.. 30.13
Norfolk, Va. 30.12
Charleston... 30.13
Savannah, Ua 30.15
Jacksonville. 30.11
Atlanta, Ga.. 80.17
New Orleans 29.98
30.06
Memphis
Cincinnati, Ο 30.17

L. H. C

Ms, tniiι jil Mt·.

Skowhegan.
Skowhegan, Sept. 23.—An incendiary
the buildings
fire at Harmony destroyed
owned by D. H. Bartlett, and occupied by
Joseph Frost.
Loss, $3000; insurance
Fire

ΧΧΓ

ence of a

tfs & 4s
Batii
Maiue Central..7s & 5s
P. & Ο. Κ. Κ—ββ

PORTLAND, ME.

Clear
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NW
Ν
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661

Philadelphia.!

Pittsburg—

SW

49|

Me 80.18
Me 30.17
Mt.Wasbin'n 30.24
Boston, Mass 30.19
New London 30.12

Eastport,
Portland,

POOR, WHITE & GREENOUGH,

Members of the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange and Proprie
tors of
POOK'M MANI AI, OF ΚΛΙΙ,ΙίΟΛΟΝ.
Investments
Eailway Bonds a specialty. Choice cash or on
Orders executed for
always on hand.

Death of E. W, Dennison.
ston, Sept. 23.—Mr. E. W. Dennison,
the founder of the Dennison Alanufacturin
Rox
company, died at his residence in the
a
bury district, at 10 o'clock last night, after
painful illness of several months. lie was
born in Topsham, Maine, November 1819,
and was one of the children born to Colonel
Andrew Dennison, one of the early pioneers
of Androscoggin, of Maine frontier life.

morning, September 24, tane.

f

the colt Dyer, owned by J. Jewell, Camden,
time 2.51. The three minute class was taken

φ

Observation,

eodtf

SWAN & BARRETT,

Physician

Friday

FROM WASHINGTON.

he fell

Somerset Central Fair.

METEOROLOGICAL report.

Investment

jy28

forward on the mawho has charge of
Emerson,
chine. Samuel
and quickly
the station, was standing near,
away. Russell was black in
Iiussell
pulled
from his nose and
the face, and Dlood ran
and the young
was
called,
A physician
ears.
The
to consciousness.
man brought back
thinks he will recover.

strength, and

$1500.

Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.
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Address all communications to
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Street,

Exchange

Rates of advertising—One ιηο.
the length of column, or twelve lines
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Funds constantly
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Mb.
Tkrmh—Eight Dollars a Yeai.^/», -riaii subscribers. Seven Dollars a Year, if par® / "vance.
At

GEO. Westinghouse, Jr., President.
Stock of this Gas Co. for sale, paying dividends
Wesof 12 per cent per year ; payable every month.
6 to 7 per
tern city and farm mortgages paying
York.
New
Pine
11
St.,
G.
Patternon,
cent. F.
deowtf

WOODBURY

Portland,
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bacco.

Rags!"

newest development
spirit of enterprise. The Dedham
Transcript lias issued a special number, il-

all cases indispensable, nol i.tcessarlly Γοι puli
ivatiou but as a guarantee of good faliii.
We cannot undertake to returu or preserve

used.

Kepublicans of Dakota have called
out again for admission to the Union. But
so long as there are too many Kepublicans
The

in Dakota and too many Democrats in Washington the cry will be unheeded.
The negotiation of a new treaty
settlement of the fisheries dispute

the
will be

for

The elder Rogers has sold out his Pan
Electric stock for a dollar and a quarter a
share, realizing therefrom the sum of twenAs the stock was
ty-six hundred dollars.
worthless before action was taken by the
law department of the government the price
received by Rogers measures the extent to
which government action has boomed the
Pan Electric Company. If it is not up to
the expectations it is because Sir. Garland's
so

effective

as ex-

pected.

discovery of the defects in the plumbing in Secretary Manning's private office in
the Treasury building in Washington may
explain the ill health that has attended several of the Secretaries of the Treasury. Sewer
gas pouring into an office through an unobstructed pipe is not likely to make a healthy
atmosphere. In eastern lands officers of the
state have to look sharply after the bowstring ; in this country the neglect of the
plumbers seems to have been nearly as effectual in making vocancies in one cabinet posiThe

tion.
The Masschusetts State Board of Arbitration has organized and is ready to lend its
aasisittiicc ni

mic

scliicjucui υχ

uispuica

ûc-

labor and capital. The first case
•which comes to its attention, however, is not
A strike has been
ft very promising one.
going on for several months in the Chelsea
rubber works. The employes, having filled
the strikers' places, so that the business is
going on as usual, deny that there is any
ground for arbitration. The strikers, however, have called on the Board of Arbitration, devoting themselves in the meantime
to Intimidating the men who have taken
their places. This makes a very unpromising case for the first action of the new board.

tweeti

perhaps they can give the strikers some
good counsel that will make the situation
more peaceful.
But

The city of Harlford, Ct., has a sensation
similar to the one that is agitating the people
of Portland. George M. Bartholomew has
been one of the most prominent business
men of Hartford.
From 1858 to 1807 he was
& director of the Chicago and Northwestern
Kailroad, being then associated with Samuel
J. Tilden and William B. Ogden. The positions of honor and trust which he had held,
and was holding at the time his irregularities
were discovered, have been with many of the
most Important corporations in the country.
H· has been in business in Hartford for fiftyfive years, and until within a few days, had
lived the seventy years of his life with the
respect of his associates. Now he is a fugitive, having embezzled more than three hundred thousand

dollars,

and left liabilities

to

tlae extent of two million dollars.
The

of the Taylor brothers for the
governorship of Tennessee does not diminish
in interest as it goes on.
On Wednesday
they met in joint debate at Columbia. Alf,
the Republican nominee came into town the
night before ; Bob, the Democrat, followed
the next morning. The former arrived without parade, but the latter so arranged it that
he was greeted by crowds, while "three hundred beautiful girls stood in line," and threw
canvass

kiftaps tci him

as

hp naflsari.

Tint thprp

swnK

jealousy between these brothers ;
their canvass is treated as a sort οf family affair. In opening the debate at Columbia the
to be no

Republican described
"Bob is a genius, and
better than any man

his brether

like ttiis

:

entertain a crowd
I know, but he cannot
can

be made to define his position upon any question before the people. His genius enables
him to be a fine dodger, anu the Democratic
party knew this when they nominated him."
When the Democrat's turn came lie did not
let this fraternal compliment pass unnoticed. This is the way he began his speech
I greet you with good
"Fellow citizens.
cheer. 1 am delighted to look upon this vast
of upturned faces and to see in them
pressions of good will and kindly feeling
sea

ex-

for
both myself and my brother. This is a peculiar campaign. It is a war of ideas.
There shall be no personal abuse. While I
shall arraign with all the vigor in me the Republican party for its misdeeds, I want no
man to think that I reflect upon my brother.
I love him deariy, and if neeessary would
lay.down my life for hiin to-day. Ile is a
good pure man in a bad crowd." There
are
many
advantages about this campaign. Whichever way it results, the Taylor family is bound to be happy ; and the
absence of personal abuse of the candidates
has kept both parties in good humor.

The defeat of Mr. Parnell's land bill and
the prorogation of Parliament which is announced so soon afterwards leaves the Irish
question to go over to the next Parliament
without any other attention than will be
given it by the Tory government, uninfluenced by the efforts of Ireland's friends in
the House of Commons. The debate and the
final vote on the land bill disclosed the fact
that old party lines still remain badly broken.

parties in the Commons are now distin.
guished as Irish and anti-Irish in their sympathies, rather than as Tories or Liberals.
Mr. Parnell was supported in the debate by
Gladstone, Morley and Trevelyan and their
followers, as well as by the Irish contingent.

The

On the other hand, Hartington, an old Liberal of the Whig wing of the party, was

found with the Tories opposing the bill
which would relieve the tenants of part of
their obligations to their landlords. But
™1,λ

Vf—

—,.,,ΙΛ

Π..

side
of
the tenants
and against
the
landlords, was
rendered conspicuous by his absence.
He doubtless did not wish to rote on the
side of the aristocratic landlords. Neither
did he wish to break with his temporary allies, the Tories. But the vote of 297 to 203
while it shows a large number of absent
members, 171 in all, does not show that the
ranks of the government supporters were seriously depleted by the secession of members
■who feared to eive a vote for the landlords
as against the tenants.
The majority in the
Commons supported without serious dissent
the policy of Salisbury in refusiug to give
temporary relief to the tenants. Mr. Parnell has predicted tumults in Ireland and
many evictions and much suffering as the result of this government victory. In such a
case the government will naturally be drawn
into coercive measures. A royal commission
has been appointed to study and report on
the whole Irish question ; but the Irish themselves will have little confidence in its work.
It will afford them no material and little
moral comfort, if the landlords adopt harsh
measures this winter.
The indications point
to an unquiet autumn and winter ; and when
Parliament assembles again it is likely to
find that its Irish task has increased with
be

found

delay.

on

the

papers?

POLITICAL

TRAMPS.

Boston Journal.
one will take the trouble to look carefully he will discover the seedy politicians
who boarded the third party train before the
Maine election are quietly dropping oft" the
platform of the rear car. The have learned
that the road lias not yet been built to the
loyalty where offices arc dispensed without
much discrimination.
THE G BEAT CONUNDBUM.

Ν. Y. Suil.
It would be interesting to know just what
the 3,872 Prohibitionists in Maine were voting for. They have already put prohibition
into the statutes.
They have put it into the
State constitution.
They have made it a
part of the moral creed of the community.
Do they want to punish the Republican
managers for refusing to take the last step
in sumptuary legislation, namely, to make
the act of drinking rum, wine or beer a criminal offence?
RAILWAY MATTERS.
MEETING OF TIIE GENERAL RAILWAY

PAS-

SENGEB AGENTS.

The General Railway Passenger Agents met
at Hotel Brunswick, New York,Tuesday and
States and Canada
among the 75 United
New
lines represented were the following :
York, Providence & Boston; Concord, Central Vermont & Old Colony Steamboat Company ; Providence & Worcester; Boston &
Maine ; Boston & Albany; New Haven &

Derby ; Burlington & Lamoille, Boston &
Bangor Steamboat Company ; Providence &
Stonington Line ; New Haven, Northampton, Fitchburg & Connecticut River. D. J.
Flanders of the Boston & Maine ; H. Monett
of the West Shore ; 0. W. Ruggles of the
Michigan Central ; W. H. Thrall of the Chicago & Northwestern, and J. L. Taylor of
Iill*, KJU
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STATE
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Hon. S. S. 'Marble of Lincoln county is
most generally spoken of as tlie President of
the Maine Senate.
When Mr. Marble became the Republican candidate for Senator
in his county in 1882 no one thought he
would be elected, but he was, and in the two
_

subsequent elections Lincoln county has taka place with the reliable
Republican

en

counties.
PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.
Mrs. Cella Thaxter, who lives in summer
the Isles of Shoals, has returned to Boston where she will remain during the winter.

SEWSPAI'EliS.
Boston Herald.

•

Springfield,

and

our

occa-

Portland,

and

Providence had their quarter millennial and
similar celebrations tais year, the newspapers of each of those cities issued extra editions, enlarged and illustrated, which did
The special editions
honor to their towns.
of the Providence Journal and the Springfield L'uiou and Kepubliean, and of the Portland Pkess and the Argus of the same city,
e
fall to excite pride in the bosom Of

OPTMaÎoto«."se
lensef needed
«

is worthy the investigation of every person in want of PARLOR STOVES. Our
prices are very low, and every Stove we sell is warranted to give satisfaction or
exchanged or money refunded. We have also the celebrated

FIRST NATIONAL PARLOR STOVE.
NEW OCTAGON PARLOR STOVE.
RECORD PARLOR STOVE.
FRANKFORT PARLOR STOVE.
BLOSSOM PARLOR STOVE.
BED CHAMBER AND PARLOR STOVES.
SOLACE PARLOR STOVE.

"Low" Art Tile open grate Stoves, the Bowdoin, the Nation, the Art Rossmare, the Peninsular

HANGING

We are just in receipt of a beautiful line of these goods which we are offering at
extremely low prices. A beautiful Hanging Lamp complete for $2.50 and up to

When the port of Boston was close before
the revolutionary war and there was distress
for food, the first contribution received was
150 barrels of flour from Charleston, South

DINNER SETS.

$18.00.

Come and

see

them.

For Cash

or

who

recently

celebrated his one-hundredth
birthday, has never used wines, spirits or
tobacco. Soups, beefsteak and coffee are his
meet and drink.
Mr. Joel C. Harris ("Uuncle Remus") who
has had a month's vacation from the Atlanta Constitution, on account of his health,
does not improve, and has gone into the
mountains for another month. He has a nervous affection which has so far resisted medical treatment.
The German-Austrian schoolmasters believe that the Austrian children have spoiled
since flogging in the schools was abolished,
and petition the government for the restoration of the rod. But the government will not
grant the petition.
Mr. Uriel Crocker, of Cohasset, Mass.,
who lias lately completed his ninetieth year,
enjoys alone the distinction of having ascended twenty feet above the top of the
Bunker Hill Monument, being used as a testweight to try the tackle that was to put the
capstone in place. Through his efforts $40,000 of the monument fund was raised.
The Alaska exploring expedition sent out
by the New York Times has named a river
in that region the George Jones river, in honor of the proprietor of the Times.
At this
hostile and envious papers in New York aver
that the river is appropriately named, as it is
short, shallow, muddy, and with a very wide

Inspection of

Imported Vienna Curtains is respectfully requested. Prices
$12.00 to $20.00 per pair and the poles thrown in.
Lace Curtains 75 cents per pair and up to$5.00. $7.00, $8.00, $9.50, $11.00 and
up to $20.00 per pair.
2000 pairs Dado Window Shades with Spring fixtures and pole complete at 75
cents, 90 cents, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50 anu $2.00. All bright, cheerful, handsome
patterns.
Plaid Opaque and Holland Shades from 50 cents apward.

cP

*

Probably no House in this country can show as extensive or well regulated
FEATHER Roem Building. It is 40 l'eet long, divided into bins containing every
kind of Feathers from Hens at 15 cents up to best White pure live Geese at 70
cents, 75 cents and 80 cents, and a beautiful Feather at 65 cents per pound. We
will sell you a best quality A. C. A. Tick, made up full size, with a Box Border, for
$2.25 and a prime Feather Bed of 30 pounds for $18.00. Cash or liberal credit.
Mattresses, Spring Beds, Pillows, Blankets and Comforters at our usual Rock
Bottom prices.

CARPET DEPARTMENT.
Body Brussels Carpets, Tapestry Brussels Carpets, Velvet Carpets, 2 Ply All
Wool Carpets, Cotton and Wool Carpets, Hemp, Cocoa and all kinds of Carpets,
Rugs and Mats.

Prince of
Wales," says London
Truth, "is very far from sharing ths Queen's
enthusiasm for the Battenburg interest,
while the l)uke of Edinburgh is furious on
the other fide. The. only royalties who are
really with lier Majesty are Princess Beatrice
andher husband."
The Caucasians of Bossier Parish, Louisiana, are so incensed by marriages between
blacks and whites that they have decided to
boycott all such couples. In other sections
of Louisiana the partners in these marriages

PARLOR AND CHAMBER FURNITURE

have been brutally whipped. Marriage between the two races is not forbidden by the

Iqii'O λf Τ.Λΐιίοίοηο

Peter Β. Sweeney is back in New York
where lie proposes to îeside permanently.
There are in Washington two brothers of
the Taylor brothers who are running for the
governorship of Tennesiee. Both of thein
are clerks of the government, and both of
them say that

if

they

were

in Tennessee

during the coming election they would vote
for neither Bob nor Alf.
Λ gentleman from
Tennessee says that such of the speeches of
the candidates as are of a set character were
written by another brother, named Jim, who
is the smartest member of the family. Jim
wrote the speeches and made his brothers rehearse them before him, down in the barn,
previous to the present joint tour.

in endless variety.
with great care.

New Patterns coining in every day and the goods selected

Goods sold for casli, or 1-4 down balance by the week or month. No
trouble to show goods.
No misrepresentation.
Elevator to every
floor. Open every evening. Electric lights on three floors.

DONNELL BUSLDINC,

a

few doors below the post office,

COR, PEARL AND MIDDLE

STS., PORTLAND,

B.A.ATKINSON & CO.
ISAAC C.
sep20

olUVto,

ATKINSON, Manager.

KANlito ANU

Spectacles for 25
it

Eye glasses

cents.

«
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variety of stytes, and pronounced by the leading practical
the market.

ana Round
Range
GLENWOOD PARLOR STOVES

41

EXCHANGE
TELEPHONE

seplC

Every Customer

has

a

Chancelle Secure

X L'XiL

ceorg1~c7 frye,

Portland Nchool of Stenography.
Pupils thoroughly Instructed in shorthand and
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.

eodtf

IT PAYS to Buy the Very Best of

Insurance Policies

Everything.

ARTHUR B. MORRISON·

of NEW YORK, will not only cost less, but will be found in theHend to be
some other companies. Its CASH ASSETS are now more than

STANLEY,

A.

NO.

CO:NGRESS

nrmdly

STREET,
Near
Hoi
City

MW&Ftf

METAL SKYLIGHTS
And

!

Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Aseayer of Maine from '76 to '83.
marlO

565

•1er O. A. R. Mall,
»epl3

M. Pli. I).

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

well

as

$

1

a

goods. A Policy with the Old

Resident

VENTILATORS,

for Mills, Stores and

Dwellings.

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornices and
Gutters. Metal Shingle*. Sheet Metal Work
lor Buildings, Send for Illustrated Circular.

VAN NOORDEN & CO.,

383 Harrison Avenue
aug23

BOSTON.
eod3m

This Morning !
The Single Evening and Matinee
Tickets to the Operas given by the
Boston Ideals will he on sale at

31

Agent,

seplG

Call early and avoid the

Boston Blues
PORTLANDS,

JAMES BIIUJ, A. M.

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

.Tlonday, Sept. V5», ··'(, '2 i, 'W and 'J7·
Called at 3. Adnii**ion 'i.5 Cu.
d5t
sep21
Game

No. 96 Park Street,
WILL

d3w

2

School for Yoniig Ladies and Misses,
13,

WEPT.

RE-OPEN

ISS6.

Maine Central

Portland and Vicinity

Union Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Photographer.

MAINE.

ORGANIZED
IS

Spécial facilities Cor fine Photos
of Groups, Picnics and oilier parties, yachts, Island Cottages, Animals, &c., by the Instantaneous
Process.
eodtf
jlyl4

HOME

Λ

ernl History, English Literature, and Holta's History of Universal Literature. Girls
who have already finished a High School course
can in one year combine the study of General Literature with the
reading aloud of the

Farinington, Phillips
train

ing, etc. Mrs. Caswell will conduct the classes in
i'ompoxilion. Reading, Art Distory, Ce»·

analytical

8.15

Iliad, the Odyssey, the <Encad, Paradise Lost,
and the Inferno, and with any two branches of
Art History, Architecture. Sculpture, and Painting. The class in composition will meet twice a
week and will begin with "Greene's Analysis," as
special attention will be given to the technicalities of English construction. Classes will recite
four times a week each in Astronomy, Physiology, French and (îermnn. Special students
will be received m all these classes. English pronunciation s specialty in every class. So far as
consistent with the plan of the school, the discipline of the public schools is maintained. Seats for
day pupils and places in the family may be secured by personal application after Sept. 1st. or
by letter at any time. IVo Ment· will be Be-

which has had thirty-six years' experience.

)iridends,
A

PAYMENT

TOTAL

3 Policy-holders of nearly

to

rWENTÏ-TWO
LAR!·, equal to

HUNDRED

THOUSAND DOLLABS, paid policy-holders ior each year ol
he company's existence.
31X
~

HEATERS!

ITS ASSETSABE 96,119,547.15, while
L its Liabilities aie only «5,413,416.74.

Γ

most liberal

policy-holders.

company in its

ilsconception.
POLICIES ARE
I NCO NTESΤAHLΕ

liter three years for any cause except fraud.

CLAIMS, WITHOUT
L DISCOUNT, immediately as soon as the
roofs are complete and satisfactory, and without
raiting 60, 00, or any number of days.

PORTLAND,
Office Hours:
aug27

ISSUES POLICIES

L plans.

ou

approved

nil

HE ADVANTAGES of thia Company are
AGE, EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINAN1AL CONDITION, LARGE SURPLUS, EQUIT
.BLEand ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and conser

Call or send to auy Agency OiUce for
f its plans.

a

____________

PAMES

England

sTnKINSON,

MANAGER FOR CITY AGENCY.
eodtf

inar2P

< »ne of the Best and Meet Convenient Places in Portland to Buy

FREE !

iress

cleansing

sent

will receive prompt attention.

by

ex

dim

sep21

η

€

;

! I

*

PORTLAND RAILRC/AO.

IM. HAINES & CO.,

Ou ααιΙ after iUONDAV. Juue
si Ii. can ί
ounectinx with ITIaiuc Central Kuilroad i
mlwai'd train* will leave an follow·:
j

Leave
Leave
Connec''".K with
Steamers, Post Office trains 1 'avlug Con'rankliii Wharf,
gress St. Station at
ioston

A. M.

A. M.

β.1ί>
7.45

7.50

P. M.

6.20
8.00

A. M.
0.49

12.00
12.10

8.20
p. M.
12..H8
12.43
12.48

4.40

5.19

1'. M.

scpl

j

I

dim

TIUDE PROCESSION
-AND—
>
>

OMMERCIAL DRUMMERS

ATTENTION

!

Fine views made of the procession July
6th, and
the Drummers on their clam bake
.July 7th, for
le at the studio of

Cars will connect with all Inward trains exceptthe Night Pullman.
E. A. NEWMAN, (ien'l Manager.
je28dtf

1

of the Will of
LUCY B. SWEETSIIt, lale of Portland,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and have
iken upon themselves that trust as the law di>cts. All persons having demands upon the estate
f said deceased, are required to exhibit the same,
nd all persons indebted to said estate are called
pon to make payment to
DANIEL W. FESSENDEN I
NATHAN
! Executors,
>rs

CLEAVES,

ortland; Sept. 7,1886.

sep!0dlawF3w

cancelled all engagements and gone abroad for
rest. He is sain to be the most humorous, eloquent and practical lecturer now in the Held.
50 cents
Evening Tickets

a

If»**

STEPHEN

ffiook, Job·

(qoJuL

1?IR. €. E.
Evening Tickets

St.

DR. C. D.

REV. JAMES POWELL, D. D.

WΑ Ν Τ

OF NEW YORK.
Subject:

Ρ rintînG

\N UNFINISHED WORK OR THE NEGRO PROBLEM.
60 cents.
Evening Tickets
Course tickets, including Reserved Seats, $1.50
ind $2.00, according to location. Reserved seats
or the course to members of the Association, 50
rents and SI.00.
Sold at Stockbridge's music
itore Saturday morning, Sept. 25, at 9 o'clock,
•ίumbers given out at 7 o'clock. Only six tickets
old to one person at the opening sale
Jg^Assoiation membership cards will admit to the Hall
,s in former years, but not to reserved seat?.
d3t
sep23

WE WILL no IT QUICKLY.
WE WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL.

B. THURSTON & CO..
PRACTICAL PRIXTERS,

ENTERTAINMENTS.
! EASON 1886-87,—LECTURES AND CONCERTS.

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland. Me.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL,

j

DR. WILSON

;

be consulted at his

IEW ROOMS, MECHANICS' IlllLDIM,

Portland Grocers and Flour Dealers Associât on.

No cure, no pay, only for medicine, Couaultnion and Kxauiiuniion free. Office hours from
aug28tf
a. m. to 8 p. m.

Secretary.

AV

ΕΓ

*

"i.
·»·

of Cnaco.

Α*.·<·"

HENDRICKSON,

N·. S—Thursday Evening, Feb. !M.
Lecture by the Eloquent

dtf_

THIS
I Ciii'..
I ISfis PAl·4

cents.

Dr. Hendrlckson has recently made a tour
hrough Alaska, accompanied by a well-known
ihotographic artist. The views are superb.
60 cents"
Evening Tickets

TO DO YOUR

Nm

50

Subject:

STREET,

fel<27

Napoleons.

No. 7—Thnrmlajr Evening, Feb. 10·
Illustrated Lecture by

LOCKE,

corner

*

:

Paris and the Four

—

Three doom went of foi mer office.
Ira S. Locke.
Joseph A. Locke.

Con(rrM SI.,

Vil

BOLTON,

Subject

attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

WE

li JIL

IVo. 6—Thumdny Evening, Jinn.
Illustrated Lecture by

DR.E. H.TROWBRIDGE

LOCKE &

MV

Reunited Germany and Heroic Loaise.
50 cents.
Evening Tickets

No. 87 Plum Street.

HAS REMOVED TO

M J·

OF CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Subject

BERRY,

ami

10T0GMP1IER, 514 Congress Street
lyO
dtf

®p23d4t»

bourse,

Mubject
JOHN AND JONATHAN.
t?°Mr. Noursc comes in place of and oil the
recommendation of Rev. Dr. Vincent, who lias

augl8eod2m

can now

IHE Annual Meeting of this Association will
be held at the Board of Trade Hoom, on "onV Sept. 27th, at 2% P- ni.
Election of officers
à'the transaction ot any other business that
may
L before it.
i'er order.
W. P. CHASE,

Robert

OF WASHINGTON, D. C.

No. 5-Thun»day Evening, Jnu. 40.
Illustrated Lecture by

IS HEREBY
NOTICE
subscribers have

GIVEN, that the
been duly appointed Execu

'Z'Z.

4—iTlonilay Evening, Dec. ti.
Brilliant Lecture by

Rev.

5.24
ig

50 cents.

3-Honday Evening, Not.
Grand Quartette Concert by the

No.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. ROOM 28 1-2.

quality coal.

Successors to C. II. O'llrion.

;OSGRESS STREET STATION ItOUTE.

St.,

ARCHITECT,

If you cannot call on us sent!
your order by letti r, postal or
(No. C44) and we will nil
il promptly and with best

telephone

Brader.

JESSIE EDNA OLLITER, 1st Soprano.
JENNIE WHITCOMB WORCESTER.L'dSonrano
GRACE COBB CRAWFORD, 1st Alto.
ANNA LOUISE WAITCOMB, 2il Alto.
And the celebrated
Prof. L. Ii. RYKRNON.
Musician, Humorist and Character Artist.
50 cents.
Evening Tickets

DORTICOS,

180 MIDDLE

22 Commercial Street, Brown's Wharf.

—

LADIES SCHUBERT QUARTETTE.

have removed to

(

Ladies' and gents' garments cleansed or colored
Blankets cleansed and
vithout being ripped.
nade soft as new. Kid gloves cleansed or coloied.
iats and bonnets bleached or colored and pressed
11 the latest styles.
Feathers dyed, cleansed and
urled. Carpets cleansed. Mattresses cleansed
made
over.
md
or

No.

m., 2 to 8 p. m.
dim

specialty.

AND

COFFIN,

Evening Tickets

IT OFFICE AFTER SEPT. 20tli.
dgw
seplS

PORTLAND, MAINE.

dyeing

a.

ISO Free

UNION

for

Mi»» ANNIE

circular

OIIN K. DeWlTT. President.
1ENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
RTHUR L. BATES, Ass't Secretary.
HOMAS A. FOSTER, M. D., Medical Director.
OS I AH H. DRUMMOND, Counsel.

dtf

QUARTETTE,

Of ΒοκΙοη,
WALTER E. PAINE. Counter Tenor.
LAURENCE G. RIPLEY, Baritone.
GILBERT A. DAGGETT, Tenor.
GEO. li. TITUS, Basso.

ative management.

386 & m FORE STRÏET.

3-Uedn»dar Evening, Nor. IO.
Engagement of the Famous

WEBER

ME.

Artistic low price houses and seaside cottages

Γ

F. & G. B. NASH,

tydoods

to 12

9

ANTOINE

ΓΤ PAYS DEATH

ΓΤ

No.

PLUMMER,

Parli

1O0

POLICY CONTRACT is plain and
[TS
L definite in all its terms and no chance for

[ TS
L

Mrs. HENRIETTA F. KNOWLES, Soprano.
Miss MABY H. HOW, Contralto.
Mr. A. B. RICKET30N, Tenor.
Mr. S. KRONBERG. Baritone.
Miss LILLIAN CHANDLER, Violinist.
Mr. RUDOLF KING, Pianist.
50 cents.
Evening Tickets

CARDS.

DR. E. M.

MUTUAL, recognizing its mu-

is the
tuality,
with its

calings

United States and Canada and the satisfactory
reports received from parties who are well qualified by their experience to endorse them, vouch
most positively to their worth and efficiency, the
substantial character of their construction which
is both scientific and practical, their power and
simplicity of management together with the fact
that the same fire that produces the warm air
generates the steam without extra fuel, are especial features that render this apparatus the
most desirable and economical manufactured; It
possesses points of merit peculiar to itself alone,
which place It beyond the range of comparison
with ordinary .steam apparatus, and any competent and impartial judge can not but admit after a
fair test that there is more common sense combined with science in this Heater than in any other
made. A careful examination of these Heaters is
invited by the agents,

sep3

HE UNION

Standard Concert Company.

The Et. Kev. H. A. Neely, D. D., President.
The Kev. W. D. Mabtut A. M., Kector and 1'rin. ;
19th year opens Sept. 13.
Terms 8273 and
8430. Increased advantages offered. For circulars address the principal.
jlylOeodlOw

he New York standard.

8

—

1-Thnradnr Evening, Oil. 11.
Grand Opening Entertainment by the

SCHOOL. FOR «IRI.S.

BUSINESS

AT

No.

ST. CATHARINES HALL, Al<^T1

Τ HAS THEREFORE A SURPLUS of
L Nearly 8400,000 according to the Massahusetts standard, and ot over $700,000 by

COUNTY.

CITY HALL.

eodtim

j

which represents a new anil original system for
warming buildings have been before the public
for the past six years, during which time they
have been tested in the coldest portions of the

—

organized in 1864. The best facilities offered.
Experienced teachers employed in each department, and thorough instruction guaranteed. The
short haud and type-writing taught by a practical
stenographer. Sessions, six days and evenings.
Kates very low. Catalogue free. Any further information cheerfully furnished. Address,
L. A. OKAY, Α. Ί. Principal.

DIOCESAN

a.m

ENTERTAINMENTS

8

—

MILLIONTH OF DOL-

m., Lewiston 8.50

Y.M.G. A.GOURSE.

On Wednesday Afternoons at 4 o'clock, at Mrs.
Caswell's school rooms, 9G Park street, beginning
Wednesday, Nov. 3, Mrs. John A. Bellow*
will give a series of 12 talks on English Poetry,
illustrated by reading from the authors. Subjects:
1, Chaucer; 2, Mpcnwer; .'I, Shakeeperian
4, Mhakespere;
Dramatist*;
3, Lyrical
Poets; 6, Milton; 7, Pope, Goldsmith and
Wardsworth
and
9,
Coleridge;
8,
Cowper; Keats and
IO, Tennyson
Shelley,
Byron;

sepl8

a.

AROOSTOOK

CengreiH Street, Opposite City Hall.
practical school of business, having a National College Bank, with a cash capital of $200,000

$8,361,920.4?
3,374,402.90
5,647,970.22
4,268,862.35

m., Auburn 8.45

a.

Fares from Portland, Lewiston and all principal
stations as far as Augusta and Belgrade, inclusive,
Huulton and return $7, Fort Fairfield $8, Caribou
$8.25, Presque Isle $8.50 ; from Watervllle 75 cts.
less and from Bangor $3 less ; other stations in proTickets good for a return until October
portion.
12th.
PAYSON TUCKER,
lien'i Manager.
F. Ε. BOOTHBY,
Gen'l Pass. Agt.
sep23d3t

English Literature.

on

Rangeley Lake

Tickets lor the round trip, good to remain over
.Sunday, Portland and Yarmouth to Parmington and
return $2 ; Brunswick, Bath,Auburn and Lewiston
si ; Augusta, Hallowell and Oardiuer »2; Phillips
50 cts. and Rangeley $2.50 above Kanniugton.
Kangeley tickets good one week.
Îd-an ITIondii) A: Tuesday, Sept. it A 48,
by regular trains, for

A

>eath losses paid,
Endowments paid,
Surrendered policies,

SHOWING

Parlor Lectures

and

by regular morning
leaving Portland at 6.45
a. m., Augusta0.16 a. m.. connecting at Brunswick
with special leaving Bath 7.45 a. in., Brunswick

COMPANY,

T8 RECORD IS

Co.

Railroad

Nalurilnv, Ncpi. 45,
from Portland, Lewiston, Brunswick, Batli, Auanil
gusta
Way Stations, to

Pre-Raphaelite Paetn. Course tickets $2.00.
Apply at 9G FAKK STREET, between 2 and 3
o'clock p. ra. on Wednesdays, before Nov. 1.
dtf
sep22

1848,

I IV

2

-

—

lal—on

ceive private pupils. China Painting a specialty.
Miss Lizzie C. Shirley will receive pupils in Instrumental Music.
Special rates in music. Drmvingand Painting to pupils of the school. Apply for terms, &c.,
at 90 Park street.

THE

OFFEBED BY THE

Special attention is given to the common and
higher English Branches, Arithmetic, Bookkeep

previously

OF

EXCURSIONS

--

—

served unless
engaged.
Miss H. H. Creiehton will continue her classes
in Drawing and Painting and will also re-

VIEWS

d3t

GROUNDS.

BASE BALL

PORTLAND

to meet

sons,

rush.

sep23

—AND—

Street.

Exchange

STOCKBRIDGE'S.

Mrs. Caswell's Parlor Glasses

much better article than is furnished by

LlTTLE,

D

sep8eodlm

cents.no higher; MatiSeats secured at Stocksep20dlwr

and

ΙΟ,ΟΟΟ,ΟΟΟ.ΟΟ,

W.

under 15.

15 and 25 cents.

bridge^

Portland, Me.

Congress St.,

of Sympathy !

Laughter and Tears

Popular prices, 25 and 35
nee

Specially adapted
boys
the wants of parents desiring unusual attenF
tion for their
both in the home and school.
OK 8

being the largest of any Life Company in the World. Every one holding a Policy with this great company s satisfied with the results and no one wishes to drop out, but all wish for more. No other company has ever prasented superior advantages, as the experience of more than forty years has shown. Its Policies are as good as a
Government bond and pays much better interest. If you have any doubt, apply not only to the Agents but ο its
many Policy Holders in this City and elsewhere for proof.

-*01*NE, SARGENT,

Jeweler.

BAR ROOM!
Screams of

Home School, Auburndale, TIass

Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

Watches Cleaned «1.00; Main Springs $1.00; Case Springs 50.; Watch Cry stals 10c.
Fine Watches and
of
No
Jewelry
repaid by workmen; «and experience. apprentices

(

as

L. Sawyer, 537

Miss.^A.

BUY THE BEST ! !

dtf

Valuable Preeent.

TEN NIGHTS

Send for circular.

and Franklin Streets.

Congress

augG

STREET.

a

FRIDAY and SATURDAY, SEPT. 24 and 25

dtf

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for f 1.50 each. PEBBLE EYE GLASSES for ϋ 1.50 each.
Always cool. Never become Scratched, and more durable than Glass.
A Large Variety of Gold Spectacles and Eye Glasses, best quality, at $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00 each

PERFORMANCES 3

Charles H. Clark's grand revival of T. S. Arthur's
great Temperance play,

COLCORD,

jan24

working

VALUABLE PRESENTS GIVEN AtfAY EVERY MONTH.

NEW STUDIO luiLDING.
145 Dartmouth Street, Boston.

143 PEARL· STREET.

EXPRESSAGE

99i.

3

dim

INSTRUCTORS :

W.

HALL.

CITY

Street·

Mr. BUNKEB, Mr. G HAVES, Miss BAILEY.
Fourth year begins Oct. 1. Drawing, Painting, Portraiture, Ho,ver» and Still Life.
Ijit'e Studies η specialty.
Classes day and
evening. Saturday Class for Teachers. Circulars
at J. T. Stubbs'Ait Store, Portland. Me. Terms
moderate. Apply to or address as above.
FRANK M. COWLES, Manager.
dim
sep9

J.

Ranges,

stove mer to be the finest made and best

permitting. The trials will start
«it 1 o'clock, enabling people irom Port·
land ana vicinity to return by 5.30 p. ni. train.
In the Free For All race, are Glen arm, star
Gazer, Magpie Miller, Mikado and Gov. Morrill.
In the 2.40 elann. are Nellie B., Little .Jim,
Frank Α., Lady Independence and Katie B.
It
sep24

promptly

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

53

Cur Square

TO-DAY, Fs^·

—

Congress

Thev

weather

INSTRUCTION 1\ EAGLISITmÎCLÂSS·
ICAL STUDIES

CHARLES AUGUSTUS CUIfflGS, DYE HOUSE,
STREET,
models in themselves, and oniy require to be seen to be appreciated. Our far famed "NOVELTY" stee
plate FURNACE, simple in construction, durable and cheap, not excelled by any other Furnace. Best of Ctty
References. All these goods guaranteed. Also agent for the GARLAND OIL STOVE, "The World's Best." I
shall keep constantly on hand a general assortment of such other goods generally found in a First-class Stove
Store. Job Work done to order and in a workmanlike manner. Repairs a specialty. Please call and examine
the above goods, all to be sold at the Lowest Living Prices. Remember the number,

EICHAKD

»

«

Fall Announcement Σ

are

Endorsed for Its Purity and Healtlifulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
5xamination and find it to he of full weight, entirey free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Plios>hates,and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
(reparation every way to be recommended for
vhoiesomeuess and efficiency."

<<

FULL LINE OF GENUINE PEBBLES.

hUKNAlitS! New

The Glenwood Β and New Eimwood

OF

Association,

postponed in consequence of rain.
wllll be decided

KIMBALL,

TEACHEB

PflUfl CQ
llU If LEO

—

η

The Standard of Purity and Excellence.

for 25 cents.

A.

A.LSO

dtl

Successor to 0, W. FULLAM, wishes to call attention to his line of goods, viz:

Park

were

ART SCHOOL
These lines should all appear equally black to a normal eye. Persons to whom the above lines so
spectacles win
not appear equally black at five or ten feet, have a visual imperfection which commo
una
corneas,
not improve. They must have special lenses ground to correct the deformity of he
defect is called ASTIGMATISM^

FEATHER DEPARTMENT.

mouth.

"The

our

Cumberland County and Cray

sepl3eod&wlm

sep2

*
Ο

OF

Shade and Drapery Ourtain Department.

Courses

mind.

cree of A. M. to A. B.'s. Open* October 7»
Call lo-I. For
Catalogues, etc., address
S. S. CURRY, Ph. D., Freeman Place,
(15% Beacon Street), Boston.
Course of Readings by leading efocutionists will
open with the School for benefit of Endowment

00

States.

Carolina.
λί. Chevreul, the great French chemist,

or

individual needs, aim and oppor-

No. 627

liberal credit.

This week we shall offer a line of Dinner Sets, Imported Ware, 8 different patterns, 88 to 120 pieces in a set, each set packed in a uarrel and the freight prepaid
to any depot in New England at hitherto crate prices. Don't fail to see this line.
It is the most complete at the price we have ever seen.

voice, body

Teachers, Professionals, and members ox Society. 48 hour» α weclc. Work adapted in kind

PIANO AND ORGAN,

LAMPS.

Jenny Lind-Goldschmidt's daughter, who,
according to rumor, has inherited her mother's voice, will shortly be heard in the United

The trotting contests which were to have taken
place at (Jray Corner yesterday under the auspices of the

SCHOOL
OF EXPRESSION SSWSCZ
for Speaktion.

ers.

—

Tariff, Quaker, Croveland, First National, Our
Choice, New Byron, Daisy, Union,

on

TROTTING RACES!

For further information, address
illKS. CARTER, 148 Spring N|.
eodtf
sei)3

tunity. Classes for those out of town, craduates
of other schools, etc.
Library ; Loan l^und; De-

and a host of other Patterns, all warranted perfect working and perfect heaters.
We have been adding to our Ranges and are pleased to say to the buying public
that the line is complete, such Ranges as the

and others are becoming Household words. Our Ranges have been thoroughly
tested, and we have backed every guarantee made, and shall continue to make
every statement good that is made on our Stoves and Ranges. Come and see the
line and get our prices. We can suit you in Chamber and Parlor Stoves from
$3.00 up to $40.00, and on Ranges with all the| ware from $15.00 up to $50.00
for cash or liberal credit. NO INTEREST.

RE-OPEN8 SEPTEMBER 16, 1880,
148 Spring Street.

WILL ARB ~C.

The

New

Fostponea

Fund.

especially the

New Nationai and Croveland,

MRS. CARTER'S KINDERGARTEN

_

Corner

PATTERNS,

AJBUSEMBNTe.

and amount to

^\0° VERTICAL +iqo

enormous exhibit of

IIV 1VEW A»D ELEGANT

POLITICS.

MAUULE'S CAMMDACY.
Boston Journal.

«îènlifif

with the
methods knn«
mining the

Pair and Chamber Stoves

jobs.

ELEC-

THE DE11Ï TO THE

When

is called to

Every Housekeeper

MORRISON & CO.'S New Jewelry Store.
Dealers in Diamonds, Watclies, Jewelry, Silver and
plated Ware, fiew Goods, Latest Styles, Lowest

Harper's Weekly.
It would seem to be a fair inference that
the distinctive Prohibition movement is not
so strong as lias been
supposed, and that
Republican Prohibitionists are disposed still
to be counted as Republicans rather than
Prohibitionists.

sion.

The Attention ot

A crew of thirty men will arrive in Reck
land Thursday and begin setting poles for
the new line of telegraph wires along the
route of the railroad, which is to supercede

TION.

The New Kngland papers rise to the

the latter substance with acid phosphates, and three of alum and bicarbonate of soda. The "utter were condemned as unwholesome, since
the weight of evidence is to the effect that alum is not a proper substance to be used in the baking of bread."
The large number of alum baking powders upon the market at the
Present time should cause the housekeepers to exercise the greatest
care in the selection of their raising materials, the safest plan is to use
on!y the Congress Yeast Powder which is made of the purest Grape
Cream Tartar and specially imported Bicarbonate of soda; the perfect
purity of this powder has never been questioned and it is endorsed for
its liealthfulness by Chemists and Physicians.
Bennett F. Davenport, M. D., the well known Medical and Sanitary
Chemist, say of it: "I find it to be a pure Cream of Tartar yeast powder and that it does not contain Alum, Ammonia, Lime, Acid Phosphates or any injurious ingredient."
Richard C. Stanley, A. M., Ph. 1).. says: "The Congress Yeast Powder is an absolutely pure bread-raising preparation every way to be
recommended for its purity and liealthfulness."
Prof. Edwin E. Calker, State Assayer of Rhode Island, writes Aug.
20, 1886: "It is an excellent preparation and can be recommended
as an healthful, effective and reliable baking powder."

TUE LIMEHOCK liOAI).

the line that follows the old stage road. The
change of route is only between Rockland
and Wiscasset. the remainder of the line to
Gardiner being rebuilt in the same track.
The change will lengthen the line about four
After this
miles, and will cost about $3000.
job is completed the line between Rockland
and Winterport, which is in a very dilapidated condition, is to be rebuilt. New poles
will be set and the wires transferred. J. W.
Plaisted of Portland, will superindend both

itou

and arc ■*rel>arc<1 lo adjust ilie same
NAC'HET'S TRIAL CASE, tOKetlier
combining the best
,TEST ' ESSE, of
,he e*c and deter-

spoons and other table wear, chromos, etc., etc., are always suspicious
and should be avoided on general principles. The cheaper baking powders are more likely to contain alum than cream of tartar; the latter
js the acid saU which is most commonly used in the manufacture of
the better brands. I examined five of the cheaper brands and found
one to be composed of cream tartar and bicarbonate of soda, one of

HUC OClCUtCU.

to report ou the plan of maksystem of coupon through
tickets. The present system of coupon tickets is objected to on the ground that it is
sometimes difficult to distinguish first class
and emigrant tickets on different roads. The
compendium of rates and divisions which is
to he published by W. T. Bailey of the Pennsylvania road was adopted as an official authority. A committee was appointed to
draft resolutions on the death of J. W. Cory,
formerly General Tieket Agent of the Lake
Shore. The next meeting will be held at
Washington, D. C., on the third Tuesday of
March, 1887.

CURRENT COMMENT.
VIEW OF

The Massachusetts State Board of Health in their last report, writ"
"The numerous cheap articles, the
jug about Baking Powders, say:
sale of which is promoted by the presentation of cups and saucers, tin

as a committee
ing a uniform

______________

A MUGWUMP

ii

Eapers

ΚϋΙΧ'ΛΤΙΟΝΛΙ,,

EI.LANKOVS.

SPECTACLES.
EYE CASSSES.

lustrated by more than a dozen handsome
cuts of buildings, old and new. This "special anniversary edition," printed 011 line paper and adorned by fine picture» of the old
landmarks, as well as of some of the new
structures which help in keeping the town
up to the standard, ranks well with the
Providence, and Portland, and Springfield
of which we have spoken. Does anyody know just how much our towns ami
cities owe to the enterprise of their news-

If

looked upon with both hope and anxiety by
our fishermen.
They are hopeful that the
petty annoyances to which they are subjected
In Canadian waters may be terminated: and
they cannot help being anxious lest America
may fare no better in this treaty than she
has in others. The final acceptance of any
treaty, however, will rest with the Senate.

influence has not been

HIM:

in either of these

Dedham gives us the

υ

not

lived

of this

We Ίο ηοι read anonymous letters au-1 ctr. it:mi
rations. The name ami addles» of the writu· are

are

who ever

cities.

FRIDAY MOUSING, SEPT. 24.

communications tliat

man

any

Ρ11Έ88.

THE

Mann

|

\ NY ot the Stockbridge Course Entertainments
M. furnished to course committees in any part
f the State. Also the following courses wnlcli I
ave organized, for sale to
Committees, Churches,
eliools and Lodges: Star Course. « entertamients ; People's Course, 0 ; Citizens Course, 5 ;
Poplar Course. 4. The price of above courses in·
ludes Hotel, Railroad, Printing, and all expenses,
am in direct communication with
Artists, Lecjrers and Combinations in New York ami Boston,
iso home talent, and am constantly making enagements. Music furnished for all occasions,
end for catalogue.
IRA C. STOCKBRIDUE,
sep23dlw· 124 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

■se
«'onrue.

Ill

Citr H»ll.

*<■«»·"

ISSie-J.

ju
lie JStebtainmbhtn
Reserved

Course Tickets, including
i. •4.00,8S.M and !».«·. Sow
1 ridge's Music Store.

on

Scats,
sale at Stocksepiildlw

MISCKLtAflfliOUS
100 140
National Traders'Bauk
80
100
Oceau Insurance Co
90
Portland Company
62
50
Portland Gas Company
BONDS.
106
State of Maine 6s, due 1889
Portland City 6s,Munlclp'l varlouslOO
It.
aid
1907...124
It.
Portland City Cs,
102
Bath City Cs, Mun. various
100
Bath City Os R. R. aid various
Bangor City lis, long li. 15. aid—113
122
Bangor City 6s, long Mun
104
Belfast City «s, R. R. aid
And. & Ken. R. R. 6s, various.... 105
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895..111
Ill
Leeds & Farming'tn R. R. 6s
Maine Central R. R. 1st mtg 7s. .121
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7s.... 131
Maine Central R. R. Skg Fund 6s. 106
102
Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s
106
2d mtg 6s
"
3d mtg 6s... .110

THE Ρ* I £ JESS.
24.
FRIDAY MORNING, SEPT.
THE PRESS.
Periodical Depots of N.
Mav be obtained at the
Station; Marquis.
U. Fessenden, Horse Railroad
4

Cf

—.

M. C. R, It. Ue-

mtstrnnir. E.&

rcici-

do* congress ou
*7 Middle St. ; Jewell,
St. ; Goold, corner Congress and
son, 2 Exchange
Sts.; Lanagan, 06 Oxford St.; chisliolm,

Chestnut
Brackett St.;
10» Congress St.; Hopkins, 190
St. ;
Slieafe, 243 Congress St. ; Ross, 193 Congress
Kros'
of
Chisliolm
and
St,
India
87
;
Beardswortli,
out of llie citv.
agents on all trains ruuniug
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bath, J. O. Sliaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Uiddeford,
"
A. L. Jellerson.
American House.
Mass.,
oston,
Brunswick, B. Q. Deumson.
D. P. Horr.
Mils.
Cumberland
Damarlscotta, Ε. Λ¥. Dunbar.
W.
A. Mitchell.
Kreeport,
F. Lewis, J. C. Gerry.
Fryeburg,Ε.A.H.
Evans.
Fairfield,
Farmington, D. H. Knowlton.
& Co.
Palmer
(Jardiner,
Gorliam, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
& Estes.
Chandler
Lewiston,
Long Island, 'Γ. M. Glendenning.
Mechanic Falls, H. S. Jordan, K. A. T1 mas.
Norway, Si. L. Crockett, A. O. Novcs.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews, R. JJ. Buruham.
Haccarappa, D. P. Horr.
Haeo, H. B. Kendrick & Co., Win. Staekpole.
Pierce.
Springvale.A.C.M.H.Gerry.
So. Paris,
Thomaston, 8. Delano.
Vtnalhaven, A. B. Vinal.
Waidoboro, G. Bliss.
Watervllle, C. H. Hayes.
Yarmouth, H. Humphrey.

108
115

101
116
124
106
106
113
113
123

132
108
103
108
112

224%
190%
176
137%
7%
88 %

22%
21
94

liailroad com

126%

opening prices.

Tue transactions at the

—

Arrive,

12 m.
Railroad—Arrive,
Eastern, via Maine Central a. m. and
9p.m.;
a a. m. aud 1 p. m.; Close 11.45
m. and 10 p. in.
12
Supplementary,
connections,
and
offices
Rockland, intermediate
1 and 5.50
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive,
and 11.45 p. m. ; Supplementary,
p.m. ; Close, β. 15
a.m. aim j. mm u.uu
UAioiuta.—Arrive 3 ami 9and
8 p.m. ; Supplemenm. ; Close 11.45 a.m., 4.30
m.
p.
tarj-, 13 m. and 10 and
9 a.m. and 1 and 5.50 p.m. ;
Bath— Arrive, 3
and 4.30and 9 p. m. ;
Close, «.IB and 11.45 a. m.,10
p. in.
Supplementary, 13 m. and
2 and 9 a. in.
Auburn and LeuAston,—Arrive a. m., and 4.30
and 1 p. in. ; Close, β.15 and 11.45
ni. and 10 p. m.
13
and 9 p. m. ; Supplementary,
and connections,
Canada, intermediate offices
12.15 p. in.;
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive,
Close, 12.48 p. m.
and connec«Rices
intermediate
0orliam. Λ. II-,
Close,
12.15 p. m. :
tions—Arrive. 8.35 a. ill. and
12.45
in.
and
p.
0.45 and W.00 a. m.,
HvranUm, Vt., and intermediate ofllces and connections. via Portland and Ogdensburg railroadArrive, 8.00 p. m.; Close, 8.00 a. m.
connecBartlett. -V. //., intermediate offices and
a.
tions—Arrive, 9.00a. ill.; Close, S.uoand 11.45
in.
m. Supplementary. 12
conRochester, Ν, H„ intermediate offices and
nections. via Portland & Rochester railroad—Ar12.30 p. m.
rive, 1.05 p. in. ; Close, 7 a. m. and
m. ;
Eastport, via eacli steamer—Arrive, Π a.
m.
4.30
p.
Close,

Stock Exchange aggie-

gated 574.375 shares.
of Governiue following are to-day's quotations
ment securities:
100%
3s
United States bonds,
126%
New 4s, rcg
127%
New 4s, coup
111%
New4vis, reg
111%
New 4%s, coup
115
Central Pacific lsts
121
Denver & R. Gr.jlsts
.116

Erie 2ds
Kansas Pacific Consols
Oregon Nav. lsts
Union f'acifie 1st
(lo Land Grants

108%
110%
115V*

do Sinking Funds
The following New York stock market is received daily, by private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
140
106

Adams Express
American Express

WIT AND WISDOM.

waited upon her at
Inferring that the youth who
was a college student, a
a White Mountain hotel
:
remarked
Boston lady
here is at
"Do you discover that your vocation
course?"
all detrimental to your collegiate
then
handing
and
He looked at lier an instant,
her the bill of fare, said :
mum?"
"Poy or puddin' did ye soy,

Central.Pacific

11

Chicago, Burlington

&

ifud. Canal
Del., Lack. & West
Den & Rio Grande

160
137

Quiucy

31%
HB%

Erie
Erie preferred—·
Illinois Central
JHOOIll. Ού

111U

78%

135

Nasn
Manhattan Elevated
Michigan Central
Minu. ûi st. Louis

—

preferred

Ν ortn western
New York Central...
New York. Chicago &
do pref

■···

St. Louis.

Ont. & Western
nn.'H'.'iι lranscou
Panaiiu

Puliuian Pa·*ce
IteuuniL·
Koch island—
St Louis Jir'Sau Fran
«

Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
ftipress

Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do pref
'vvVst^i-M Cniou Tefegraph
Λ
u Λ J'erre Haute

..

···.

liapids

Canaaa tV'irhern
Canton

{β

..

E. Tenn
<10 nref
Kansas: & Texas
Houston & Texas

—

34%

Metropolitan El
Danville
Richmond
Oregon Nav
Wells. Fargo Express
Mobile&Ohio
Morris & Essex
Central Iowa
Port Wavne
Pacific »3s of '95

.105
.126
10
.140
19
.142

12614
94

20

28 87Va
6 50
25 50

Eornestake
Con. Cal. & Va
Ontario
North Belle Isle.
Bodie
Silver Kinc

:

—

18 00
270
26 00
2 95
2 55
4 00

1 12Va

California Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
SAN KltANCISCO, Scpt.23,1886,-Tlie followofficial
quotations of mining stocks
ing are closing

FINANCIAL ÎND COMMERCIAL.
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
POETLAND, Sept. 23.31886.
closing quotations ο
t.rniu.

Com.53g:5<
jHigb Mixed
bag lots....56S5<

50!Corn,

low grades.3 25®»
IMeal, bag lots. ..53g5·
X Spring and
car lots—Μ8a3!
XX Spring..4 50@4 75 Oats,
Oats, bag lots....39@4(
Patent Spring
δ 25rgj5 50 Cotton Seed.
Wheats
1 car lota..23 Μα,'24 0<
tu

W (Κ
n.»-.

IK
.-β 00®δ 251 Middlings. 18 00@21 OC
StroUCT.S."
00 do bas; lots,19 00^22
do....4
miuuuiiM.

76@6

Provision?-.
Winter W heat
ου I Pork-—
δ Z558&
»
25.<£5 oO
Patents.....
.15 50_ctio
Backs
î/i.l,

υι

..

i Clear....3475@15(K
12 υθα12 5(
Μβίβ

Ba^i ^ SI'S"Mess.

fe:.r.:^7oSig?te
25S

75

i

50*8

7

OJ

S83H

Tubs ρ φ■ .7

J4#7%

ΜΑΟΒβΓβΙ ψ OUI—χοου. in·»"" v
V
7®ÎÏ1/
Mali1/
Shore ls.21 50S25 00) do covered.
On.
001
2S.12

50§15

Shore

KeroeerieMed. 38.
«V!
Port. Kef. Pet
®
Small
8
Water White
Produce.
13
t>bbl.
Pratt'sAst'l.
I
Cranberries—
1
lVt
Brilliant.
4 75@n 00 Devoe's
Maine
S¥.
iLlgonia
7
50|
Cod·
00^7
(Jape
7 V:
White
.Pea Beans... 1 75®1 8o| Silver
8«
Medium.... 1 76@1 85 l·Centennial
Baiain··
tierman mdl 6i>a 1 751
2 25®3 Oj
Muscatel.... *
Yellow Eyes.l40<£l 661Muscatel....
*»>%" ■·;
r 8 50®2 8
potatoes, bush, 6Ô@551 London j^ay
OnduraLay.
%!·
251
2
50®3
11%,i@VV>
8t Potatoes
2 75®3 001 Valencia
Unions

IS
522?

Oecee.

c

:12r|WaC«cei.·.
Top....«2%(eJ$2V
.'. ë
IKed

,Timothy Seed240@2 5'

^ —-ra

1M)®200|aover"i;heeie.

*>bbl

111Â@12

i Vermont
ι Ν. Y. iactoryl lysis 12

Igage
7

Palermo
Messina

7

50g8 501
50(£ti 50 (Choice

w

"

^Eastern extras ..19^2
Valencia
l
& Western
Can
"
and Pa:
tessuia nu«
Messina
00]Island
bx.6
50&7
Jenno i>
■

—

,,.

Kaiiroad Receipts.
IPORTLAND.Sept,

23. 1886.
Poj
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For
; lor co
merchandise
miscellaneous
cars
3(5
κnd
niercha
nectiug roads 98 cars miscellaneous
dise.

Crain Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
The following quotations are received daily
P. G. Stevens, A'o. 42V4 Exchange street:

1

WHEAT.

Opening....

Sept.

Highest....

Lowest

closing

73V*

Sept.
Opening— I
f Highest.... 37%
Lowest
3^V*
Closing

Oct.
747/,
74%
74
oi'i74
COHK.
Oct.

:t8a/4
387-»
38

37%

Sept.
Opening....

Highest—

Lowest

Closing

25»A

1 Và
l'A
1%
Ιζ-β
2%
1%

Savage
Bulwer
Con. Cal. & Va
Alta

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON Sept. 23, 1886.—The following are today's quotations of Provisions, &c. :
Pork—Long cut 14 50@15 00; short cuts 15 00
15 60;backs 15 OOiffilô 50; light backs at 13 50@
14 00; lean ends 15 50; pork tongues at 13 00®
$13 50; prime mess at $14 00@15 50;eilra prime
at 10 50a$ll; mess, old, at 10 50; do new 11 50

@$12.

Lard—choice at 71/2(gi7:,/ic ¥>lb in tierces; 8®
8'4c in lo-lb pails ;8Va@8%c In 6-lb palls; 8%@
9c in 3-lb pails.
Hams at 12Vi@13c t>lb, according to size and
liams at
cure; smoked shoulders 8®8%c; pressed

12y2@13c.

Dressed hogs, city, at 7c ψ lb.
at
Butter— Western extra fresh made creamery
do extra
25@26c; some special marks1 higher;do
extra
at
;
firsts
do
il®20c
firsts Ht 21®23c;
held creamery 21 ®22c ; do fresh imitation crmy,
choice 14iil5c; do good 12@13c; do fresh factoat ll<ai2c ;do comry, choice 13c ; do fair to good
extra, nomimon lotsJIOc; Northern creamery,
nal at 2β α27c ; do extra firsts 23g®24c; Eastern
Vermont
at
extra
to
24{a24e;
choice
creamery
do dairy at 22@23c ; do
cinry extra at 25®26c:
l(S2c
Jobbing
prices
at
firsts
extra
18@19c.
liieher.
lOVic;
to
10@
extra,
Cheese—Morthern,choice
extra 10V2@
sage at HYac; Western choice to
lie; lower grades according to quality ; job lots
Vic higher.
itggs—Neai by 22c; Eastern extra 20c; Eastern
firsts 1 SVii&liic ; JS 11 and Vermont extra at 20c:
New York extra at l*Jc; Western choice at 18c;
Michigan choice at 19c; Nova Scotia 19c. Jobbing price 1c higher.
tseaus—Choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 65®
bush ; choice New York large hand picked
1 70
do 1 50@1 00; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1
1 75® BO.
Hay—Choice prime at $18g$19; fair to eood at
fine $13@$15: poor to
$16 00@$17 00; Eastern swale
$10@$11. Rye
ordinary S12a$15: East
--

eoicid

κ/ν.

wwivvi

ton.

Potatoes—Extra Maine and New Brunswick

©

bbl 1 50^1 02VS.

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.J
CHICAGO, Sept. 23, 1886—Cattle—Receipts
steers

11.000; shipments 3000 ; stroller : car fancyfeeders
and
5 f)0;shipping at 3 00,ΐ 5 30; stockers
at 1 30®3 20;
at 2 10@3 00; ows, bulls and mixed
at 3 45.
Xexaus
bulk at 2 40®2 60; through
24.000 {shipments 8000; lower
and shiprough and mixed at 4 003a4 05 ; packing
at 2 5C
ping 4 00«4 95 ; lights 85@4 65 ; skips
60.
(a3
markel
;
Sheep—Receipts 4000 shipments GOO at
3 20®
stronger; natives 2 10@4 00; Western
3 40. I-ambs 3 75@5 00.

Hogs—Receipts

Domestic Markets.

[By Telegraph.]

YORK. Sept. 23,1886.—Flour markel
2505 bbls
heavy; receipts 17,771 bbls; exports
and 4394 sacks; sales 19,000 bbls.
Go
;
superfine
Klour quotations—No 2 at 2 10®2
Western and State 2 35'd2 90; common to gooc
t<
extra Western and State at 2 65®3 15; good
choice do at 3 20a.fi 00; common to choice White
ai
do
wheat Western extra at 4 60®4 80 ; fancy
6f
at 4 85ig5 00; common to goofl"extra Ohio at 2
Οδί
at,2
@4·75 ; common to choice extra St Louis
a
4 90 ; patent Minnesota extra good to prime
4 40^4 75; choice to double extra do at 4|80i
4 90, including 7.200 bbls city mill extra 4 45®
4 60; 700 bbls fine do 2 OOS2 60; 800 bbls super
2 65,a
fine at 2 35®2 90U200 bbls extra No 2 at
90
3 15 ; 4100 6bls winter wheat extra at 2 65@4
South
5100 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 65®4 90.
cliolci
to
ern flour quietsextra at 3 25 a 3 85 :|good
lower
do 3 90®5 00. Rye Flour steady. WlK'iit
bush;saie
receipts 200,700 busii; exports 54,719
84Vi
Red
3
No
at
bush
84c;
248,000
;No3 Spring
8ο Va
®85c lu elev; No 1 Red at 90c; No 1 White
receipt
lower;
Corn
dull.
Kre is dull. Barley
sales 98.C·
92,600 bush ;expciti 89,741 bU5li; are
lower; re
Oui»
bu; No 2 at 47»/4c iu elev.
bush ; sales 142
cefpts 144,400 bush : exports
; No
35V4c
at
do
White
000 bush ; No 3 at 31c ;
No
■<
at 31%®31%c; No 2 White at 36 36V»c;
a
White
White at 37c; Mixed Western 32@34c;
Ri'
do 35®40c ; White State 36®40c.Ceffee—Fair ta
refined
quiet;
firm at 1114c. fu^nr dull;
Extra Cla
4%®4%c; Ext. C at 5®5 3-16; White
Off A 5 7-16i
514@5% ; Yellow at 4V4@4'/2c;
granulal
5VaC; Mould A at 6c; standard A 5%c; nowderei
ed at 6c ; cut loaf and crushed 6 5-16c ; Couf A a
at Oi,i .a.i;%c; Cubes at 6V»SG 3-16c;
1
5%c. Pelrolriitu—united 64%c.
10 50@10 75 fo
w
quoted
quiet. Pork dull—Mess quoieu
a
iioafdnii;
auoted
quoted
dull;
Beef
old, 11 25® 1150 for new.
steam spc
2 00. I.urd lower; Western
Continent
90;refined quoted at 7 40 for demand
j··--—
Hutier stronger gin good rmnfir
7 80 101*
for bS A. Muuer
motif
rmcDr
State ie®nOc : Western 12@29c. C·?*?®
Western flat 0%@910c; State 8%@llVi0.
svta.
steam
Freights steady; wheat
markeU
CHICAGO. Sept. 23.1886.-The Flour
Wheat at 4 16@4
W1IJLCI
dull ; Southern Winter
Wlon,.^
soft
NEW

75%
Nov.

40%
40%
39%,

3!)%

Dec,
78ya
78%
77 Vs
77%
Dec.
401
40'
40
40

_

..

25»^

37%
1 65

Ophir

Domestic Ports.
SAN FKANC1SCO—CId 14th, ship Commodore,
Jordan, Nanaiino.
Sid 2lst, ship Tam O'Shauter, for Liverpool.
Sid 22d, ship J Β Walker, Wallace, Liverpool.
FEKNANDINA—Ar 22d. sell ,Etta M Barter,
Gilmore, New York.
FEKNANDINA-Ar 22d, sell Etta M Barter,
Gilmore. New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 22d, sell Carrie A Buck-

Nov.
2 7 Va
27»/»
27
27 yB

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrktt, Bankers ai
Brokers, ] 86 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Ask
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
lee
100 166

Canal National BanI:
100 152
Casco Nat. Bank
50
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
Merchants' National Bank.. 75 120

154

52

122

-,.

8p"ngWheat ϊΒέα£$S(
Wheat loweî
BO.
at 3
&0 21;η5ϊβ .°Hr
Ya^·
6,
l?wer; L 2gat 37$c/oats^lf
Dop'Av «tAartv -No 2
Ka*
at
lower

;

j\ozat at

JeX

No 2
48Va9·
o
jéê
5o%@67c. Mess Pork is lower at 9

Rye quiet;

m

BEST THING KNOWN

KlUUSWlCK;

sciia

c.1uma

1

uau,

jivwuv,

w

Ames.
more; WinH Allison, Baltimore;
Jameson, .Philadelphia; Etta A Stimpsou, Bunker
Kondout.
Hoboken ; Moses Eddy, Hart,
SALEM—Ar 22d, sclis Edw 0 A True, Bartlctt,
Baltimore; Jolin S Case, Falkingham, Boston.
Sailed, scbs Maynard Sumuer, Lizzie S Haynes,
aud V li Vesper.
POKTSMOUTH-Ar 22d, sclis Ella M Watts,
Stevens, Newport News; Ε C Allen, Meader, Bal(leu Λ

timore.

Also ar 22d, sclis Flora Condon. Burges, Berth
Amboy; liackawaua, Kelley, and J Dliobinson,
New York.
Sid 22d, schs (Jrace Davis, Dver, Philadelphia;
Clara Ε Rogers, liogers, Baugor.
BOOTH BAY—Ar 22d, sell Wm Franklin, Bickiord, Rockland for Portland.
ELLSWORTH—Cld 23d. sell AUandale, Reniick, Portland.
Ar 23d, sell Lizzie & Annie,
BCCKLANO
Spurllng, Cranberry Isles for Portland.
—

Foreign Ports.
At Calcutta Aug 22, ships El Capital!, Sewalb
and Geo Skolfleld, Hall, une.
AtCienfuegos 13jh, brig Edward H Williams
Gould, disg.
At Kingston, J a, 13th inst, brig Minnie Abbie,
Pluinmer, from New York.
At Matanzas 19th, brig Tarifa, 1'eterson, disg;
sell Lena Κ Storer, Brown, do.
Cld at Hubbard Cove, NS, 20th iiist, sell Setli M
Todd, Clark, New York.
Cld at Windsor, NS, 17th, sell Orrie V Drisko
Richardson, Baltimore.
Ar at St Jolm, NB, 22d, schs Nettie Β Dobbin
Kuinerv, Jonesport; Northern Light, Harpor
Ellsworth ; Sea Foam, Nichols. Rockport.
Cld 22d, schs Daul Pierson, Harris, New York
Uranus, Smith, Thomaston.

«ο

5.

Spoken.
Sept 22, about 132 miles Ε of Sandy Hook, bar!
Leventer, Gerry, from Apalacliicola lor Boston.

£·,

DR. C. VV. BENSON'S

e

SKIN CURE

δ

Φ

η

*
£

%

g
®

ie

Warranted to Cure

ECZEMA, TETTERS,

HUMORS,

INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,
ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
DISEASES OP HAIR AND SCALP

ULCERS, PIMPLES
h AND TENDER ITCKINGS on all partes
soii-a

I SCROFULA

It makes the skin white,
and smooth ; removes tan and freckles, ana is ini ,
BEST toilet dressing in THE WORLD. tlegantl [
put up, two bottles in one package, consisting
both internal and external treatment.
druggists have it.

Oof the body.

AUfl^st-dass

4 Suit* lor

3.

ΙΟ Overcoats for

8.

5 Suits for

3.50.

MEN'S FALL OVERCOATS.

15 Overcoats for

12.

8 Suits for

5.

for $6.
IO Overcoats for 8.
12 Overcoats for IO.
15 Overcoats for 12.

20 Overcoats for 15.

ΙΟ Suits for

7.

25 Ovcrcoats for IS.

12 Suits for

8.

ilgerl>Mkag«

$ S Suits

BARGAINS

W ASHIN G4® BLE ACEQT G
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal patlsfactioiL»
îîo family, rich or poor should be w ithout it
Sold by all Grocers, BE WAKE of imitations
jrell designed to mislead. PISARLINB is the
CMfl/X SAFE labor-saving compound, aistj
iSwavs bears the above symbol, and name of
NEW YORKJAMES

WARE,

O.

W.

sepl8

FOR PEAKS' AND JMNG'S ISLANDS.

;

η a RITC
mn ·ν.

after Monday, Sept. 13th, and
until further notice,

and

THE STEAMER ISIS

PROF.CHS.LUDWIGVON SEEGER,

;
of Medicine at the Royal University
Professor the
Austrian Order of the Iron

Royal

Crown i Knight Commander of the Royal Spanish
Order of Isabella ; Knight of the Royal Prussian
Order of theRed Eagle ; Chevalier of the Legion of
Honor, dec., &c.t says :
» LIEBIG CO»S COCA BEEF TONIC
should not be confounded with the horde of trashy
It is in no sense of the word a patent
euro alls.
remedy. I am thoroughly conversant with its
mode of preparation and know it to be not only a

also worthy
legitimate pharmaceutical product,but
of the high commendations it has received in all
of Beef,
essence
contains
It
parts of the world.
disCoca, Quinine, Iron and Calisaya, which are
Crown
Imperial
in
solved
pure genuine Spanish

Sherry."
Invaluable to all who are Eun Down, Nervous,
or afflicted with
Dyspeptic, Bilious, Malarious
weak kidneys. Beware of Imitations·

ESS MAJESTY'S FAVOBITZ COSMETIC CLYCE2IHS.
Used by Her RoyalHighness the'JPrincess of Wales
and the nobility. For the Skin, Complexion, Eruptions,Chapping, Roughness. $1.00. Of druggists.

LIEBIG CO'S Genuine Syrup of Sareapnrilla, is guaranteed as the best Sarsaparilla in

the market.

as follows: (Sundays excepted.)
Leave Huruhain's Wharf, C, 7, 10 a. in., 12.20,
3, 5 aud 8.15 p. ill.
Leave Casco Wharf. Diamond Island. 6.30,
7.45,10.25 a. m„ 1.30, 3.25, 5.45, and 6.45, p. m.
The 10.00 and 3.00 trips will be made around
the Island, if desired, touching at Diamond Cove
Farm Landing.
All arrangements for evening sailing parties
can be made with the Captain on board.
dtf
sepll

will run

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.
and after MONDAY, Sept. 20,1886, steamHouse
er G01ÎD0N will leave Custom
daily, Sundays Excepted, for Long Island,
Little Chebeague, Jenks,Great Cliebeague, Harpswell and Ori s Island ot 3 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Interminate landings at 6.15 a. in. Arrive Portland
a. m.

For freight

FOREST €1TY STEAMBOAT €0.
(Custom

M&Flynrm

Cannot be made by medicines, or the still of phyones

strengthened and
preserved by the tise of
be

Adamson's

anply oil board to captain.
GEO. F. WEST, Manager.

or passage

sep20dtf

Ν. Y. Depot 38 MURRAY STREET.

NEW LUNGS

THE

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
ter, New York,

House

Wharf)

Boston! Philadelphia

"EXPRESS" AND "MINNEHAHA,'
and After Sept. 11,1886,

Leave Portland for Peaks' 5.45, 6.45, 9.00,10.30
12.15. 2.15, 3.00, 4.30, 6.10, 7.30.
Leave Portland for Great and Little Diamond, Evergreen and Trefetlien's 5.45, 6.50, 9.00,10.30,
12.15, 2.00, 4,30, 6.10, 7.30.
Leave Portland for Long Island, 10.30, 2.00,
4.30.
Leave Peaks'6.10,7.15, 9.30, 11.00, 1.10, 2.40,
3.30, 5.00, 6.30, 7.50.
Leave Little Diamond 6.20,7.30, 9.40,11.40,1.05,
3.10, 5.30, 6.45, 7.55.
Leave Great Diamond 6.15,7.25,9.20,11.35,1.00,
3.05, 5.25, 6.30, 8.00.
Leave Evergretn 6.05, 7.15, 9.30, 11.25,12.55,
2.55, 5.15, 6.40.
Leave Trefethen's 6.10, 7.20,9.25,11.30, 12.5
3.00, 5.20, 6.35, 8.0c.
Leave Long Island, 11.15, 2.45, 5.05.

Leave Trefethen's 9.25,11.30,12.50, 3.00, 5.20,

—

LIABILITIES.

;>Λίννη«Γη Vf-Ojfi.

It-.ls*

HOTEL DIRECTORY.
a

Embracing

leading Hotels at wliien the Daii
Pkess may always be found.
the

avkTrn.
ELM HOUSE, Court St—W. S. & A. Young, Pr

prietors.

BATH.

SHANNON'S HOTEL-Jerry Shannon, Propri
tor.

BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BETHEL.
HKTHEL HOUSE-W. F. Lovejoy & Son, Pi
prietors.
BOLSTER'S MI1LS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.
BOSTON.
HOUSE—J. W. Johnson & Co., Propr

QUINCY
tor.

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L.
Son, Proprietors.

Rice

BBUNHWICK.

P. & K. DINING ROOMS-W. R. Field, Propr
tor.

CANTO*.

CANTON HOUSE—N.

L.

MANDS, I'roprieior

ΒΙΒΛΟΙ.

Μτ. CUTLER HOUSE—Freemam Pugsley.Prop
et0r"
(OR.MKII village.
LINCOLN HOUSE—C. E. Woodbury, Proprlel
CALAIS.
AMERICAN HOUSE—M. D. Gardiner, Propi
tor.

COBNINII.

Davis, Proprietor.
DAVIS HOTEL—M.
ELMWORTn.
HANCOCK IIOUSE-George Gould, Proprie
EA8TPOKT.
PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE-T. H. Bucknj
Proprietor.
B.

«BAÏ.
GRAY HOTEL.—C. E. Whidden, Proprietor
LEWISTON.
DeWITT IIOUSE-Quinby & Murcli, Propriett
inAC Β (AN.
EASTEIt HOTEL-E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor
MECHANIC FALLS.
COBB'S HOTEL-P. R. Cobb, Proprietor.
NOBKIDUEWOCK.
DANFORTH HOUSE—C. Danfortli, Propriety

Ç227,306.50
8,326.76
2,611.72

8,300.00

700.00

3,300.00
3,110.00

Kate of the last two dividends 4 per cent, per

annum.

beg leave to state th&t we shall continStreet,
ue the business at the old stand, and by strict personal attention to the details ot our business we
intend to produce the best grade of work, and our
prices will be as low as is consistent with the cost
of manufacture.
We respectfully solicit your pationage and assure you that when youar ? in want of Leather Belt
ing, Lacing, Hubber Bel ing, Tacking or Hose
All orders
yon cannot do better than to try us.
aud inquiries will receive our prompt attention.
we

Truly,
PORTLAND BELTING CO.
P. S.—Special attention given to repairing belt
ing and covering pulleys. Satisfaction guaran
teed m price and workmanship.
Yours

Card.
ant
Having disposed of our business as above, rec
favors, we cheerfully
thanking you for past
ommend the new firm to your patronage. Mr. G

has liad an experiencf
proprietor,
manufacture of Leather Belt

H. Foster, the
of thirty years ill

the
ing and will give his personal attention to the
Respectfully,
wants of the trade.
H. \V. RACE & CO.
sepldlwteodSw
5"**

ϋ».··,,

proprietor.

PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.—M. S. Gibs
proprietor.
U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Fed(
Sts.—McDonald & Newbegin, Proprietors.
KAV1KIM» VILLAGE.
CENTRAL HOUSE—Wm. H. Smith, l'roprie

SACCABAPPA.
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE—W. S. Pratt, Prop
tor.

SKOWHEGAN.
COBURN HOUSE—Robert W. Hainesor.Prop;

A.M.

10.10

Burlington
Johnsbury. Newpjrt, Montreal,
Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.
Express to Kabyan's, Summit Mt.

1 j. lO p. in.,

Washington. Bethlehem, Proflle House, Littleconton, Franconia, Lancaster and JeBerson,
necting via Wells' Kiver for Montpelier and St.
Joliusbury same afternoon. This train will not
or Hiram,
stop at So. Windham, W. Baldwin
intf. I 3 p. m., Local, Portland to Bartlett and
termediate stations.
Kezar
Porter,
Falls,
for
LimlngtonJSebago,
Stages
Denmark and Lovefl connects with 12 40 p. in.
Stage for No. Windham connects with 6.15 p. m.
train.
Train· Arrive in Portland:

Γ.Μ

P.M.

for Mille.

three following dwelling houses and lots
situated in the most desirable parts of the
city for private residence, we hereby offer for immediate sale.
1—House and lot at No. 41 Pine street, near
Ilrackett, now occupied by Warren 1'. Chase.
The lot is about 29x80, 2 story house and L about
70x20, containing nine rooms, with good cement
celler, heated by steam.
2—House and lot at No. 33 Cusbman street,
Lot about
now occupied by William 11. Milliken.
nine
00x95, two story house and L, containing
convenient
a
rooms, well built, in good repair;

THE

occupied by

jonn

s.

wiison,
late T. C.

gga^EXCElLfcNCE

»

use

The living

ply

"F

$2,000
for circular describing
making

which

we

want

competition,
perienced

a

new

publication fc

representatives
.everywhere.
there is nothing like it.
thing
pronounced it the nest
not

as
men

Ν
E:

evt

necessar
offeree» to canva?sers. Experience
"Write at once to F. B. FAIBCHILD, Put

lislier, 79 Milk St., Boston.

septl5eodlm

FINE

barrels Just received and for sa:
SON, 410 Fore Stree

lot of
A
by R. STANLEY &
Portland.

sep20dtf

Hawiey St, Boston, lass.

UPHOLSTERY GOODS,
«

ad Slllc

No.

w

VÏ MAKE ΤIIS

GENUINE

[WHOLESALE.!
eodly

au2l

me at;r r.-xstant
OF

WE.

y A T 1! ■·+Ν 8
THIS 1 111 l.K and
it «.II I'll» Ht our
ottlm f-'hoidd you desire
to advertise III any paper».
It will pay yon to write lis
for nil estimate. Srate how
much, how Ionic, and where
voiι want to advertise. For
ten cental we will send
complete directory of
American newspaper·,
together with much
valuable intormatton
for advertisers. ESTIMATES FREE.

iS^liave

C.S.G0SSE,«·
Newspaper AdVOg Ageucy.

luaterti

dtf

may 10

ι

iqpoKTCD

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL KOTDS,

49 Ore ru Street.

sepl5d4w*

OXLT

BOLLEB,
and oar Step Holler 1ft Standard.
jy Ask your Dealer for them, take bo other.

may receive its needed sup

COLUMBIA BICYCLES !
The best In the world.

IN

THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

G00DS._3 TO

13 YEARS.

No. 18! Middle Street.
aug31

apl3

<ltf
~

& DUNHAM
ΊΓΕΝΝΕΥ
Wholesale and Ketail Dealers
in

STOVES,

TIM WARI
AND

—

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS.
12 EXCHANGE ST.,

PORTLANO Ml
WF&Mem

R. STANLEY & SON,

The

"Expert," "Standard" and "Light
Roadster." New improvements,
New ma
and prices reduced.
chines this year, Including a Latiie Coland
dies' Light Tricycle,
umbia "Salety" Bicycle.
C. II. LAMSOX, 177 MIDDLE STREET

Ρ m R.R. Y'S,

jeûli

stem

Curtains,

Window Shaii^ Curtain Fixtures,

FOB SALS BY

—

CIDER BARRELS.

»

Office hours from 3 to β p. ni.

150 BOYS' KNEE PAJiT SUITS,

a

84

and health, from Nature's
strength,consists
of Air, Light, Tempera

S. J. PLU M MER,

AT LOW PRICES TO CLOSE

card to

a

of

mediea, which
food
ture, Electricity, Magnetism, Exercise, Rest, luflu
Drink, Bathing, Sleep, Clothing, Passional
ences, and .Mechanical or Surgical Appliances.'
Therefore it is unreasonable, and absurd, to at
tempt to restore health by administering poisons
I shall endeavor to give health to the sick, b]
means which preserve health in well persons.

el)24

CHOICE

will coet

trains of tirand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and litautfc
may be had of S. H. HELLEN,Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PE TERS.SuDt.
je26dtf

drug
Drug remedies produce
canst
the impurities, and obstructions, which On·
are administered,
which
they
for
the disease
diminis
sequently. a patient's vitality constantly theii
ished,—aud acute diseases made chrenic,—by

CO
ORCAH/^raMO
BQST0N,MAS3·

postal
investigate
only
IT businessfrom
requiring little capital in which me
to $5.000
are
year. Sen

Transfer, Portland, with through

A Card to Invalids.

CUftAÏtl
ΙΤΎ KAi/E ESTABLISHED A REPUTATION UKEOJALLCO
87 ANY MANUFACTURER·

CARL ZERRAHN
— AND HUN—
BBCOS OF OTHER
MUSICAL AUTNORTII

eod&w3m3a

trains of Maine Central R. R. aatf

tion with through
at Grand Trunk

GHAS. H. FOYE. G. T. A.

Jy22dtf

631 TREMQNT ST.
bend FOR catalogué AND prices— trjtuoN paper·

augl6

at ft.lO p. na.
For Rocheater, Springvale, Alfred, Wate*«
boro, and ëaco River at 7.JO a. m., 1.1·
and (mixed) at O.JO p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 a. m., l.lO, β.£0, aa
(mixed) at β.3θ p. m.
For 8accarappa, Cumberland III ilia, We ·!brook Jiunction and Woodford'* at 7.1C
and lO.OOa. m., l.lO, .f.OO, tt.JO ιr.6
(mixed) *0.30 p. m.
For Foreat Avenue (Deei'ing) IΟ OO a. na.
3:OOand 6.iO p. in.
The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland connects at
Ayer Juuct. with Klooaac Tunnel Route fee
the West, and at Union Depot, Worceater, for
New York via Norwich Line, and all rail.
Via MpringAeld, also with Ν.Υ.Λ N. E. R. R.
("Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadelphia*
Baltimore, Waahington, and the South, aan
with Boaton àc Albany R. R. for the Weat.
Close connection made at Weatbrook Junc-

PORTLAND AND 0(il>E.\SBlRG R. R,

THE UMF^Ki
BY

•

rTOflUUfT-BTRUN
(MMKNI- NY.
4J-LAMG-BOSTON

•Thtt shoe stands higher In the estimation of
Wearers than any other in the world. Thousands who wear it will tell you the reason if you
ask theia.

—

every week day at 8.35 a. m„
leaving Portland
with through Parlor Sleeping Cars attached. Tick
ets and all information to be had at Waldron's, 4C
Exchange street, Portland, and at ticket office 01

PIANOS.

^^^JCONGRESS.

THE

Portland, White Mountain and
Niagara Falls Lint',

wiiu

,K&CCi

St.,

AND

—

R-ΓΝτβ r->H

Boston, Mass.

^Porliaml:

Worceater, Clinton, Ayer JnncliM,
JVnehnn, Windhaui and lapping at 7·3
η. ni. and l.lO ρ· m.
For xTlanchcMtci-, Concord, and points North
For

UPHOLSTEh/ HARDWARE.

ALL POINTS WEST

i

m·,?

JAMES MEANS9 $3 SHOE.

TRAINS.

On and after M oudar, June 448,
Passenger Trains will I^ear*

diseases, and add

·; ex Imitation^.

J. Means & Co.,
41 Lincoln

ARRANGEMENT-OF

to

KoneGeaaiuu iiiiieos bearing: this Stamp·
Made In Button, Conmess and Laoe. Beat Calf
Unexcelled 111 IXirtiI
| bilitijtCotufort and AppearPostalcaid gent
""«^A
us will bring you Information howtogetthla Shoo la
aoj State or Territory.

Falls !

Niagara

tûoOrlelnaieaShoe.

.v.

Portland & Rochester It. R.

Turcoman

street,
Merlarge lot 87Vax227, adjoining the
with French roof
sey"» grounds ; two story house
and two story L, eontalug 15 rooms, thoroughly
built and In excellent repair, and one of the best
situations In town : large stable, well furnished
with watei,etc. ; about 70 pear and fruit trees;
small cold grapery.
Further particulars will be given on inquiry ol
I the undersigned, assignee In Insolvency of Wilson
Chase & Mllllken, individually and as partners
and the property may be examined at any time.
JOSEPH W. SYMONDS, Assignee.
dtf
au21
now

PORTLAND & WORCESTER UNE.

liesorts.

3.43 p. in., Mixed train from Bartlett and way.
7.43 p. in., from Montreal, Burlington, OgdeQlburg and West.
J. HAMILTON, 8r.pt
CHAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.
je25lf
June 25, 1886.

Valuable aud Desirable Real Estate in
I'm-tlnml

Stage connections dally with passenger train M
WestMinot for Hebron Academy: at Buckfleld fer
West Sumner, Chase's Mills and Turner; at Cam
ton for Peru. Dixfleld, Mexico and Kumford Falls,
also for Bretton's Mills.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
Jel8dtf

8.43 a. in., 'rom Bartlett and way stations.
14.35 p. m., Express from all White Mountain

Assignee's Sale—In Insolvency.
1

Ogdensburg R, R.

8.U a. m., foi No. Conway, Jackson, Glen
House, Crawford's, Faybans, Betlilelieni, Prolllt
House, Littleton, Wells' Hiver, Montpelier, St

6.30

Fffflftl luRA 14- 1MB

In

ton.

ami until further notice Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows :

....

$'238,245.04
Deposits draw interest from the first day of every
month, except Jan., Feb., July and August.
Dividends are paid in March and September.

Portland Belting Co.
Telephone Connection. PnrMiirwl- Sent. 1st:. 1886.
Dear Sirs-Having purchased of Messrs. H. \v.
Race & Co. tlie Leather Belting business, lieretotofore carried on by them at No. 135 Middle

A.M.

TRAINS

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday, June 28, 1886,

7.41
8.45 12.35
Arrive Portland
0.16
12.40
Leave Portland (P.&O.R.R.) 8.35
8.5C
3.(J7
11.10
Arrive Bridgton
BridgStage connects with all trains for North
Portland
trains
with
leaving
and
ton and Harrison,
at 12.40 p. m. for Waterford.
J. A. BENNETT, Supt.
je29dtf

250.00

PORTE AND.

S
CITY HOTEL, Corner of Congress and Green
•J. W. Robinson, Proprietor.
and
of
Corner
Middle
HOTEL,
FALMOUTH
ion Sts—.1. K. Martin, Proprietor.
PERRY'S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.-J. G. Tel

Trains Leave Bridgton

5,600.00
1,962.12

Securities are kept in the Safe Deposit Vault, in
FKED E. RICHAKDS,
Portland.
Bank Examiner.
sep22d3t

Portland and

dtf

6.10

Cummar Arrinn-amoni

via Lawrence,

sConnects with Sound Lines for New York, Sout
and West
Through Tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Portland Depot Ticket Office»
and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Kxchangf
Street* Portland.
D. J. FLANDERS, Gen. P. & T. A
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen'l Manager.
Je28

Commencing June 38, I8S«.

98,733.00

ra.·

^Connects with Kail Lines for New York, South

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT:

1,720.00

Cuucliu· via Grand Truak Railway.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Jnnctloi1
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfleld at 1J .46 a. m.
and Canton at 1.10 p. m.
Passenger train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
3.15 p. m., arrives in Buckfleld at 3.50 and C*a
ton at 4.30 p. m.
Returning trains leave Canton at 4.15 and 9 *0
a. m., connecting tor Lewlston, Portland and 9ut

6.15 a.m., 3.39 p.

and West.

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.

43,000.00
49.800.00

ket Junction)
8.40 a. in.

Romford Falls and Buekfield Railroad

{

RAILROADS.

14,000.00
7,769.92

trips

For Boston at 2.00 and 1Γ9.00 a.m., lsl.00 ant.
îG.OO p. m. Returning Ijeave Uottou at 7.30
and 9.00a.m. and 12.30 and 7.00 p. m. For
JSiddeford at 2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and G.00
at I
p. rn. For Portsmouth and Newburypori
2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m. For
Amesbury 9.00 a. m. 1.00 and 6.00 p. in. For t· v
lem and Lynu at 2.00 and 9.00 a.m., 1.00 a. c
б.00 p. m. FI LUIA.^ i'ABN on above trains

Central/f'

JelO

$238,245.04

Steamer CITY OF BICHIIOND makes two
an*·
per week on the route between Portland
Machlasport, leaving Portland at ll.lX) p. m.
Tuesdays and Fridays and Mac h tas port at 4.00 a
m., Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKEK, General Manager.
F. Ε. BOOTHBY. Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Je25tt
Portland, June 25. 1886.

For Κ oh ion at t6.16, f8.40 a. ra., 112.40, 13.30
to.30 p.m. Ronton for Portland 7.30,8.3β a.m.
For Scarboro Reach,
1.00,3.50, 6.00 p. m.
Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Riddeford
and Kennebunl' 6.15, 8.40 a.m., 12.40, 3.30,
5.00, 6.10, p. m. Well» Beach 6.15, 8.40 a. in..
9 un
nn r> ar η m
TVorth Berwick. Great
Fall», Don» 6Γ15. 8.40 a.m.. 12.40, 8.30, {S.OO,
5.30 p. m. Gxeter, Haverhill, Lnwrtice and
Lowell 6.15 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 6.80 p. ui.
KocheMer. Fnrmin^toii ana Alton H » J 8.40
a. m., 12.40. 3.30 p. m. Wolfboro and Centre
Harbor 8.40 a. m., and Concord (via Newmar-

Ml 1D1Y

a d Mexico.
sails Thursday, Sept. 23, noon.
ACAPULCO
From New York, pier fiot of Canal St., North
River, for Man Fruucinco vUi The Iftihmue of
JPanaina,
Great reduction in rates to San Francisco. Cabin
$00; Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Bran nan Sts.
For Japan and China.
CITY OF NEW YORK sails Saturday, Oct. 9th,
at 2 p. in.
For Freight, Fassage, or general informat ion
apply to or address the General&Eastern Agents.
CO.,
E. A. ADA.TIN
113 State Street, Cor. llroad St., Boatou.

Ooi'hain, September JOlh. 1SS8.
John A. Waterman,
Joseph Hidlon,
Treasurer.
President.

rate·.

PORTLAND, BANGOR, MT. DESERT & MACHIA3
STEAMBOAT CO.

1.00, 5.30p.m.
EASTERN DIVISION.

—LINE FOR—

—

duced

effect Juue 27, 18S6*

for Boston

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP OOIPAM'S

STATEMENT OF THE LIABILITIES and RESOURCES

RESOURCES.
$
United States Bonds
City and Town Bonds of Maine
States
of
other
County Bonds
City Bonds of other States
Kailroad Bonds
liailroad Stock
Bank Stock
Corporation Bonds
Loans on Mortgages of Keal Estate...
Other Loans
Keal Estate
Cash on hand and on deposit
Premium account

—

Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. |gF~Freight received up to 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other information at Company's Office, Kailroad Wharf, fo-t
J. B. COYLE. JR.,
of State street.
Gen'l Manager.
nov20dtf

and South America

»™™ΚΝ8υΝ.£„«.

tConnects witii all Rail Lines to New York
South and West.
JVta Eastern Division to Scarboro Crossing.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland G.lo, f ,40
а. in., 12.40, 530 p. m.
Returning leave Boston at
8.30 a. m., 1.00, 3.50. 6.00 p. m.

tions.

California, Japan, Chin1

HàCK&Oenera. Manage

WESTERN DIVISION.

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 6.00 P. M„ for
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connec-

GORHAM SAYINGS BANK,

Thoroughly cleanse the blood, which is the
fountain of health, by usine Dr. Pierce's Golda
en Medical Discovery, ana good digestion,
fair skin, buoyant spirits, vital strength, and
soundness of constitution will be established.
Golden Medical Discovery cures all humors,
from the common pimple, blotch, or eruption,
to the worst Scrofula, or blood-poison. Esits efficacy in curing
pecially has it proven Fever-sores,
Hip-joint
Salt-rheum or Tetter.
and Swellings, EnSores
Disease, Scrofulous
larged Glands, and Eating Ulcers.
Golden Medical Discovery cures Consumpits
tion (which is Scrofula of the Lungs), byand
wonderful blood-purifying, invigorating,
nutritive properties. For Weak Lungs, SpitBronchitis,
ting of Blood, Shortness of Breath,
affecSevere Coughs, Asthma, and kindred
It
promptly
remedy.
a
sovereign
tions, it is
cures the severest Coughs.
For Torpid Liver, Biliousness, or 'Liver
Complaint," Dyspepsia, and Indigestion, it is
Sold by druggists.
an unequalled remedy.
AntiDR. PïERCE'S PE2XETS
Bilious and Cathartic
druuiriste.
by
25c. a vial,

AND ALL PARTS OF

CONGRESS ST. STATION ONLY
Baugor, Elbwortk and Bar Harbor a
12.38 p. m. Fast Express stopping at Bruna
wick, Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta and Waterville only.
ΛΙ1 other trains timed as above from Commercial
St. Station, stop at Congress St., where through
tickets and baggage checks may be obtained for
principal points East and West.
with
jThe 11.16 p. m. train is the night express Sunsleeping car attached and runs every night
to
not
but
Harbor
to
Bar
through
days included,
Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar
Harbor, on Sunday mornings.
Trains arv due In Portland as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.45 a. Ά. ;
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m. ; the day trains from Bangor at 12.45 and 12.55 p.m. : the afternoon train;
froinWaterville, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston ai
6.35p.m., Flying Yankee at 6.45 p.m.; th"
r.iglii Pullman Exprès· train at 1. 50 a. m.
I.inaited Ticket·, Ural and moid cla», I··
all pointe in the Province· on «nie a· reFor

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND

New JBrnnewick, Nova Scotia, Prince Kdwarde Island, and Cape Breton·

follows:

1*2.30 p. m. ; Farmington via Brunswick,
б.45 a. m. and 12.35 p. m., and from

PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE,

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN Ν. B., HALIFAX, N. S.

as

m.,$11.15p.m. ; Farmington, Monmouth,
Winihrop, Oakland and North Anson,

BOSTON AND MAINE R. R.
in

III ΠΑΙΠ

а.

TO

July 6. 1886.

STEAMSHIP CO.,

6.50.

Reserved Fund
Profits

JOSEPH

International

Leave Long Island, 11.15, 2.45. 5.05.
Single tickets, 20 cents; Children's tickets, 15
cents; sixty rides, S3.00; twenty children's tickets, §1.00; Long Island and return, 25 cents,
B. J. WILLAKD. Manager.
seplldt:

Deposits

a. m.

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at β p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New Yo'k, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Jκ.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept21-dtf

6.45.

OF

at 10

one-half the rate of

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

and all dis-

—

Insurance

For NEW YORK.

9.00, 10.30, l*.l

Coughs,

deod&weownrmyie

feb6

Long Wharf, Boston, 3
From Pine Street Wharf,

Freights for the West by the Penn. B. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of coinmission.
Hound Trip SISPatwnge $10.00.
Meals and Room included.
For freight or passage apply to
*i. U. NAMPSOI*, .!{((«,
70 Lout Wharf, H onion.
31dtf

β.30.

Colds, Asthma,
eases oi' the lungs.
Price, 35 and 75 cents,
Trial Bottles, iO cents.

m.

Philadelphia,

i|^|^

SriVDAY TRIPS.

Leave Little Diamond, 9.40, 11.40, 1.05, 3.10,
5.30, 6.35.
Leave Great Diamond 9.20, 11.35, 1.00, 3.05,
5.25, (1.40.
Leave Evergreen 9.30,11.25,12.55, 2.55, 5.15,

for

p.

rj4 iilSj&Svx

and Great Diamond. Evergreen and Trefethen's, 9.00, 10.30, 12.15,
2.00. 4.30, 0.10.
Leave Portland for Long Island, 10.30,2.00,4.30.
Leave Peaks', 9.30,10.00, 1.10, 2.40,3.30, 5.00,

cure

νώ,

A

Kuox and Lincoln H. R., 6.45 a. m., 12.35
p. m.; and on Saturdays only at 6.16 p. in.;
Aul urn and Lewimon at 83.0 a. *m., 12.30,
5.10 p.m.; Lewi β ton ria Brunswick, 6A5

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, milwaalf
Cincinnati, St. Louim, Ο inn ha, Sa^ioan. Ht. Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, Man Francisco,
and all points In the
Northwest, West anil Southwest.

From
1

2.10. tf.UU, i.iSU, U.HI.
Leave Portland for Little

a sure

—

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY

STEAMERS

Leave Portland for Peaks

STEAMSHIP LIKE.

DIRECT

*

p. m.;
witk, G.45 il. m., 12.35, 6.15, $11.16. and
on
Bath, 6.45 a. m 12.35, 5.16 p. m.,la ad and
Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m. ; Rock

35 Exchange St., and Deoot Feat of India Street.
TICKETS SOLD AT KEDUCED KATE

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

WJCEK DAI TRIPS.

On

J. B. COYLE, Jr. Manager.

je29tf

Portland

From Lewiition and Auburn, 8.26 ». li.
12.05. 3.15 and 6.41» p. m.
Front («orham, 8.25, Θ.30 a. in. and 7.00 p. ui.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.05 and
5.18 p. in.
Front Quebec, 12.05 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on nlglit train ai\o
Parlor cars on day train between Portland *ud
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
evand INDIA WHARF, Boston, every week day
for connecening at 7 o'clock ; arriving jn season
for
trains
beyond.
points
tion with earliest
Worces
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,

■

For Hanger, Vanceboro, HI. Jab·, Bali·
and
fax, and the Pmrince·, 81. fllephr·
ArocMtook County, 12.30 p. in., Via Lewi»·
lou. 12.35 and *11.16 p. in., via Auguata; and
for JEllrworth, Bar Harbor, and Bang·»
Λ FÎMcatnqui» Κ. Κ., $11.15 p. m., foi
12.30,
Mkowhegan, Belfast am Dexter,
m.,
12.35, $11.16 p. m.; Walerrille, 6.45fora. Au12.30,12.35, 5.15 and, $11.16 p. m.; Bi him·
and
Ciardiner
Milita, Hullowell,

I.Ν>»«ι

{.ewiiton, 7.20a.m., 12.60
and 6.30 p. m.
Fortiorham, 3.60 and 5.30 p. m.
For Oorham, Montreal and Chicago, 9.30
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
ABBIVAL8.

FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

&c.

MONDAI', Jul) 3,
will ran a. folio»· :

For Auburn and

SUrmnER ABRANGEiUENTâ:

«vnatmn

Oil and ufter MfONDAYi Sept. 18,
1886, ra§§encer Trains Leave

DEFABTIBGD.

FARE ONLY $1,00,

ON
Wharf

at 8.45

Ou ulld after
train·

«

mm IMIML KMLÎLVJIU

CHANGE OF T1JJÏE.

STEAMERS.

seplStf

«.i ** ν λ ** r»

GRAND TRIM RAILWAY OF CANADA

BOSTON

FALL AEEANGKMENT.
Steamer PEBC Y V. will leave Franklin Wliarf
as follows :
For Peaks' Island 6.00, 6.45, 10.30 a. m., 2.15,
return
(>.25, 7.15,10.50a.m., 2.35,
4.30, «.10p.m.;
5.10, 0.30, p. in. For Cushing's 0.45,10.30 a. m.,
return
7.05, 11.00a.m.. 2.45,
2.15,4.30, 6.10p.m.;
5.00, 6.50 p.m. Nunila;a. leave Franklin Wharf
for Peaks'at 9.15,10.30 a.m., 12.30,2.15,3.15
m. returning 9.35, 10.50 a.m., 1.00, 2.35, 5.15

On

can

8.

MANAGER.
dtf
—

κam

STKAMKK».

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND AND DIAMOND COVE.

sicians; but the old

6.

HIE.

-

-

-

-

ISLAND STEAMER*.

p. m.

d«c7

4.

PRICE !

ONE

■

p.

Knxght of

$3.50.

for

Suits for
Suits for
Suits for

6
S
12

dvi«

ai«u

mtrao

II»

(Long Pants.)

BOYS' SUITS,

355 MIDDLE STREET,

l.atli-

HOKLOLK—Sid 21st, sell Bertha Warner,
walte, Portland.
Sid 22d, sell Géorgie L Dickson, Harding, for
Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 22d, sell Jennie S Hall, Hall,
Windsor, NS.
Below, ship Louisiana, Oliver, from Hamburg
Ar 23d, brig Gipsy Queen, Chandler, Charleston
Cld 22d, schs it I) Bibber, Pinkliam, Boston ;
Nathan Lawrence, Connor, do; Κ Κ Emerson,
Child, New York.
Off Windmill Point 20tli, ship Keuce, from Baltimore for San Francisco.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 21st, sell M L Gregory,
Johnson, Boston.
Below, barque Kennard, from Demarara.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 23d, ech Ella, McYane, Portland.
NEW YOKK—Ar 22d, schs Terrapin, fm Calais ;
fin
Clifford, St John, NB; Kaven, and Harbinger,
Τ SibBangor; Ε G Wiilard, Kockland; Charlotte
H
Bangor
LCurtis,
ley, Boston; Brave, Sullivan;
Mauna Loa, Macorris ; Union, Brooksville; HunALter, Uocklaud; Col MillikeD, Kichniond, Me;of the
Bangor; Light
by Wasson, and Fred Smith,
Pond.
Bound
Bell,
East, Ellsworth ; Ivy
Ar 23d, ship Cora, Appleby, Bahia ; sell Ilarry
White, Hopkins, St Croix.
FALL IU VER Sid 22d, sell Annie Κ Lewis
Lewis, New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HAKBOIi—111 port20th, sells
Ellsworth for
Light of the 'East, and Harbinger,for
do; Kaven,
New York; Forest City, Hallowell
Bangor for do, (and sailed.)
Ar 21st, srs Addie
VINEYAltD-HAVEN
Jordan, Sullivan for New York ; Francis A Hand,
Portland for Philadelphia; Belle O'Neil, Boston
for Baltimore.
51
Sailed, schs Emma S Briggs, Perseverance, J
Morales, S Nickerson, Bramhall, Georgie D Lond,
Addie Fuller, Lunet, and Ette J Simmons.
Ar 22d, schs Eliza Ann, from Weehawken for
Boston; John Gerard, Amboyfordo; Palatka,
Hoboken for Belfast.
Sailed, schs F Κ Baird, Belle O'Neil, Addie Jordan, Storm Petrel.
In port, schs John Gerard, Palatka, and Maggie Todd. All others have sailed.
EDGAKTOYVN— Sid 22d, schs Chase, Snow,
New Yolk for Bangor; Fred C Holden, Kich, do
do ;
for Boston ; Moses Eddy, Hart, Itondout for
ElizaNile, Manning, New York for Kockland ;
11 G
beth Arcularlus, Strout, Koiidout for Boston ;
Kiug, Brown. Weehawken for do; Ked Jacket,
Arey, Kondouf. for do ; Frank Herbert, Perkins,
New York for do; Ε Gerry ..Koudout for do; Mary
A Kice, Lowell, Bondout îor Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, schs Κ Bowers, Bradford,
Baltimore; Mary L Peters, Wyman, Philadelphia;
M A liice. Clay, Koudout; Ε Arcularlus, Strout,
and Ked Jacket, Arcy, liondout ; Ε Gerry, Speed,
C
liondout; Ned Ρ Walker, Doobin, do; Fred
Holden, ICich, New York; Mysterv,Seward, Saco;
Addison.
Cliillion, Call, Baagor ; ltosaE, Kogers,
Cld 22d, schs Ε M Bacon. Matheson, for Flores,
and a market; Helen, Leighton, lîockport; EW
Perry, Nickerson, Georgetown, Ale.
Ar 23d, brig Carrie Ε Pickering, Marshall, from

S'i.ôO Overcoat for $2
S Overcoats for 3.50
S Overcoat for 5.
lîî Overcoats for 8.

CLOTHING CO.,
BOSTON & PORTLAND
PORTLAND,

™

Hutchinson. Hiiyti.
1UCHMOND—Sid 22d, sell Alfred Keen, Gree-

ly-Eiizahethport.

$2.

5.

STRICT LY

22(1, sell Lizzie Slay,

WILMINGTON, NC-Cld

for

S Overcoats for

BIG

VavIi·

"·>·*>

—

Nov.
76%
76»/*
75%

OATS.
Oct.
26
26

\j

110
10

to-day:
Hale & Norcross

13gl3V

reameryrftr:.26S2
»vapor^d^b9®10cl Gilt
Edge Ver...26@2

χ

Bulwer
Hale & Norcross
PlvniouUl
Savage

SUilWi

MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
ship Wm H Macy, DarkEuimoui, San Francisco

Fishermen.
Ar at Halifax 21st, sch Sir Knight, Baud, from
220 bbls mackerel for Boothbay
with
Souris, PE1,
Ar at Georgetown, PEI, 21st. sch Margaret M
of
Po.tland, with damage by storm; put in
Smith,
for repairs.
Port Hawkesbury, Sept 21—Sch Κ J Edwards
has put in here for repairs. She reports mackerel
and otherplenty again, and that the Golden Hina
ers were oft St Peter, PEI, 18th, a»d took from
a
haul.
bbls
at
ISO
to
100

are

Carter's LitIf you are nervous or dyspeptic try
makes you nervous,
tle Nerve Pills. Dyspepsia
; either oue
and nervousness makes you dysyeptic
little pills will
renders you miserable and these
cure both.
a lit"1 think I will get out and stretch my legs the
at
tle," said the tall man as the train stopped
station.
who had beer
"Oil, don't:" said a passenger had been mucl:
who
sitting opposite to him. ami
tall
companion
his
of
embarrassed by the legs
"Don't do that! they are too long already."

better call

λ.

ior bos.· n.

Biddeford, Sept 22—The crew of sellr Thomas
Boaz were paid oft in full to-day and released, and
The vessel
a new crew snipped from Portland.
sailed last evening for Philadelphia.

36
.182
.138

Colorado iCoal

stay if you

"1

THURSDAY, Sept. 23.
Arrived.
Steamer State of Maine, Hilljard, St John, NB,

surance.

14

NEW YORK, Sept.24,1886.—Thejfollowing
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:

professor of natu-

NEWS.

Memoranda.
Barque Chas Sjewart, ashore on Bagged Island,
near Matinicus, registers (130 tons, was built at
Belfast ill 1887, and owned by X J Stewart and
others of Bangor and parties in New York. No in-

prei

$

IO.
13.
15.
15.
SO.

$4. $ 3 Suite

S Overcoats for

W O 5

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT Ci! COLC WATER.

Passed St Helena Aug 6, ship McNear, Frost,
from Cebu for New York.
Sid fin Sydney, NSW, Aug II, barque Charles G
Bico, Bailey, Newcastle, NSW.
Sid fin Snangliae July 30, ship Geo Curtis, for
Victoria.

St-nnrtsvil

Uemii'te-

J·"""; |

Ar at Dublin Sept 22,
ness, Havre; Palestine,
via Plymouth.

"Possibly I disturb you and liad
again."
; "I am col"As you please," said the professor
for an essay on idiots—yon can
lecting material
like."

7&«8 00|

SEPT. 24.
MINIATURE ALMANAC
Sunrises
5^31 High water
3g
6 36
Sun sets
7in
Length of day ....12 04 Height.... I !.. 8ft
in
9
2
it
J
1.17
Moon rises

FROM

St. Paw > reterred
St Pan., ftlinn. & Man
*:uaba
si Paul ν
"do prei

Quicksilver
do preferred

r,ri »at\i.arge Shore2

Heckla
Wisconsin
Alene
Salier
Britanic
l'avonia
Santiago
Valencia
Hammonia
Vancouver

[By Telegraph.]

Miss, she clung to Castoria,
When she had t'i.ihlreu, she gave them Castoria.

ju2dly

..

Sid, sch Beta, Colheth, New York.
Sid im below 20th, sch Aldine, Dennison, (from
Boston) for St John, Nii.
LUBEC, Sept 22—Ar, sells Walter Franklin,
Cousins, New York : Ciias Ε Sears, Allen. Boston.
Sailed, sells Portland Packet, Gardner, Portlaud
Fannie Flint, Warren, Hillsboro; Clara Jane, Allen, St John, NB.

Pacific Mail

New York Mining Stocks.

ixicxiiie

ciear

Pennland

Cieufuegos

FItOM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
EAST MACHIAS, Sept 21 —Ar. sells Zampa,
Lambert, and Hortensia, Sanborn, Boston.

Ohio Central
ObioS& Miss

Boston Ai·" l-iue
aurlin.rto & Cedar

Royal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall St.

Y.

Cleared,

Northern Pacific
uo pref—
Northwestern

αο

cans.

phosphate

Barque Sherwood, (Br) Douglass, Buenos Ayres
Frank Dudley.
Sell Oriental, Melauson, Port Gilbert—master.
Sch Florence Leland, Adams, Kennebec, to load
for New York—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sell li 11 Colson, Staples, Quincy—J Lucas.
SchWC Fendleton, Webber, Damariscotta—Ν
Blake.
SAILED—Sells Luis Eabel, and Ο S Barrett.

uo pref
Missouri Pacific..
New Jersey Central

sick, we gave her Caatorla,
Child, she cried for Castoria,

M^nertl'al.t!ht4 75@5 00!

Ethiopia

Yia iiaaiDort

Lake Shore
Louisville &

C.s.

weight,

$ 8.

SO Suits for
25 Suits for

marvel of purity

More economica
than the ordinary kinds, and can not be sold ii
competition with the multitude of low test, shor
alum or
powders. Sold only it

Sell Clara Ε Colcord, Coleord, Philadelphia—
coal to Ka dull & McAllister.
Sell Victor l'uig, Harris, Booth bay, to load for
Baracoa.
Sell Mary Elizabeth, Duntou. Boothbay.

VVUMOlll

Lake Erie & West

pref

A

FOB

KltOM

for
12 Suits for
15 Suits for
18 Suits for

BUYS UVtnUUAIo.

BOYS' SUITS, (Knee Pants,)

MEN'S WINTER OVERCOATS,

$10 Overcoats

PORT OF PORTLAND.

137

powder never varies.
strength and wholesomeuess.

New York..Bremen —Sept 25
New if ork.. Liverpool.. .Sept 26
New York. .Glasgow
Sept 25
New York.. Antwerp
.Sept 25
Now York..Havana ....Sept 25
New York. .CopenliagenSept 25
New York..Liverpool. ..Sept 28
New York.. Kingston.&cSept 29
New York..Bremen
Sept 29
New York..Liverpool...Sept 30
Boston
Liverpool. ..Sept 30
New York.-Cienfuegos .Sept 30
New York..Maracaibo..Sept30
New York..Hamburg.. .Sept 30
Liverpool.. .Sept 30
Quebec

Eider
Baltic

$10 Suit!!»

Pure.

Absolutely

This

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

107%

Del. &

Long island

Superflue and

POWDER
Ν.

λ I Λ1 M ME

142

Con. Coal

Flour.

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LIVERPOOL,JSept. 25, 1886.—Cotton market is
steady; uplauds at 6|5-16d;Orleans at 63/ed; sales

St. Paul

Conversation in the family of a Texas gentleman who keeps a store:
Wife—What kept you out so late last night?
Inventory.
^Husband—Takin'
lu your breath
Wife—X knowed it. I smelled 1
You'll keep on takin'
in.
came
the minute you
and
intlieloekup
Inventory till you get yourself
then I hope you'll be
disgrace your family, and
satisfied !
They first
Always avoid harsh, purgative pilla.
make you sick and then leave you constipated.
the bowels
Carter's Little Liver Pills regulate
one pill.
and make you well. Dose,

The following are to-day's
:
Grain, Provisions, &c.

dllne 9 Vic.

6s 6d®6s 8d £ Spring wheat at 6s 7d
®6s 9d; Club wheat at 6s I0d@7s. Corn—mixed
Western 4s 4d ; peas at 5s 5d. Provisions, &c.—
Pork 66s 6d ; bacon 38s 6d for short clear and
37 6s for long clear. Cheese at 49s for American ;
lard, prime Western at 34s 9d ; tallow 23s for
American.

were

MEN'S SUITS.

MEMPHIS,Sept. 23,1886.—Cotton steady ;mid-

_

1st nret

...

1886.—Cotton quiet ;

CHARLESTON, Sept. 23,

middling 8%c.

46%

ChesapeaKe & Ohto
Chicago & Alton
Chicago & Alton preferred

«hi

ι»,

dliag 9c.

Many oi these goods

LIVEIiPOOL,3ept.|23,1886.—Quotations—Win-

5 asked, l'rime mercantile paper 4 <1 f> per
and
Exchange is quiet and steady at 4 82@4 8214 and
4 84%@t 85.
Government bonds are dull
The
firm. Railroad bonds dull and generally firm.
stock market closed active and weak at near

MAILS.
AKBIVAL· AND DKPARTUBK OF
Maine
Southern and Western, via Boston and
Arrive, 12.15, 4.50
railroad (Eastern division)
9 p.
and
and 11 p. m. ; Close 8.15 a. m., 12 m., 5.15
m.
m. ; Supplementary, 12.30 and 10 p.
connections,
Boston, iutermediate offices and
via Boston & Main· railroad, (Western division)—
m. and
12.20 and 8.20 p. m. ; Close 8.15 a.

history

and as good
carried over from last season and are first-class in every particular,
named on
LOWEST
ever
the
are
which
We name the following prices,
as any clothing manufactured last week.
good goods.

NEW ORLEANS,Sept 23,1880.—Cotton quiet;
middling 9»/bc.
SAVANNAH, Sept. 23, 1880.—Cotton steady;
middling 8%c.
MOBILE, Sept 23,1886.—Cotton nominal; mid-

ter Wheat

f.

mntieman calling uuon a
when ne iiaiipcuou
ral
l>ui)V said:

OVERCOATS AND SOITS!

12.000 bales; speculation and export 2000 bales.

New York Stock and Money Market.
fBy Telegraph.]
ΝK\V YORK, Sept. 23, 1886.—Money on call
Is active, ranging from 5 to 10 per cent, closing
cent.

(Sunday excepted)—In
Carrier'» Deliveries,
and
business section of the city between High
and
India street at 7 and 10 a. m. and 12.30,1.4G
5
and
1.4*
and
8
a.m.
at
sections
oilier
6 p. m. In
to
9
window,
m.
Sunday delivery at Carriers'
7 and
at
boxes
street
from
Collections
Ο a. m.
m.
β
lia. m. and 4 and 8 p. in. Sunday at p.

λ

Sale of Men's and Boys' Fall and Winter

(',01)0

139

do pref
Kasteru 1'ailroad

■1.

When she

oats
bush.

Receipts?

Hecla
Bell Telephone
Old Colony
C.B. &: Q
Boston Land "Company
Boston Water Power Co
Eastern liailroad

department, (Sunday

«ι—

buabfieorn?

43.000
rye 3,000 bush,barley
steadv: XXX
KT ι OTTia Seut. 23, 1886.—Flour
75; choice 3 l6@3 25;
60®2
2 WÔ2 40· family 2
3 e&gS 80; patents
extraWv
65
;
fancv 3 45ÎC3
at 75c. Corn
Wheat lower; No 2 Red
4 00*4 40
36%c. Oats is lower ; No 2
low f!No 2'Mixed at nominal.
]\fi\ed at 26V2C. Lard
98,000 bu;
ReceiDts-Flour, 6,000 bbls ; wheat,
oats, 27,000 bush; rye, 3,000
corn 35 000 bush:
Kiioh barley 3.000 bush.
10,000bu;
«hinminS--Flour,10,000 bbls;wheat
bu ; oats 4,000 busli;| rye 1,000 bu:
C0n,
barley 0.000 bush.
i>i<TK()IX. Sept. 23, 1 «88.—Wheat easier; No 1
No 2 Red 76%.
White 76%c; Mich lied 76% c;
30,300 bush.

125
105

do oref
Calumet &

7.00 a. m.
General Delivery, (Sunday excepted)
10 a. m.
t· 7.Î0 p. m. Sunday, 9 to
7 a. m.
excepted),
Cashier'» Office, (Sunday
(Sunday
to f .30 p. m. ; Money order department,
letter
·
m.
Registered
to
;
a.
m.
p.
excepted), 8.30
excepted), 8.30 a. m. to C p.

ιαί

bu^oru

[By Telegraph.]

OFFICE H0UB8.

When ehii

GIGANTIC BARGAIN!

^'iteceiDW-^Flour!^
βΛΟΟ bbls;- wheat, [8,000
bHW^menM-nbT
151,000 bush;
152.000 bush;

65

The following quotations of stocks are reeelved
dallv:
90V2
Ateh., fopeka and Kanta Fei hail road
39%
Mexican Central 4s
4»
New York and New England Railroad.

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

When Bubj

|7Vi®7

Boston Stock Market.

Wisconsin Central
r lnu & 1'ere Marquette

ltlieCEliLANEOl'M.

00.
sides at 6
Lard easier 7 20 ; short rib shoulders
at 6@6 10,
Boxed Meats—dry salted
82,000
24,000 bbls ; wheat.
bu ; rye 6,000
m.OOO bu ; oats 118,000

142
90
100

,

Catalogur, free,

d&wtf

R. A. Of P. F. D
Meeting of the Relief Associate
\ SPECIAL
will b
Portland Fire Department,

1V

of tiie
held at the

E.Chief Engineers office. WEDN lu
DAY EVENING. Sept. Btith, at "Va o'clock,
Trut
of
the purpose of filling vacancy in Board
coin
tees and any otiier business thai ma) legally
before the meeting.
President.
ANDREW J. CUMMINGS,
sepïiidlw
RICHARD It. BALL, Secretary,

HO. 410 FORE ST..
Also General Ml

Importers,

PORTLAND, ML

New England for tue
lebrated

;ers for

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATEF,
FROM

HA Κ It I NO ft.

MAIN·.

$1000 CIVEN AWAY
ΛΙ Morrison Λ C·.»· New Jewelry Mere
Kvery customer lias a chance to secure a valuable
ai»)
present. MORRISON Λ CO.. Watchmakers
Jewef·
Jewelers, dealers in Diamonds. Watches, Latest
Goods,
New
ry, Sliver and Plated Ware.
Watches and Jewelry
Lowest Prices.

Styles,
Watches Cleaned, 1100;
carefully repaired.
Watch
Main Springs, * 1.00; Case Springs, 50c.; G. A'
under
Crystals, 10c. ·ϊβ5 «'engrena ri.,
It. Hall near City Hotel, Portland, Me. Jyl2dtf

THE PIÎJ^SS
24.

FRIDAY M0BÎÎ1ÎÎG, SEPT.

AND VICINITY.

PORTLAND

iOTHBTHKIKir»
amusements.

wew

TO-OAV.

Postponed Trotting Races.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owen, Moore &C0.—2.
Notice is Hereby CJlven.—2.
To Lett-Furnished Rooms.
Assignee's Sale.
Lost—Oold Phi.
Storage Wanted.

R. R. Bonds.

Mltclieirs ueiiauuuu. *
Bios.
Gossamers and Umbrellas—Rincs

AUCTION SALES.
Real Estate tn peering.

___

CUBE OF LIVER COMPLAINT.
Iowa Falls, Hahuin Co., Iowa, June 8, 1885.
I have been using Allcock's Porous Plasters for
witlifour year·, and think I could not get along
a
eut them. For a long time I was afflicted with
also had
pain under my right shoulder blade ; I
I applied an
considerable difficulty in breathing.
Alieock's Porous Plaster on my back, and one on
four days,
my chest. I kept changing them every
aid Μ the end of three weeks was entirely cured.
E. s. Stevens.
eod&wlw
sepi 80
Auction of Vessel Property.
ships C. C. Chapman and W. G. Davis
wlU be sold at auction by F. O. liailey & Co. on
Parts of

Monday

next.

O. Bailey & Co. will sell a valuable lot of
3
land, comer of Spruce and Clark streets, at
o'clock today. See auction notice.
F.

Caiter's Little Liver Pills are free from all
erode and irritating matter. Concentrated medicine only ; very small ; very easy to take ; no pain :

griping;
septal

n·
/

no

purging.
d&wlw

U. 8. CIRCUIT COURT.
BBFOItE JUDGE TVEIÏB.

»v
<

OI
»

up
■

«.>

«'
...»

■>

τ

Timi>AV-The Seetember term of the United
The
States Circuit Court began tills morning.
The Grand Jury was empaneled as follows:
a John ti. Brown, foreman, Farmiugton.
Otis K. Ryder, Belfast.
M. P. Woodcock, Belfast.
O. L. Walker, Farmington.
A, K. Andrews, Gardiner.
A. K. 1". Buftuin, Gardiner.
Reuben Wescolt,'2d. Gorliain.
Ell Morton, Gorhaiu.
RobertC: Hutchins, Kennebunkport.
Jphn F. Tarbox, Kennebunkport.
Arthur Williams, Klttery.
Oliver C. Haley, Klttery.
Joseph McKenney, Orono.
Henry B. McPheters, Orono.
Joseph H. Short, Portland.
if Carl F. A. Webber. Portland.
itobert K. Butler, Thomaston.
Wm. A. Campbell. Tbomastou.
Charles P. Stahl, Waldoboro.
Wm. B. Creamer, Waldoboro.

U. 8. DISTRICT COURT.

·/«»

——"■

»

BEFORE

{i-r

JUDGE WEBB.
C. Gay et als.,

schoju

Thubsday—Albert
Minnie C. Taylor.
Horace M. Sargent et als., vs. Albert C. Gay et
als. IJbel and cross libel for collision between
schooners Setagowaand Minnie C. Taylor on the
-i
eft of February, at 1.20 a. m., A. D., 1886, about
miles northeast of the Pollock Kip Light
three
,,,..
1
Ship. The Setagowa being loaded with lime and
Γ
resting, was abandoned, but was afterwards fallen in with and taken in tow by steamer Lancaster and carried into the port of Newport and salrage was aa'JuSted at te» hundred and fifty dolbus lor which amount and for repairs on Setago-wa.in all S1900 action was brought.
î!l'·
'Cross libel alleges collision was the fault of the
Bet&gewa and claims damages at $600. The
lUnnie C. Taylor was loaded with copper ore.
>, Tlias. E. Llttlefleld for Albert C. Gay et als.
Woodmhn & Thompson for Sargent et als., own-, ..
ers of the Minnie C. Taylor.
'PYORK COUNTY S. J. COURT.
V«tj
*

vs.

er

REFOBB

II'·
,,

J

IJHJE HASKELL.

[Reported for the Press.]

«

Alfked, Sept. 23.
Αι» Low .appellant,vs.'Jaines F. Brooks. This
ease was concluded yesterday afternoon. Verdict
3 fer the defendant for one cent.
.Asa Low pro m and Sarn'l. M. Came.
H. Frost for defendant.
;
f
Libby vs. F. O. Gallup. An action of
tseipass. The Jiity returned.last night from Berwick, having viewed the land, thé title to which is
Ih dispute, and the trial of the case was resumed
thla morning.
j. A. Kdgerly and Η. V. Moore for plaintiff.
Λ
Wm. Emery aud Judge Tapley for deft.

'W6ry

SUPERIOR COURT.

J.P*

—

BONN Ε Y.

BEFORE JUDGE

Thursday—State vs. James E. Cady. ConiMafiitfor search and seizure at 479 anil 481
Fore street, on the 21st of August, 1886. The
evidence snowed that the ale seized was in the
third story of the building which is a large brick
Btitlifiag containlng seven or eight stores and ov·
'«rHeart 40 or &t> rooms formerly used as a hotel.
THe ale wa« found in one of the rooms in the hotel
Verdict
part àud was not a part of 479 or 481.

not'guilty.

George IJbby for State.

W. F. Lunt for defendant.
State vs. George E. Watson, applt., appeal from
the Municipal Court on a search and seizure comserved on the 19th of May, 1886, at the
ferihants Exchange Hotel. Verdict guilty.

Slaliu

f-r" ilAnrcr»

I.ihlwfnr Statfl

Clarence Hale for defendants.
Kdn ln M. Shaw was sentenced on two search
niid seizure complaints to pay a flue of $100 or
three months in Jail upon eacn. Upon two nuisance indictments he was sentenced upon the first
to pay 9200 and costs or four monthslh Jail and
upon the second to pay $300 or four months in
]*iH He was committed upon all making an aggregate sentence of fourteen months in jail.

MUNICIPAL

COURT.

UKÏOIiK JUDGE GOULD.

UrtiBSDAY—Patrick Conway ; intoxication. Five
Oajftfin the county jail.
Patrick Conway ; resisting officer. Fined $:10
aatfcosu.
Mary Slstou ; assault.

^

; ;

Fined

93 and costs.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

One ol C. W. York's coal teams lost a
wheel yesterday forenoon. Its load liad to
be transferred to another wagon.
The extension of the Knox & Lincoln road
at Rockland has been completed within 100
yards of the site of the proposed depot.
Four miles of new iron water mains aje to
be^jû through our streets this season.
iteoiembar.the Bible class at the Y. M. C.
A. rôôme this afternoon at 4.30 o'clock. The
lessoe ici today will be a review of the third
quartette lesson.
TK$ regular monthly meeting of the creditors of the Maine Central railroad was held
yesterday afternoon, Routine business was
transacted.
Freight Agent Eaton of the Maine Central
has taken possession of his new offices in
the old deppt building of the Boston &
Maine railroad.
Frltfc Ά Jordan, Ansel R. Doten, Ezra
Harftrd, Charles H. Ford, John T. Hobbs
and Randall Johnson were drawn yesterday
to serve as petit Jurors in the Superior Court.
The^àrliSuâl conference of the Unitarian
churches of Maine will be held this year at
Bangor, beginning with a seimon by Rev.
Broofce Hereford, D. D., of Boston, Tuesday

of the "Black Crook" is

Mayor Chapman returned from his trip to
New York yesterday.
Mr. Leroy Ο. Straw, superintendent of
schools fti Sac», has resigned his position to
accept a position in Florida.
Collector Redman, of the Internal Revenue
department, arrived in this city from Ellsworth yesterday and is stopping at the Falmouth Hotel.
Charle»E. Littlefield, Esq., representative
elect of Rockland, is iu the city, engaged in
Mr.
«η admiralty snitfitt the Circuit Court.
Llttlefield was one of the leading members
of the last Legislature and is a prominent
candidate for Speaker of the next HouseHe would make an excellent presiding officer
J. L. Partridge, RufuS Somerby, D. F. Mc_

Carthy, & J,. Barton, E. Baner, A. E. Barnes,
Boston; J. H. McFadden; A. S. Boites, New
York ; JE. McAllister, Lovell; C. A. Appell,
Washington; A.:'W!' Stoneman, Syracuse;
A. A. Towle, Lowell ; C. H. French, Nashua,
N. H. ; S. B. BOdwell, St. John ; Ε. E. Wiley)
Hartford,^. ; E. F. Ridlon, Rutland, Vt.;
Geo. F. Choât, Salem, were among the guests
at the United States Hotel yesterday.

Charleston Sufferers
Mayor Chapman has received the following
•dditional contributions for the Charleston
■·>■·
sufferers:
Amount prettlouMy ack nbwl ed ged
$242.50
Mis. Ν. M. Moultun,
25.00
$207.50
telegrani'was received yes-

Trotting Postponed

on

HOOF PRINTS.

Account

the Race Track, Road and

f lotes of

Stable.

The third day of the combined exhibition
Ε the Cumberland county and Gray Park

ssociation encountered that stumbling
1 lock for farmers' festivities—bad weather.
α lie "generally fair weather" predicted from
^ Washington has been a general failure of

Mohawk Gift's performance in the 2.25
a
at Pittsburg
recently created quite

1 ice

Bnsation. He won three heats in 2.20, 2.29,
20. After the race two tried to buy him,
c ne
offering $0,000 and the other $8,000. His
c wner, J.
Adams, replied that he would not
s ell him for less than
810,000, as he is confient the animal can show a mile in 2.20 or
etter. The horse will start in the stallion
s

Evidence is accumulating from various
lurces which shows the extent and nature
j ite. But there was quite a respectable at! Mr. Gould's speculations in the stock t ;ndance at the Gray Park yesterday morniarket. If half what is indicated is true,
the occasional sprinkle and
lg, despite
ace at Cleveland.
most pere has been one of the boldest and
( minous aspect of the clouds.
King Wilkes (2.22|) will not be worked aud
anistent operators of the throng who make
the
of
11
a
At
o'clock cavalcade
prize
riven for a faster record this year, owing to
street.
Wall
of
in
the
nd lose
speculations
( lais marched around the track, headed by
lie demand for his services. Since being
lis operations are said to involve millions of ^ lie chief marshal, Matthew C. Morrill, and
to
have
hipped to the farm at Greenport, L. I.,
ollars, and to effect them he seems
( he Gray Cornet Band, Freeman II. Morse,
■ here it was
intended to begin his preparabrokers in ]
but
many
not
one,
mployed,
sader.
ion, twenty-two matrons have been sent to
has
This
Boston.
probobly
and
few York
Then came the prize town teams of work- J
lim, and the owner has now decided to let
As has been
in
ieen going on for some time.
og oxen, Itaymond, Windham and Gray
lirn remain at service during the entire
tated the failure of George William Ballou ( he older in which the premiums were
eason.
Oliver K. has proved a big boom
f New York, quite recently, affected him
calves,
iwarded. Then the prize bulls, cows,
or King Wilkes, and there are a number of
his
that
it
seems
heavy
and
•ery seriously,
itallions. dams, foals, driving horses, etc.,
oungsters that are very promising, and
osses date from that event. Rumor also
orming a procession that extended nearly
vith age will add to the reputation of their
the
of
books
the
with
his
methods
that
ays
iround the track.
llustrious sire.
>ank to cover up his appropriations of monThe exhibition of gentlemen's driving
Geo. Forbes, who sold Oliver K. to Chicago
that
The
skillful.
report
sy were bold and
îorses and matched pairs was next in order,
^ >arties, makes the following explanation of
iome of the records of the bank have been
1 he sale in the Sportsman:
"You know that
Messrs. Sylvanus Porter of Cumberland, J.
1 ny price on this horse has been $15,000, and
liutilated or destroyed, is probably true,
Lane of Raymond, and Samuel Hilton of
; have positively declined to accept one dol[t has gained credence in view of the maniSew Gloucester, acting as committee.
On Friday of last week I received
ar less.
fest reluctance of the officers and directors
he following offer: $15,000 for Oliver and
In the gentlemen's driving horses but two
transfer at once with his engage)f the bank to deny it.
ippeared, the six year old of D. Bean of Con- nake the
nents, or $12,000 and I retain him and his
It was said yesterday that the examination
ivay, >Γ. II., and the four year old of H. M.
winnings until after the stake race here. 1
lad revealed the fact that tiiere has been
Harmon of New Gloucester. The drive was
iccepted the latter, and he has therefore
defalcation.
with
the
in
connection
forgery
jetted me $17,000."
iwo miles to road wagons. The six year old
the
Favorite Wilkes, winner of the 3.00 race at
Γο verify this report, a representative of
evidently had the most speed, but the young;he recent Lexington (Ky.) meeting, is a bay
Ppess saw the directors of the bank last
and
better
more
sr horse had
points stallion, 15} hands high, fine looking and very
beauty
light at the close of business, and put the wd the first prize was accordingly awarded
speedy. Ilis sire was George Wilkes and his
forwhether
to
any
them,
lam was Favorite, record 2.34 (own sister to
juestion directly
to Mr. Harmon, and the second to Mr. Bean.
did
not
Jim Monroe, sire of Monroe Chief, 2.18$), by
They
jery had been discovered.
For matched horses there were three pairs
Alexander's Abdallah. He is nine years old
positively admit that any had been discov- exhibited, viz : J. C. Shaw of North Wind- md has made a big season in the stud. He
sred, but they were very careful not to deny ham, a pair of chestnuts ; Merrill Bros., of
was bred and is still owned by James Miller,
Ky. He is another 2.30 performer for
it, as the following dialogue which took
Gray, a pair of bays with star faces and star Paris,
the long list of the great George Wilkes, and
place will show :
points; A. Wilson, North Raymond,a pair jounting the pacer, Wilcox, makes four new
Reporter-^'Enquiry has been made at the of stone grays slightly dappled.
jaes in 188C.
The Sportsman in a recent issue gives some
Press office as to whether there is truth in
They drove one mile. In point of speed
points on the shoeing and booting of noted
the current rumor that forgeries have been
the Merrill Brothers' pair were decidedly sutrotting cracks. The comments of the jourdiscovered in this bank examination, and I perior and they stepped together like twins,
nal are taken as follows : Oliver K. is a very,
have been sent here to ascertain the truth or both being of the same age and size.
The
pure-gaited horse, wearing 10 oz. shoes forward and 5 oz. behind, with only shin and
falsity of the report."
first premium was awarded to this pair and
quarter boots. His record is 2.16J, and li#
Λ Director—"There is nothing new in rethe second to Mr. Wilson's grays.
was sold after his Hartford race to John W.
from
of
different
the
condition
to
things
gard
At noon it was "open and shut" weather
Conley and Chas. Swartz of Chicago. Belle
that
has
been
made."
statement
the
F. wears 11 oz. shoes forward and 7 oz. beand it was hoped to trot the races in the afliirwl wifh
niiorfor
rwl
cliin Vtnnt.c uhp IS
that forger- tprnnnn. lint flip flriv'/lp finiillv settled into a
Reporter—"But it is reported
owned by Ε. C. Long of St. Paul, is driven
'fto
hnon
<1 c/ιλvarofl "
steady rain anil the directors decided to post- by "Knap" McCarthy, and has a record oi
Director—"I do not wish to be quoted in
2.15J. Prince Wilkes by Red Wilkes wears a
pone the races until today.
14 oz. shoe forward and (i oz. weight and 7 oz.
in the matter."
They will be trotted this afternoon if pos- shoe behind, with quarter, scalping, passing
Bnt none oft he directors would deny the
sible and will be started at one o'clock for and elbow boots. He is owned l>y George A.
report.
the benefit of people residing in Tortland
Singerly of Philadelphia, and is trained and
driven by Crit Davis. His record is 2.20i,
Yesterday morning a representative of the and vicinity.
but he lias shown his ability to trot three
I'liEss called upon Mr. Wiswell and asked
A better field of horses than those entered
Kenilworth is a dark bay
heats in 2.17.
him when his statement of the condition of
in the "free-for-all", race have not come togelding, 1G hands, foaled 1877. sired by WoodHe
the First National Bank would be finished,
gether in Maine for this season, and there is ford Abdallah, dam by Wilkes Booth.
and ij it would be sent to the Comptroller of a good field of trotters in the 2.40 class. The wears a 15 oz. shoe and 3 oz. weight forward
shoes
with
8
oz.
with
behind,
only quarter
the Curency before its publication in the
names of the trotters in the contest will be
and shin boots; his record is 2.18£; he is
Portland papers. Sir. Wiswell said that his found in the advertisement and all the trot- owned by Sheriff Hugh Grant of New York,
duty was towards the Comptroller; that he ters mentioned are on the scene and ready and is trained by John Murphy. Bonnie
McGregor is a bay horse, 15J nands, foaled
resigned his office some time ago, but that at for business.
Weather permitting, there will be some 1879, sired by Kobert McGregor, (2.17}), dam
the request of President Cleveland and the
fine trotting.
by Reconstruction. He wears a 1G oz. shoe
and 2 oz. weight forward and 7 oz. shoe beComptroller, has remained in office until his
The 2.37 race of Wednesday was won by
with only shin boots behind ; he is
in
He
could
be
made
Little
the
first
hind,
successor
heat being
should,he
appointed.
Jim,
owned by Hon. S. W. Wheelock of Moline,
said, report to the directors as well as to the 2.374.
The officials of the fair are deserving of
111., and is trained by Budd Doble. This is
Comptroller, and the report would contain much credit for the prompt and satisfactory the material that composed the greatest field
of five starters that ever scored for the word.
several pages of comment on the condition manner in which their
have
duties
been discharged and for the good order
of the bank's affairs. He should also advise
and kindly feeling whicli has prevailed
Everbody in the city of Portland is corthe directors to make the report public in
where there was so much honorable rivaldially invited to visit our mammoth estabthe daily papers, although, of course, that
ry·
lishment anyïevening in the week from 7
The rougli estimate of the attendance on
would he optional with them.
Wednesday was fully sustained by the re- until 9 and seee our superb line of parlor
There has been considerable doubt as to
turns from the ticket office, and, notwithstoves, chamber furniture, parlor suits, drathe liability of Mr. Gould's bondsmen, in
standing the bad luck of yesterday, the fair pery curtains, carpets, rugs, etc.. under elecview of the changes that have taken place
will be a financial success.
tric lights. Elevator running all the time.
since the bend was executed. The following
The following are the additional premiums
No tiresome stairs to climb, at the corner of
paragraph, which is found on page 25 of the awarded :
Pearl and Middle streets. I. A. Atkinsojî
DRAFT OXEN.
instructions of 1884, of the Treasury DeEntier seven feet—F. B. Sbaekford, lst;K. M.
Manager.
to
National
banks, Gliaplin, 2nd. 4355 pounds.
partment, in regard
Over seven feet an α under seven and a half—
seems to apply to the case :
It will be seen by advertisement in another
5480
S. W. Fester, 1st : Clias. W. Hall, 2nd.
Officer's Land—Although the bank is the same
pounds. Alfred Brown, gratuity.
column that the stock of stoves, house-furbank after extension as before, it is necessary to
Over
seven
and
a
1st.
half
feet—Merrill
Bros.,
renew the bonds of the officers, tellers, etc., as, if
nishing goods, etc., in store formerly occu6841 pounds.
not done, it would be difficult to hold the sureties,
pied by H. C. Noyes, 84 Exchange street, is
as bondsmen signing before the extension could
There was a great amount of interest mannot be held to bave contemplated the existence of
fested in this trial of strength by the oxen,
offered for sale by Henry B. Cleaves as the
the bank for a longer term than twenty years.
and notwithstanding the trial ground was
It is a fine location for business.
assignee.
A gentleman, in a position to know, says
strongly enclosed, it required the attention
that the report that Mr. Gould is a defaulter of the local police force to keep the crowd
MARRIAGES.
back. The Merrill cattle surprised everyto the extent of $27,000 in an estate in which
body. They were repeatedly loaaed until
In
this
22, by l!ev. llenry Blanchard,
c;ty,
Sept
in
the
a lady is interested, as intimated
the drag contained 6841 pounds and this did
Frank Butler Estes of Portland and Miss Hattle
hold them.
Pkess and in several Boston papers, has no
E. Oyer of Pownal,
In tills city, Sept. 23, by Rev. Henry Blanchard,
STALLIONS.
The only estate in
foundation in fact.
Charles Oliver Haskell and Miss Annie Emellne.
5 years old—J. E. I.eighton, 1st.
which such a thing could have happened has
daughter of Spencer Rogers, Esq., all of Portland
3 years old—G. A. Miller, 1st.
In Oeering, Sept. 18, by Hev. Roscoe Sanderson,
been settled in the Probate Court, and was
2 years old—J. E. Leigliton, 1st ; A. G. Thurlow,
O. D.Clough of Oeering and Mrs. E. S. Williams
administered to the satisfaction of all con- 2nd.
Montreal.
of
1 year old—Silas Adams, 1st.
In Oeering, Sept. 22, by Rev. Q. H. Shinn, Geo.
cerned. The same gentleman also says that
ORCHARD, GARDEN, DAIRY, ETC.
W. Ward and Miss Minetta E. Bailey, both of
the report that Mr. Gould speculated in
Deering.
Best display of appKs-T. M. Merrill, Raymond,
Gray, 2nd; Charles Cliipman,
grain and Hour is not true. His operations 1st; J. E.Smitli,
3rd.
Kaymond,
DEATHS.
took a broader field, and were extended to
Best specimen apples—Willie Twombly, Gray,
1st; Clias. Chipman, Kaymond, 2nd.
railroad and other stocks.
Best dish fall apples J. H, Hart. Gray, 1st; I).
George W. York, aged 55 vears 8 months.
A meeting is contemplated of the trustees
Doughty, Gray, 2nd.
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon, at 2 o'clock, at
Odd
Felof
Portland
of the various
lodges
lier late residence, No. 19 Avon street.
T. J. Brown, Raymond, 2nd.
1st;
In
this city, Sept. 23, Capt. John A. Simpson,
in
the
lows, all of which are owners of stock
Best collection of pears—Chas. C. Ball, Cray,
aged 07 years.
Bank, to see what action, if any, they will 1st; Chas. Cole, Raymond, 2nd.
[Funeral this Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock, at
Best dish pears—John W. Anderson, Gray, 1st;
residence. No. 125 Newbury street.
take to protect their interests.
Mrs. Wm. Small, Raymond. 2nd.
In this city, Sept. 23, Miss Lizzie Α., daughter
Best specimen plums—Chas. Cole, Raymond,
of James and Mary Jlealy, aged 22 years.
rnllu
1st; Mrs. George Bailey, Gray, 2nd.
[Funeral on Saturday forenoon at 9.30 o'clock,
Best specimen grapes—James Whitney, Gray,
from the residence of Mrs. l'eter S. Doyle, No. 48
The five sons of the late Enenezer Free- 1st; Horace Morse, Gray, 2nd.
Chestnut street.
Best half basket cranberries—Carrie F. HubIn tills city. Sept. 23, Mrs. Bridget, wife of Tlios
man of Wellileet, Mass., had an interesting
bard' New Gloucester.
McGeunis, aged 50 years.
in
Best
E.
Freeman
of
yellow eyed beans—Hiram P. Hunt, Gray.
meeting at the residence
[Funeral an Saturday morning at 8.30 o'clock
1st; I). H. Twombly, 2d.
from No. 8G Washington street.
Portland Wednesday. It was the first
Best pea beans--J. Libby, Gray.
In this city, Sept. 23, William Goold, aged 80
Best white medium beans—J. H. Fowler, Gray.
meeting of all the brothers in forty years.
years.
Best kidney beans—David Nash, Gray.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
A group picture was taken during the day
Best Jacob's cattle beans—Roland Morrill, RayIn Wiscasset, Sept. 10, Mrs. Sylvia Turner, aged
mond.
that will be an interesting family relic. The
79 years 3 months,—widow of the late Baruen
Best Champion peas—Jordan Plummer, New
Turner.
Saco
;
brothers are Messrs. Oliver Freeman,
Gloucester.
In Phlpsburg, Sept. 18, Drununond Culting.
Best DeSoto red; potatoes—S. W. Foote, Gray.
Jeremiah Freeman, Wellfleet, Mass. ; Ebeneaged 85 years 7 months.
Best White Star potatoes—Oren F. Stone, WindIn Batli, Sept. 20, Miss Frances Waterhouse,
ezer Freeman,Portland ; William P.Freeman,
ham.
aged 81 years 2 months.
Best Early Rose potatoes—S. P. Skillins, West
Saco, and John M. Freeman of Portland.
In Lower Biddeford, Sept. 17, Mrs. Louiia F.
Gray.
was
of
the
feature
Moslier, aged 52 years 3 months.
A noticeable
gathering
Best Aroostook Red Potatoes—Amos Colley,
In Limingtou, Sept. 17, Benjamin, Manson, aged
it
the size of the individuals who composed
Gray.
75 years 9 months.
Best Beauty o£ Hebron Potatoes—Amos Colley,
The avergage weight is one hundred and
Gray.
[The funeral service of the late Wm T. KavaBest Ruta Baga Turnips—Lewis Cusliing, Gray.
eighty pounds.
natigh will take place this morning at 8.30 o'clock
Best Red Skin Onions—J. H. Hart, Gray.
at No. 20 Brattle street.
Best Danver Onions—Elnathan Hunt, Gray.
[The funeral service of the late Martha PreBest Silver Skin Onions—Wm. Webster, Gray.
Portland Steam Packet Company.
ble Adams will be held this Friday afternoon at
BestMangoles—Silas J). Smith, Gray, 1st; S.
2 o'clock at lier father's residence, Ocean street,
Tiie steamers of this company enter upon Skillins, Gray, 2d.
East Deering.
Best Cabbages—Dr. Frank Rowell, Gray.
the fall and winter arrangement on October
Best halt-dozen Squashes—Jack Marston, Gray.
1st, leaving Boston at 5 o'clock p. m. and
Best half-dozen Pumpkins—E. Thompson, Gray.
Best half-dozen watermellons—Walter Brackett,
Portland at 7 p. m. Special attention is paid
New Gloucester.
to keeping the cabins and state rooms well
Best half-dozen citrons—J. E. Davis, Gray.
Best IB ears yellow corn—H. Morse, Gray, 1st ;
heated, and there is no more comfortable
Merrill Bros., Springdale farm, 2d.
Can tell you the benefit you will derive from
and pleasant way of travelling than by this
D Best trace snapping corn—Lewis Morse, Gray,
Hood's Sarsaparilla, if you are in need of a good
1st; J. II. Small, 2d.
favorite line.
medicine. It will strain all impurities from the
Best trace sweet corn—Wm. Shaw, Standish,
1st; S. Hunt, Gray, 2d.
blood, rouse the torpid liver, invigorate the digesBest half bushel wheat—T. J. Brown, Raymond.
Real Estate Transfers.
tive organs, and impart new life to every function
Best half bushel barley—Chipman Bros., Poland.
of the body. We only ask you to try a single botThe following transfers of real estate in
Best half bushel oats—Joseph Partridge, Windham.
tle to prove the positive merits of Hood's Sarsapathe county have been recorded at the regis-

Charlcn J.
ïlease thank your eitlzens for
Wm. A.
generous aid.
,,

their prompt ami

Covhtenav,
Mayor.

Death of Mrs. T. P. Beals.

The friends of Mrs. Thomas P. Beals were
•hocked yesterday to hear of her decease.
For the past five or*ix months she has failed
rapidly from quick consumption, which culminated yesterday injïer death. Mrs. Beals
had attained a decided reputation as an elocutionist, and often gave her services for the
benefit of worthy charities. She will be
much missed in this community and lier
family has the heartfelt sympathy of all.

In this

to

Eben L. and

Benjamin Graffam to Elmer E. Graffani, land.
$250.
Peaks' Islanu—Klbridge Matthews to Jonas
Staples, land and buildings. 81 and consideration.

Falmouth—Franklin

Γ. Marston

to

Geo. II.

Staples, land. $800.
Cape Elizabeth—Henry Nutter to Chas. J. Con
nell, land. $278.63.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.

evenings Clark's
Tonight
company will play "Ten Nights in a Bar
Room," at City ^lall. Seats are now for sale
at Stockbridge's.l
and Saturday

TIIE BLACK CKOOK.

This favorite spectacular drama will be
given next Friday and the following Saturday evenings, at Portland Theatre. An ex
change says : It was presented at Music
Hall on Thursday evening, |by Moulton &
Baker's Black Crook company, a large and
■well selected organization entirely compe
tent to do the piece, justice. There Was some
very handsome special scenery and good mechanical effects ; beautiful dresses, excellent
dancing by a large and splendidly led ballet,
feats of agility and suppleness, remarkable
sword exercise, musical varieties, vocal and
instrumental, ventriloquism, etc., all good,
and a gorgeous and beautiful transformation
scene at the end; the Herbert brothers,
three in number, athletes and contortionists,
gave the best exhibition of the kind we ever
saw, in itself worth the price of admission.
NOTES.

The famous Boston ideal Opera Company
give five performances at City Hall in October. The seats are having a good sale. Tickets and librettos are on sale at Stockbridge's
music store.
The convention of the Cornish Vocal Union will be held at that village Oct. 5th to

are making for
entertainment of as great interest as any
heretofore given.
Among the soloists appear the names of John B. Coyle, Miss Bartlett and Mrs. F. T. Flint. Chandler's orchestra will be present.
The Italian family of mandolin players
who recently arrived from Europe, gave an
invitation concert at Chickering Hall, New

8tli, inclusive. Preparations
an

performance was wonderful
They gave the overfor mandolin players.
York.

Their

William Tell ; Bra/.ai Serenade

as

a

quartette; Fantasies on "Carmen" and
Faust in quintette; Danse Napolitani, a Tarantella, etc.
They appear in the Stockbridge course.
Inventors.
The following patents were issued to
Maine inventors this week :
0. F. Frost, Monmouth, alarm for poison
Patents to Maine

receptacles.

1—Mrs. William
Mrs. C. P. Burgess, New
Ε. H. Morse, Gray.
Best butter class 2—Dora E. Plummer, Raymond; 3d, Mabel H. Cobb, So. Gray.
Best solid butter, class 1—Mrs. H. II. Latham.
Best

S. F. Gibson and T. M. Lawrence ; said
Lawrence, assignor to W. II. Stevens, Portland ; stove door.
John A. Lidbaek, assignor of one-half to
J. J. Gerrish, Portland, railway gate.
Daniel C. Perkins, Fairfield, rein-holder.
G. W. Williams, Topsham, oil cloth printing machine.

sample butter, class

Small,'Raymond; 2d,
Gloucester; 2d, Mrs.

Raymond.

Best Cheese—Miss Hattie E. Skillins, Gray;
F. W. Trask. Gray.
Best specimen wooden ware—Indurated Fibre
Co., Windham.
Plated ware and stoves—Chase & Stevens.
Best family Carriage—Amos Mann, No. Windham.
Best family sleigh— Augustus Heustin.
Best Single Harness—A. R. Knight, Gray.
Best specimen Cather—D. B, Cummings, Gray.
Mrs. J. C. Moxey, of Portland, received 2d premium for cut flowers, and Miss Minnie Parker of
Camden was highly complimented for her beautiful exhibition of fish-scale work.
A large number of awards wer· made for

2d, Mrs.

r.

lwxa/»

flowers, and ladies' work of all descriptions.
A

Plucky "School

Yarm" Defies the

Law.
Belfast Age.
The first of the summer one of the farmers

Westport, who had been frequently annoyed by the young folks of the

/11a, as

a few who thought they were
quite smart and could make trouble for the
old farmer, kept on passing and repassing as
they saw fit. What was their surprise one
day on seeing the sheriff ef the county calling on them for a settlement. Some of the
law-breakers who feared being arrested settled with the sheriff and were discharged.

afterward, but

One of the crowd whose name we will not
mention who was teaching school in an adjoining town, and who was anything but polite to the farmer, said she would not pay
one cent and "would like to see him
make
her." The farmer who could not get any
satisfaction from her, procured a warrant
and the "fair lawbreaker" was taken to
Wiscasset.
She was brought before the
grand jury and placed under bonds to appear
on the second Tuesday of October next. The
people who are quite interested in the affair,
think the young lady is rather too plucky
for her own good, and will wish she had settled the affair in the first place and stopped
all trouble.

Washington County Fair.
The Washington county agricultural fair

held in Pembroke Sept. 15th and l(ith.
The attendance was not so large as last year,
owing to the disagreeable weather. The
display of fruits and vegetables were very
fine, notwithstanding the unusually dry season.
There was not such a large exhibit of
fancy articles as last year, but many of the
articles showed much skill and taste. The

I'nniiol

the fair.

very fast time
good, although
A ball was held both nights of
no

Spcnk Too Highly.

M. Beede, Maiblehead, Mass.
An Kxcrllent Tonic.

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. $1
85. Made only
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass
; six for

100 Doses One Dollar.
tl&wlvnrm

aprl

CARTER'S

VilTTLE

[ρ

PIUS,

"«■

One

case

CURE

-

One case large size Rain Umbrellas
200 Rain Umbrellas, large size, $1.75 quality
50 Rain Umbrellas, common Silver Handles,
50 Union Silk Rain Umbrellas, only

all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
aud regulate the boWels. Even if they only cured

HEAD

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does not end here, and tboee
valuwho oncc try them will find these little
able fn so many ways that they will not be willing
to do without them. But after all sick head

pills

AO Η Ε

Is the
make

They

are

strictly vegetable

ana

do not

gripe

$ .69

Children's School warranted Gossamers
Ladies' full size warranted Gossamers

.94

1.50

Ladies' very extra Electric Gossamers
Ladies' very extra transparent checked do

2.00

22-1

Office.

'ress

counties Aroostook
CHANTED
▼ »
Hancock, Penobscot, Piscataquis, Somer,
et and Washington, Me. ; a man capable of preentlng clearly and plainlv to manufacturers a
ong felt want; men acquainted with manufacyrers Preferred ; must give reference. Address
22-1
*IjW YOKK, Daily Press Office.
to cover the

Ι1ΓANTED to cover the counties AndroscogKennebec. Oxfoul, Walcw
S1"; Franklin,
J αSagadahoc,
Me. ; a man capable of presenting
ind
and
a long felt
to
manufcaturen
plainly
dearly
vaut ; men acquainted with manufacturers preNEW
retereace.
Address
,"11!?1 ,£ive
22-1
IfORK, Dally Press Office.
SITUATION wanted by

a capable
girl for
Call at 13 GREENAfternoons.
22-1
LEAF STREET.
1MMEDIATEI.V
Experienced girl for second work, liest reference
liven and required. Apply at 145 DANFORTH
22-1
•orner of STATE, hours from 8 to 9 a. m.
for a New Set (4;
(T7ANTED—AGENTS
ΤΤ
Christmas Books from 50c. to 33.00. Sold
Last year one new agent sold
only by agents. Another
74 and cared for her
S9 in a week.
amily. One 450 in the season. One earned $44.
of 200.
a
in
week
village
$100 or
the
first
)0
>200 can be made before Christmas |with a few
wants
one
each
day.
canvass
îotirs
Every family
>r more. CASSELL & CO., Limited, 822 Broad111.
40
Dearboarn
Ν.
Y.
St.,
Chicago,
;
vay,

ANTED—The lady's to call at 618 Congress St.. to examine our stock of human
lair goods, before purchasing elsewherer; we will
shades no matter how difficult, PARIS
all
natch
HAIR STORE, Opposite Mechanics Hall, Port-

W

dit

sep24

WANTED

»«p22,24,27

RINES BROTHERS.

ANTED—By a lady without children, a
pleasant up stair rent, ccntrally located.a
rent proves satisfactory the owner will find

YV
τ

If

lennanent tenement' Address C. EASrMAJN,
-11
Box 150, Woodfords Me.
American woman would like
a situation as nurse for an invalid or housereferences
keeper for an elderly gentleman; good
Address MRS. M. A. C., Press Office.

CASHMERE GLOVES 25 CTS.

WANTED—An

ANTED—A girl to do general housework
21-1
at 234 STATE ST.
Salesman In the Wholesale
Grocery and Flour business, Address Β
20-1
Press Office.

w

and sizes are good, but wishing
close them out before opening new
importation we shall sell at 25 cents
pair. This is a good opportunity to
secure gloves for the coming fall.

of references
given. Address "Α.," care of Carrier 0, Portland
17-1
Post Office.
a small family, a good capable
willing, Protestant girl. Apply from G to 8
P. M. rear door 199 SPRING STREET. Must
17-1
come well recommended.
wanted by a Protestant
a widof
in
11
years
age,
lady, with a child
ower's family, out of the city preferred. Call or
Middle
Office
205'
St.,
i
address MRS. J. FOLY'S
17-1
Cor. Temple.

WANTED—A

il

clerk
like
WAniKB—MlUiltlOIl;
position
business house In Portland
as

a

to

;

JUUUU

nuuiu

"uni

cashier

or

in

some

best

A

—

WANTED—The

Our Store will beclosed Eve- j
ry Evening during September.
October 2d, we shall commence to keep open Saturday Evenings·

Owen, Moore & Go.
dit

sep24

TOLEDO, DELPHOS
—AND—

BURLINGTON R. R.
EQUIPMENT

BONDS.

DAYTON & IRONTON R. R.
STOCK AND SCRIP.
"QUIOLEY"

RECEIPTS
—

BOUCHT

BY

Mitchell's Belladonna Plasters.
An Effective Remedy for pain or weakness
In the Breast, Side, Back, or Limbs; also for
Liver Complaint, Weak Lungs,Cough, Cold Spot
Breat-

the shoulds, Asthma, Difficulty In
cases tliev give im
ing, Pleurisy, etc., In which
mediate and permanent relief. This is the oldest
Plaster made, and
Belladonna
reliable
most
and
contains an extra ciuanity of belladonna.
Hold by nil Druggi*!.
eodem
aep24
between

Stoves and House Furnishing Goods
C. Noyé», 84 Κι·
sale. The location
new and well selected,
stock
the
excellent,
jeiug
for
engaging in the
rare opportunity Is afforded
îbove business. Fer terms, apply to
store lately occupied by II.
hit nge Sirrei, is offered (or

11

hereby given that the
subscriber haSibeen duly appointed and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator de bonis non with the will adnexed of the estate of
JOSEPH HOLT INGRAHAM, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
And I have appointed
bonds as the law directs.
Byron D. Verrlll. of Portland, my Agent or AttorAll persons having
ney in the State of Maine.
Jemands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same : and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment
JOHN P. T. INGRAHAM, of St. Louis, Mo.,
to
Administrator d. b. n., c. t. a., or to
BYRON D. VERRILL, of Portland, Me.,
Agent or Attorney.
se24dlawF3w*
Portland, Sept. 7,188G.

Notice

BENJAMIN F. Mc. CARTY, late of Deering.
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
lias
taken upon herself that trust as the
law directs. All persons having demands upon the
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
the same ; and all person indebted to said estate
are called upon to make payment to
ABBY H. Mc. CARTY, Executrix.
sep24dlaw3wF·
Deering, Sept. 7 th, 1880.
Street and the boys'

Emery
LOUT—Between
entrance to the High School
of value to the
form of
a

canoe,

to ; a suitable reward will be
129 EMERY STREET.

—

OF

paid for its

Cloaks, Wraps, Jackets
and Newmarkets
-FOR-

TO-DAY.
Seal Plush Cloaks Our

Specialty!

CHICKERING
PIANO!
A GREAT BARGAIN.

We have the best Seal Plush
cloak maker in the State and guarantee satisfaction in every particular. Parties giving orders this
week will receive a special discount.

Special Sale of Black Goods!

CALL AT

THURSTON'S.
Also a Second-Hand CONCERT GRAND at a Low
ure, if sold at once.

Fig-

SAMUEL THURSTON,

lot No. 1 at 62 1-2
price $1.00.
Lot No. 2 at $1.00;

cts.; regular
regular price

$1.75.
Silk Warp Henrietta $1.25.
Satin Duchesse $1.50.
Best 50 cent Satin in the market.
1 lot

dtf

New lot Turcoman Table Covers
$3.00 ; less than half price.
Bargains in Every Department.
CRAND TRUNK

HASKELL & JOSKS, CHEAP

—

Quality

Custom and

1£<·;ι<1)

lUade

—

paid by a gentleman
as a financier, for

of large exan interest
η some well established business in
can
that
show a fair profit
this city
for the past few years. All communicabe
will
tions
strictly confidential. Address
will be

fierience

"FINANCIAL PARTNER,"
Daily Press Office,
(I3t*

WM, M.

August 24tli. 1880.

Ululer tlie style <
X. JOHN LITTLE &
CO.

iiug25dt!

ALL
as

ported cheap labor. Per order,

CARKIfiKWAKTEII.
reliable boys to deliver the EVENING
EXPRESS to subscribers. None but boys
who go to the High School or have their afternoons to themselves need apply.
Enquire at 88 EXCHANGE ST.,

GOOD

WANTED.

AND

—

-2

EXCHANGE,

Exchange St., Portland,

All Orders by mall
to.

or

TUESDAY, Sept. 28tli, at 3 o'clock p. in.,
shall sell the two and half story house
ON
corner of Pleasant and
we

a

Bond Sts., Stroudwater.
Me., contains 8 finished rooms, good cellar, plenty
of water, etc. This property is pleasantly situated, and will be sold without reserve. Ternis at
sep22dtil
sale,

F. 0. BAILEY &C0.,

at-

novlleodtf

AUCTION.

Il V

MONDAY, Sept. 27th, at 12 o'clock M.. at
our Salesroom 18 Exchange St., we shall sell
1-32 of Ship C. C. Chapman.
"
W. ίί. Davis.
1-64
sep21<ltd
Terms cash.

ON

Auctioneers.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

ESTATE-IN DEERING,

REAL

BY

AUCTION.

THURSDAY. Sept. 30, at 3 o'clock p. m.,
we shall sell the two-story house on Hartley
Avenue,near Stevens' plains road, on line of horsecars. known as the W. L. Turner place, has 8 finished rooms, Sebago water, good cemented cellar,
«te. ; was built last season and la in perfect order
throughout. Terms easy and made known at sale.
dot
sep24

ON

F. Ο. BAILEY & CO.

uetioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
€. W. ALLKV

O. RAlfit'V.
marl4

dtf

HV8INEee CHANCES.

i*7AHTEI>-Ageiits for the easiest selling arr Τ
tide on the market; experienced canvassmake bin pay : new beginners make $3 per
ay; call or write, G. L. POND & CO., 227 Wnsh22-1
lgton St., Boston, Mass.
rs

I^OR SALE-Lodging House 15 rooms in
I
Cliarlestown, 50gooi paying table boarders,
esides large trancient business in the dining
aom.
This is rare chance and ran
>r «950.
BRITTAN & PHELPS,
3ii St..
Mass.

be
330

purchased
Washing21-1

Boston,

SALE-29 room lodging house in heart
ot city, rooms all well furnished at cost of
early $3,000, insured for *2,500; will sell if
nken at· once for $ 1,650, one-half cash, balance
asy terms. This house will net S100 per month
asy. BKITTAN & I'll Κ LPS, 339 'Washington
8-2
t., Boston, Mass.

FOR

OK SALE-18 Room Lodging
house furnished in Black λνβΐηιιΐ. Makes 10 Beds;
room let to permanent lodgers ; right close
ο theatres, paying 165 a month nasi des the rent,
,nd can show it; 81050, part cash; a bargain. E.
). WOODWARD, 339 Washington Street. Room
15-1
Boston, Mass.

F

very

OK SALE-Cigar store on one of the best
thoroughfares in Boston: good fixtures, nice
irge show window, living room in rear ; rent $20
month ; price §225 ; owner leaving the state;
liance seldom offered. Apply to E. D. WOODVARD, 339 Washington Street, Room L, Boston,
15-1
lass.

F

LEI.

RENT—Two story frame house, twelve
rooms, central location ; arranged for two
imilles. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Vï Exchange
23-1

treet.

ΓΟ

LUT—One large front
68 FREE STREET.

Ο LEX—Possession
203 State street.

Γ
1MALL.

room

unfurnished,
22-1

given October 1. hous·
Inquire of JOHN C.
22tf
brick house No. 169

story
Danforth Street Cor Winter. Possesion given
FOR
at 23 PINE STREET.
Irst of October.

Inquire

20-1

LET—Lower tenement, eight rooms on
Pleasant Street, Woodfords, All In first-class
irder: Sebago water ; price $12.50 per month. D.
18-1
). CLOUGH at the house.

ΓΟ

Ο LET.—To parties without children, two
rooms on street floor, furnished or
itherwlse,
gas and furnace heat if desired ;
ilso a parlor with bay window on the street.
Heals in house if wanted. Address lor terms, ftc.
CUMBERLAND ST., Care Letter Carrier No. 3.

Γ connecting
with

18-1

At 639 CONGRESS STREET,
a nice 9ult of rooms, with sun all day, fronting
m uonuiess; atsoaiewcnoice single uuiua ; f.vi cient bath room accomodations ; entire house heatid by steam. The appointments of the house and
ts location make9 it the best family home in the
10-1
iity. Call at house.
RENT

FOR

—

RENT—A

of

loca-

the

a

a
Agency
tal; good profits : large business. Address THE
DODD SHUTTER AVOIiKEH CO, 119 Devonshire
sep22d3t
St., Boston.

FOR MALE.

SALE—Good house and stable,

on

city. Enquire

rear

23-2

MALE—A first class manufacturing bus
Iness ; entirely new goods ; clean and light
work ; large profits and unlimited demand ; machines in operation and everything ready for business.
Parties looking for an investment will find
this a rare opportunity. Address BOX 41, Deer23-1
ing, Maine.

FOR

MALE—a 2 tenement house on the east-

FOR
erly end of city, good investment, contains
all
13
of two streets,
lot,
a

amily

or

avorable terms to board with a desirable family.
10-1
8EN.IAM1N SHAW, 48'a Exchange St.

I,ET—All Gents' know the place where
can get their garments cleansed, redyed, pressed, etc., at a reasonable price,
jients' own cloth ''lit and made to order in the
atest style. FRED W. GROSSTUCK, Tailor,
;ue Middle St., above Junction of Free and Mid16-1
ile streets.

ΓΟ
they
tired.

LEV-Kents—One with 8 rooms, price
one with 6 rooms,
i'2'ΛΟ ; one with »
$23 per month: all down stairs; Sebago in
iach. N. S. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.
21-1

TO 8275 ;

rooms,

;

LET-House No. 30 Lincoln street, Wood

8 finished rooms in first-class conditio!
TOford's,
of E. S
fire
water,

Inquire

places, Sebago
>pen
KIDLON.

1C-1

day, good drainage, cemented cellar, flower garden in frout: will exchange for a farm. N. S.
23-1
GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.

furnished house, steam heat,
sunny exposure, delightful situation ; stable
un premises.
Apply to BENJ. SHAW, 48',3 Ex15-1
change St.

frame house and
walk of Old City
rooms;price if1800. BEN-

rooms,
containing
TO
large closets, Sebago, sunny location, No. 17
within three minutes
FREDERICK

large

corner

sun

SALE—A two

story
FOR
land within eight minutes
Hall: house hasten

23-1
JAMIN SHAW, 48'/a Exchange St.
MALE—House; in the most desirable
central part of the city ; brick, 10 rooms and
and bath, walls and ceilings newly decorated in
latest style ; large suit of parlors ; new steam
works of the most approved pattern for heating;
sunny exposure; ail modern conveniences; excellent neighborhood; wilt be sold at a bargain
J3000; can remain on mortgage ;at 5Vi per cent
interest. W. H. WALDKON, 180 Middle St.

FOR

22-1

MA LE—In western part of city, a cottage, containing 7 rooms; Scbago, gas and
furnace ; corner lot price *3U0o. Apply to JOIIΝ
22-1
F. PROCTOR. Centennial Block.

FOR

MALE—House lots cheap: on Forest
Avenue and William, Pitt and Fessenden
Streets, Deering, witbin one mile of Preble
House and on or within a few rods of Horse Railroad. Iuqulre of ROLLINS & ADAMS or F. O.
21-1
BAILEY & CO.
MALE—Two first class houses, in process of construction, on Falmouth Street,
Deering, within one mile of Preble House and
but few rods of Horse Railroad; terms easy.
Inquire of ROLLINS & ADAMS or F. O. BA121-1
LKÏ ft CO.
MALE—Three new houses on Fessenden Street, Deering, within oue mile of
Preble House, and but a few rods from horse railroad; terms easy; For particulars enquire of
ROLLINS & ADAMS, or F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
21-1
Exchange Street, Portland.
m
New ^ ictor,

FOR

RENT—A

LET-A

FOR

FOR

ggg?Ï Co., 230 Middle St.,

IpOK

20-1

NILE OB TO LET—Wharf property
on Back Cove 250 feet front, foot of Franklin
Street; good depth of water and close by P. & R.
R. K. : suitable for Coal Lumber or wood. MOSES
20-1
GOULD. 101 North Street.

Fob

>4ALK—A line thoroughbred liver and
white cocker Spaniel male Γ up. 4 mouths old
Price ($5.00) live dollars. Address
a
beauty.
and
20-1
M. H. KANLKTT, Rockland, Box 093.
and

Fixtures
ever ofENOCH
20-1

WALE— A one and a half story house
rooms; lot 40x104 feet ; on oue of the
in the westernpart of Ihc eitv. Adi>1v
at 20 CUSHMAN ST It Κ HT.
VILLAGE FAHH for sale. 12 acres or
less if desired,. beautiful and healthy locatwo railroads leading from
tion ; nearly new, near
Portland to Boston- M. U. HUSSEY, No. Ber18-1
Me.
wick,
OH WALE—St raw be rrv plants of the leading
Λν. ATKINS, N. Slain
popular varities. J.
15-1
Street Peering, Me.
WALE—Or lease, grain mill, with trade
of $75,000pel year; buildings, machinery
all good; power aud buildings
engine, boiler, etc.,
for other business if desired; price
may be used
Address "GRAIN MILL,"
S8000; easy terms.
sep7-8
box 1239. Boston.
eleven
FOB
best streets

20-i

F~OB

SALE-Fine residence; property

on

Main and Stroudwater, SaccarapFOB
half house,
and
consisting of story and
corner of

pa ;

lot in front, set with fruit and
stable, large open
trees ; it is the most central and desiralso 14 acres on Spring St.,
town;
in
able location
laud : also 3 lots
β acres on Stroudwater, splendid
side, near school house,
north
St.,
on Valentine
to close an
sold
reasonably
each 00x200; will be
Ε. H. RITCHIE, Corner
estate Apply to MRS. Saccarappa, Me.
3-4
Main and Stroudwater,
country will
SALE Owner leaving theaud
Lodging
Boarding
sacrifice for $400, near
furnished
Boston ;
House in flourishing city
month
clear,
year
per
complete, aud paying $200
location : never
round ; always full ; low rent ; good
W. l· ERJ.
Address
changed hands ; Investigate.
13-12

FOB

FORJRENT.
The whole or part of a house in the
western section of the city; recently repaired throughout, furnace in cellar.
Perfect drainage, pleasant location.
Apply to E. A. WALDRON,
International S. S. Co.'s Office, Kailroad
Wharf, foot of State Street.
dlw
sepl8
LOST AND FOl'ND.

to

iep21

B·

with blue ribbon

small

gold watch,
memento rather
LOST—A
attached, prized
[or its intrinsic value. The finder will be
as

a

than

suitably

rewarded by returning the same to this office or
giving information where it may be found. 21-1

with owner's

book,
LOUT—Pocket
name, containing money notes and papers,
uni two
tickets lh section
inscribed
t

E.,
Stockbridge course
3f 110 value except to loser. Finder will be fairly
warded by leaving same at this office, or with (».
\V.

VERRILL, 191 Middle street.

20-1

Sept. 14, between West Cumberland and Wilson's stable, Federal Street
Cortland, an open face, key winder, silver watch.
Itockford worlts No. 78,567. Suitable reward
will be given for the return of the same to I'RESS
18-1
»r ARGUS OFFICE.

LOST—Watch;

CITY ADVERTISEMENT*.

CITY OF

PORTLAND.

Notice of ji Hearing.
In Board of Mayok and Aldermen:
OTICE is hereby given that the Mayor anil
Aldermen of the City ol Portland, as the
nunlcipal officers thereof, in accordance with the
provisions of sections 56, f>tj and 67, of chapter 3,
jf the Revised Statutes of the State of Maine, ill
tend to take for a public park or square the following described lot or parcel of land, lying and
situated within the said City of Portland, and
bounded as follows :
Northerly by the curbstone of the southerly side
uf a passage way between the United States Hotel and the -'Old City Hall" ; easterly by the westerly curbstone oi that part of Middle street, commonly called and known as "Market square":
of
southerly by the curbstone at the junction
those parts of Congress aud Middle streets, commonly called and known as "Market square";
md westerly by the easterly curbstone of that
part of Congress street commonly called and
Known as "Market square."
And the aforesaid municipal officers nereby
live notice that they will meet to view the land to
De taken, and will give a bearing to all parties inerested, at the Ward Room, iu "Old City Hall,"
>n MONDAY, September 27, A. D. 1886, at 3
j'elock in the afternoou, aud will thereafter de;ide whether said laud shall be taken for said
lublic park or square.
by order of the Mayor and Aldermen.
UEO. C. BURGESS. City Clerk.
Portland. Sept. 18. 1886.
sep20dlw

GARMENTS

QYED OR CLEANSED WHOLE,
and

pressed ready
—

18 Λ

Co''"
j';,

AT

for wear,

—

FOSTER'S
Forest

ply

seven

ell

a

House No. IS

house

1

al.i
BALK—The stock and fixtures of a general store at Gloucester Hill, stock very
goods, rent very low.
liglit, very few unsaleablesale
Trade
if desired.
new wagon, and pung for
Adcan be worked up to $10,000 per annum.
dress M. P. JOHNSON, New Gloueester.Me.

Stock

new

STREET,
walk of horse cars at M. C. R. R. Congress Street
station. Terms moderate. Inquire Λ 1039 Con19-3
gress street.

FOR

GURSON, 2nd, Lynn, Mass.

telephone promptly

AUCTIONEERS.

VESSEL PROPERTY

111

Me.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
tended

REAL ESTATE AT STROUDWATER, BV AUCTION.

or

—

Job Printer
>

BAILEY A CO., AUCTIONEER».

F. O.

OK
centrally
salesmen to sell our goods
every
No. (>24 Congress St., to
will arrange lor
F ted brick house portion
town and county In Maine
SMART
for lodging,
the occupants would make
small
with
man controlling
capiState

ornamental

Book, Card
97

PORTLAND LODGE,
National Brush Makers Union.

sep23d3t»

KN1GI1T. 380 Congress Street, Portland.

—

MARKS,

?UINTIiKtl>

C. MILLETT.
X. JOHN LITTLE.

C.

and

ON

BENT-Three

Notice BruNh .tinker*.
Brush Makers are requested to keep away
from H. Rosenthal & Bro., New York City,
the workmen are out on a strike against im-

Ο Β 8 ALE—Jewelry

On September 29, the Grand Trunk Railway Co.
will sell round trip tickets to Montreal and Quebec
and intermediate points at. $0.00, good to return
till October 0. Tills will afford an opportunity of
visiting the two principal cities of the Dominion,
as well as the Grand Exhibition now being held at
Sherbrooke. Tickets for sale at city ticket office,
No. 3ό Exchange street, and at Grand Trunk DeJ. U1CKSON, G. Manager.
pot.
W. EDGAlt, G. P. A.
sep21dtd

MSS0L11TI0N OF CO-PARTMSHIP.

or

good men; union
steady work guaranteed
prices paid. Apply H. ROSENTHAL & BRO..
120 Chambers St., Ν. Y.
sept22d3t

The best location and best bargain
F
fered in New England. Enquire of

$6.00.

—

■

mm
to

ν

FOB

—

Quebec !

470 Congress St.
dtf

$10,000 to $20,000

το

Montreal

depended upon and l'air
prices guars' nteed.

Lancaster Building,
my22

RAILWAY.

fxCIIRM

-MANUFACTURERS OF—

First

BRUSH MAKERS

$1.00; regular price $1.25.

«ο. 3 me street mock, romane.
aug

Β

Satin Rhadames

more

BY AUCTION.
TUESDAY, Sept. 28, at 10 o'clock a. in., at
house No. 10 Deering street, wo shall sell
Sofas, Easy Chairs, Draperies, Chamber Sets. l!enare Brasses, 3 pieces, Persian. Antique salvers,
Koran Holder, Large Ouscliak Carpet, ltugs. Turkish Cmieters. Spears, Pistols, (te., (te.: together
with Dining Boom Furniture, Cooking Kange and
Kitchen Utensils, Refrigerator, Crockery Ware, (fcc.
Mr. Stevens obtained a number of curiosities during his officiai residence In Smyrna which will be
sep22dlw
sold ill this sale,

FOR

Girls Wanted.
Y PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO., West
Commercial St.
my22dtf

rooms,

FURNISHING TURNER BROS.,
<Hf

Bric-a-Brac, &c.,

TO

sep9dtf

of lot. first class location, in western part of
FOR
at 582 CONGRESS STREET.
the

—

-AT-

aug25

L.

AUCTIONEERS.

Household Furniture, Rugs,

Wanted Immediately.

return to
24-1

LADIES, MISSES and CHILDREN,

181 Middle Street.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

Ν experienced cook at 136 FREE ST.

gold pin

CHARLES PERRY, OPENING

GOODS,

Cow Wanted.
Address [with
FIRST-CLASS cow wanted.
sep21d4t
particulars BOX, 1819, City.

in
a
owner as a memen-

■

^jxrr>

WANTED—All

is

TO

CLOTHING

a dry goods
like
engage
best of references from present employers ; terms
Address
J. K., Press Office.
sep2-3
reasonable.
orders for collecting city offa
Teleto be left at our office after this date.
phone 980. G. M. STANWOOD & CO., 261 and
3-8
205 Commercial St.

HENRY B. CLEAVES, Amince.
sep26dlw
Portland, Sept. 24,1880.

WANTED—A small room or I
LET-In the upper part of the city, a few
space to store furniture ; state size of room ]
furnished rooms, with good large closets, at
and terms by the month and year. Address STOKreasonable
prices. |For particulars enquire at
24-1
AGE, Press office.
24 1
100 PARK STREET.

STORAGE

acquainttravelling
WANTED—A
ed with the trade in Vermont State would
and notion house ;
with
to
salesman

Notice

Boston.
d3t

sap24

27-4
dle St., Portland, Me.
ANTED—Highest Cash prices paid for cast
oil clothing also exchanges forSmyrna Rugs
Please send postal to M. DE. GROOT, Perry House

—

is hereby given, that the
subscriber lias been duly appointed Executor of the Will of

S. WEEKS,
ALLEN
48 Congress Street,

No.

or

STOCK
OF

buy $1,000 cast off Clothing
of all kinds. Highest cash price paid. Cal
address immediately, MR. S. LEVY, 97 Mid-

WANTED—To

ASSIGNEE'S SALE.
—

p. in., we
cornel* of
on
and
feet
Clark streets; 40V»
Spruce and
Spruce
">8 feet on Clark street. Terms at sale.
seplHtd

FRIDAY, Sept. 24, at 3 o'clock
ON shall
sell the valuable lot of land

WANTED-Situation
WAKIKD

THE

Valuable Lot of Land, Corner
of Spruce and Clark Streets,
BY AUCTION.

WA1*TKD-In

suitable rent for a gentleman
and his daughter. Address C. B. TURNER,
16-2
street.
278 Congress
people of Portland to know
that MRS. SNOYV. Magnetic Physician,
Test and Business Medium, has returned from
her vacation, and can again be found in her
parlors in Eagle Hotel, Middle St., corner of India.
Office hours, 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to δ and 7 to 10 p. m.
13-2

NOTICE.

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

jiven.

We have about 300 pairs fine Cashmere Gloves carried over from last
season; these are nice quality which
sold for 50 cents or more ; the colors

purge, but by their gentle action please all who
use them.
In vials at 25 cents; five for $1. Sold
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
Now York City.

IF ANTED to cover tlic counties Cumberland,
» »
Knox, Lincoln and York, Me. ; a man capaile of presenting clearly and plainly to manufacurers a long felt want : men acquainted with manifacturers preferred ; territory guaranteed ; reference required.
Address NEW YOKJi, Daily

A

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S GOSSAMERS

sep23

bane of so many lives that here is where we
our great boast.
Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills arc very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.

pood
117"ANTE I»—Situations ; those in wantorofhotels
» »
reliable help for private familys
228
Middle
Office,
hould call at mv Employment
t, over M. G. Palmers store. MRS. Ν. H. PAL;
23-1
1ÉR. Call at once.

Ά. general housework.

rauy be

SICK

1.00
Ι·98
1.98

-

BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP

Hcadache,yet Carter'sLittle Liver Pills are equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and
preventing
this annoying complaint, while they also correct

-59
*65
-75

"

large size Rain Umbrellas

CLOTHING.

tJick Hcadache and relieve all the troubles Incident to a bilious state of the system, such as Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after eating.
Pain in the Side, Ac.
While their most remark*
able success has been shown in curing

$«50

case

LITTLE USED.

nia." F. II. Adams. New Hartford, Conn.
"Hood's Sarsaparilla has done me an Immense
amount of good. My whole system has been built
up and strengthened, my digestion Improved, my
head relieved of the bad feeling, and my throat
relieved of the severe irritation. I consider It the
best medicine I have ever used, and am elad to
speak in its praise." Maky L. Peele, 25 Turner street, Salem, Mass.

never

good size Rain Umbrellas
One case good size Rain Umbrellas
One

"My daughter received much benefit from the
use of Hood's Sarsaparilla as an excellent tonic
after a protracted attack of bronchial pneumo-

was

races were
was made.

honest and reliable medicine.

"I have used Hood's Sarsaparilla for a blood purifier in my family several years, and cannot speak
too highly of it." J. E. Collins, Piqua, Ο.
"I cannot find words strong enough to express
my feeling in favor of Hood's Sarsaparilla. It lias
done everything for me, curing me of dyspepsia
with which 1 had suffered many years." Mus. S.

in the town of

town using his field for a short cut to and
from school, placed a notice in the pathway,
forbidding them from using his field as a
highway. Some of the young folks who
feared being arrested did not use the field

an

Following

as now.

No Words of Ours

try of deeds :
Wtstbrook—Mary Graftam
Elmer E. Graftam, land. $295.

sold so good values
will be on sale to-day.

department we have

AUCTION BAKES.

WANTED.

ADVERTISEMENT*.

GOSSAMERS and UMBRELLAS

·_

ture to

Chahlehton, 8. C., Sept. 20.
CHHpMan, Mayor:
■

ο

TEN NIGHTS IN A UAIÎ BOOM.

ia town.

The following;
terday:

NEW

AT CRAY.

of the Rain.

To Have Been
Ir- Could Turns Out
a Very Extensive Speculator.

BCPCOIIll

Total

T he

of the Means Used
'as Forgery one
to Defraud the Bank?

erenlpg,, September 28th.
Manager Somerby

THE FAIR

DEFALCATION.

J

S^'&SWÊurlmrto

1

THE

City Dye House

1» PREBLE STREET.
sep21

eodlw

